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Provide Upset in
Non-Partisan Race
Sheriff, Prosecutor

Will Be
In

New Officers

County Courthouse

Ottawa county will have a new
probate judge, a new sheriff and
a new prosecutor as the result of
Tuesday’s general election.
In an upset. Frederick T. Miles
of Cooporsvilledefeated Probate
Judge Cora Vande Water, who ha*
held the position 16 years.
The other new officers are Jerry
Vandcrbeek of Holland, who defeated Sheriff William M. Boeve
in the September primaries, and
Wendell A. Miles of Holland who

mm

m
A tackful of dimes symbolized the presentationof
a check for $5,800 to the Ottaws chapter ‘'y the
National Foundation for Infantile Paralysis1^ supplement locally-raisedfunds in last January’s
March of Dimes campaign. The local chapter spent
all of its current funds to care for polio victims.

Left to right are John D. Plewes, treasurerof the
Ottawa county chapter; Ernest L. Bates, Grand
Rapids, state representative of the national
foundation; Wilbur Cobb, 1949 campaignchairman
and Corinne Pool, of the First National bank, who
deposited the
(Penna Sas photo)

check.

A*
Trucks Collide

3

At Intersection;

One Demolished

Polio Foundation Grants

ceived bruise*.
Damage to one of the trucks, a
pickup driven by John Grissen of
route 4, was estimatedto be $1,000.

The other trucks involved were
driven by James A. Hopp of 74
Lincoln Ave., and John J. Lemmen. Damage to the Hopp truck
was estimatedto be $400 and to
Lammen's $300.
According to police, the truck
driven by Hopp started up from a
stop and crashed into the truck
driven by Grissen which was gojpg north on Michigan.The impact knocked Griasen's truck into

Lemmon truck.
Mopp was given a

the

ticket for

fading to yield the nght of way
through traffic. Miller who was
riding with Grissen and Sidney
Brandsen of route 4, were the
witnesses.

No

one was injured in a buscar crash Wednesday at 12:55 p.m.
at the intersectionot Pine Ave.
and 10th St.
The car, going south on Pine,
was driven by Thelma Baldridge
of 268 West 11th St., and the bus,
going east on 10th, was driven by
Julius J. Brown of 489 Graalaehap Rd.
The driver of the car told police
she di<j not se.e the bus coming
and that wet leaves made the
street very slippery and she

JCC

$5,800 to Ottawa Fund

CouncO

John Elgersma, 66, died early
Friday morning at hi* home, 129
East 17th St., following a long

Insurance Expert

Survivingare the wife Gertrude, four sons, Arend, Floyd,
John, Jr. and Richard; two daughters, Mrs. IJarold Stull and Mrs.
Henry Windemulder; 16 grandchildren and two sisters,Mrs.
John Timmer of Zeeland and Mrs.

Halloween Party
Unusual Costumes,
Parade, Clowns and
Fireworks on

Program

Tony Atema of

Paterson.

Harm

Alferdink of Ger-

many.

Scheduled

Trial

In Circuit

Court

and

view park R,r the annual kids’
Halloweenparty, sponsored by the
Junior Chamber of Commerce.
Preceding the park entertainment. costumed youngsters paraded to the pork from the Tower
building, assisted by* bands from
Holland high school. Junior high
school and Ho|>e college.
New novelties were in evidence
this year, and costumes were so
varied that judges had difficulty
making decisions.Besides the ordinary entries such as clowns,
witches, ghost* and fairies, there
were such siiper-dooper novelties
as clocks, boxes, pcanu,s.
cats a Pied Piper with rats on
wheels, a pumpkin, headless man.
walking boxes and many other
ideas to prove some imaginations
had been working overtime.
First prize in the costume contest, u bicycle, went to Carrow
Kleinheksel for his entry of a
witch on a broomstick astride two
black cats. Second prize, a radio,
went to Sharon Huff, whose entry
was a big JCC clock.
Other prizes went to Ruth Van
Dyk. third place; Arlene Van
llarn, fourth; Eugene Van Ham,
fifth; Barbara Wenzel, sixth; Lin-

State

Edge

Elected

GOP Holds

Congress

Officers

Zeeland

Plewes said the $14,000 collected
in
in Ottawa County last January
had proved inadequate to give
Zeeland, Nov. 4 — George Van
necessary medical aid and treatEenenaam.local merchant, was
ment to the 18 convalescing pacouldn't stop m time to avoid the tients. previously stricken with elected president of the Zeeland
Chamber of Commerce at the ancollision.
infantile paralysisand the 10 new
Two oars, driven by Cornelius victims who contracted it this nual meeting of the organization
Huskey of 662 East 10th Ct. and year. Seven of the new patients Thursday night. Van Eenenaam
James Slayer of 19 East 14th St., are now in Holland and Grand succeeds A. C. Vandcn Bosch, local banker.
came together at the intersection Rapids hospitals.
Don Kooiman was elected treasof 19th St. and Pine Ave. Tues‘This is particularly true be- urer to succeed Albert Vandcn
day at 4 pm.
cause it is our policy to take care
Huskey told police he didn't see of the medical expenses of every Brink. Three new directors also
were named. Mel Boonstra. A1
the other car until it was too late person who contracts the disease,"
Vandcn
Brink and Tom Whitsitt.
to stop.

J.

Vander Zwaag officiating.
Interment will to in Pilgrim
Home cemetery. Friends may call
at the Elgersma home where the
body reposes until Monday noon.

Mayor De Free Lauds
Committee for
. In Insurance

Work

Study

Williams, 3.150, and Ottawa coun- Brien and Louis Rabaut of the
ty gave Sigler, 13,501 and Wil- 13th and 14th districts.
Michigan'sRepresentatives, inliams. 11.370.
The complete unofficialvote of cumbents starred, follow:
1st— George Sadowski.
(*)
Ottawa county appears on a chart
2nd— Earl W. Michener.R. <•)
on page 6.
3rd— Paul W. Shafer. R. (*)
In the amendments, voters fol4th— Clare E. Hoffman. R (*)
lowed the advice of school inter5th— Gerald R. Ford, Jr., R.
ests and voted an overwhelming
6th— William W. Blackney,R.
"no" on proposal No. 2 calling for

D

deteat of the sales tax diversion (*>
amendment,and an enthusiastic 7th— Jesse P. Wolrott, R. f*)
8th— Fred L. Crawford, R. (*)
yes on No. 5. providing extended
9th— Albert J. Engel, R. (*)
periods and reduced majoritiesfor
10th— Roy Woodruff,R. i*l
vote on tax limitations.
11th— Charles E. Potter. R. (*)
Holland voted 5,412 to 964
13th-^GeorgeD O'Brien. D.
against Proposal
and 3.926 to
14th— Louis C. Rabaut, 1).
2.395 for Proposal 5. Ottawa
county voted 17,988 to 4.085 15th— John Dingle. D. (•)
16th— John Lesinski, D. (•)
against Proposal 2. and 12.287 to
17th— George Dondero. R. (*)
9,302 for Proposal 5.
The count \ also voted. 14.653 Results on the 12th districtin
to 7,798, to adopt a pension plan which Republican Incumbent John
for county employes, and 12.338 B. Bennett was opposed by Demto 8,644 against calling a conven- ocratic Gene A. Saari were not
tion for revision ot the constitu- available.
tion. Other details will to found
on the county chart.

and make recommendatkma on insurance policiesheld by the city j
and the Board of Public Works, 1
City father* approved a recom-

Turned Down at

Boxes

Vote on Road Problem
Brings More Calls

Than Any Other Vote
Twentieth St.

will

remain open.

Holland voters decided Tuesday.
The most important single issue
of the presidential election here

was defeated by 676 vote*. Voting
to close the short street between

State and Michigan were

Ways and

;

Mean*

Four-Year Issue

Ballot

3.195

persons, while those opposing the

committee to retain tha J
services ol the Insurance and
Auditing Inspection Co. of Indlanapoib, IncL, tor the sum of $3oO,
coat to be proportionedbetween
the city and the BPW.
The measure wa* introduced by
Aid. Harry Harrington, chairman
of the Way* and Means commit- 3
tee, who said the study has been
under considerationfor a long
time. Aid. Peter Kromann, another member* dl the committee, explained operation* of such servics
in which he said a representative
of tto firm checks all policies with
regard to rate corrections, and
give opinions on the same cover*'
age at a cheaper rate or broa
average for tto same money, besides checking tto financialsetup
of tto insurance companies holding city contracts.

Mayor Bernard De Free hailed
the action of council in dealing

with the problem. He said it waa
the first concrete move in thd
right direction.He complimented
242 blanks or discarded ballots.
Thus, Holland voters supported the Ways and Means committee
for its comprehensive study of the
the stand of Common Council problem.
which voted 8 to 4 to keep the
Council approved letting three
street open. A strong fight tto close bids for redecorating in the city
the street to allow expansion of hall and clinic building.Two bide
were awarded Gabe Kuite for deChristian high school was pro- corating the two rooms in the city
moted by the School for Christian clerk'soffice and the tuA roome
Instruction.
in tto municipal judge’s office.
The 20th St. vote was counted Tto other bid was given John De
immediatelyafter the presidential Ridder for redecorating the first
ballot, and trends and results floor of tto clinic building. Aid.
were available some time after John H. Van Dyke, chairmar of
9:30 p.m.
the Public Buildings and Groun
More inquiries were received by committee which made the reco
The Sentinel’selection staff than mendationa, also complimented
any other question.
the work of the fire depa
Final unofficialtotals on the which decorated its own office.
20th St. issue follow:
- Three new street lights will be
issue numbered 3.871. There were

Yet

No

$81
Second Ward ...„ .. 498
Third Ward ........ 491
Fourth Ward ..... 618
Fifth Ward ........ .. 641
Sixth Ward ...... . .. 616

' 885
759

Flr*t

Ward

....

.......

605
562

874
686

Total*
......... 8,195
1,871
20th S*- closing wa* submitted to popular vote after proponents of the plan signed initia
lory petitions requesting such
action after Common Council voted to keep the street open.
The issue became the livest one
of the campaignevoking a flood of
comment in The Sentinels Public
Opinion column. The vote climax
ed about four years of discussion
on the closing.
....

The

Grand Rapids YMCA. Music came
fiom Nick Hoffman’s calliope.
The party was climaxed by a
brilliant display of fireworks, al-

ways a delight to children and
adults alike.
The Holland Community Chest
drive went over the top Monday
with pledges and collections of
$27,236.22.which is $686.22 more
than the assigned quota of $26,
550.

installed end two others Will be
moved, according to a recommendation of Aid. Tony Nienhuis of a
Public Lighting committee. New
lights will be placed on 22nd St
and 23rd SL between Washington
end Van Raalte Aves., and at the
foot of East Fourth St. Lights on

Third and Fourth Sts. between
River and Central will be moved
to the Central Ave. intersections.
Attention was called again fhat
any street lights not in operation
should to reported to the Board
of Public Works.
Two bouquets of chrysanthemums and October roses, placed
in council chambers by Park SupL
j

Dick Smallenburg,were given td
Aid. Harringtonfor his wife who
has been ill more than a year.
Referred to the Public Safety
commission was a petition from
West Ninth St. residents protesting lack of street services becausd
of constantparking of cars in
front of homos by employes of
Western Machine Tool Work*. It
was pointed out the area is posted
with limited parking signs
The 20th St. vote in Tuesday*!
electionwas canvassed by an election board consisting of Aids.
Bertal Slagh. Earl Ragflins and
John Beltman. who reported vote
favoring the closing at 3.197 and

|

Campaign Chairman Peter Kro- opposed 3.875.
mann, who made the triumphant City Clerk Clarence Grevengoed
announcementjust tofore noon read a report of the annual meetMonday, said there are still some ing of the Municipal Employes Recontributions coming in from in- tirement system in Lansing OcL
21. County Surveyor Carl T.
dustries and postal employes.
Nearly all divisions went over Bowen of Spring Lake was one of
four persons nominated as a dir
the top.
The industrialcanvass netted ector for the new board. Greven$13,624.38; business and profes- goed also read a letter from State
sional. $7,058.72,national gifts, Highway Commissioner Charles j
$361; schools and colleges. $1,494.- M. Ziegler pertaining to highway |
87; public employes. $515.25; indi- improvements and traffic lights.J
vidual gifts. $2,591.45; suburban October reports from the buildi

2
Plewes said.
Other board memtors are C. J.
For the fjfth consecutive year, Yntema. Dr. L. A. Van Kley, C.
the Kiwanis club will conduct the Bennett and C. Karsten.
January 1949 March of Dimes
A new Chamber of Commerce
campaign in Holland. Wilbur secretary Is expected to be namAdmitted to Holland hospital Cobb, who acted in a similar capaed soon following resignation of
Tuesday were Nancy Wheaton. city last year, will again be city
Wiliam Baron who was named a
315 West 21st St.; Tom Parker, campaign manager.
year ago.
309 East 11th St.; Edward PiHarold Hubbel, chairman of the
cot te, son of Mr. and Mrs. Lawmanufacturer's committee, reportrence Picotte, 468 Plasman Ave.; John William Bosman
ed all factories working full time
Mrs. Angus Brower, 152 East
ing inspector revealed •$() permit! j
canvass. $1,593.55.
Dies at Grand Haven
and some overtime. He said othwere issued during the month for
Ninth St.; Harold Mokma. 221
Holland's
campaign
this
year
ers were planning expansion and
Mrs.
Howard . Ave.; Dolores Nasby, Grand Haven, Nov. 4 (Special)
was scheduled Oct. 25 through 29, a total of $66,384.The fire inspecadded Zeeland's newest industry.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Rich- —John William Bosman. 67, probut was extended to Wednesday tion report rewaled 190 inspec- i
Northern Fiber, is working two 3
ard Nasby, route 1.
noon when reports last Friday tions with 43 warnings.
prietor of a dry cleaningfirm, shifts. He '•aid the new Automatic
In routine action. Council apDischargedTuesday were Mrs died in Municipal hospital at 2:45
failed to reach the quota. Today's
Dies at
Poultry Feeder Co., operated by
Rt. Rev. Lewis Bliss Whittemore
proved placing East 25th St. No.
Leslie M. Parrish and son, 255 p.m. Wednesday of a heart con"over-the-top"
report*
cut
down
Richard and Jack De Witt, is cenThe Rt. Rev. Lewis Bliss Whit4 sewer. East 28th St. No. 2 sew- 1
Washington Blvd.; Doris Coffey, dition Although he had been in
the campaign by one day.
Collide
tering in Zeeland.
Mrs. Jennie Jacobusse. 68. wife temore, D.D., bishop of Western
er and compulsorysewer roll No.
route 1, Hamilton; Mrs. Carl W. ill health for the last week, his
John H. De Free reported on
of Marinus Jacobusse. died at Hol- Michigan will make his annual
28 on special assessment rolls.
Stuenkel and daughter, 140 Rob- <x>ndition was not considered ser
amendments and other issues facThree persons were injured in a land hospital Thursday at 8:45 visitationto Grace Episcopal
A report from Hartford Steam
inson, Allegan; Edward Picqtte, ioua. He was admittedto the hosing voters Nov. 2.
three car collision Saturday night p.m. following a lingering illness. church next Sunday morning.
Poiler inspection and insurance
468 Plasman Ave.; Nancy Wheat- pital Tuesday afternoon.
It was pointed out that Zeeland at 9:30 one-mile east of Holland She had been in the hospital for Bishof| Whittemore was one of the
company on hospital boilers reon, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ivan
He was torn in Hamilton on employes 1.353 persons in a town on M-21.
the last week.
American Bishops who attended
vealed local conditionsrequired no
Wheaton, 315 West 2lst St.; Do- May 11, 1881, and moved to Holwhich has an officialpopulation
Her home was on the Grand the Lambeth conference of AngliChester G. Russcher of route 1.
attention.
lores Nasby, route 1.
land when a toy. In 1907 he open- of 3,000. Of these, 448 are emZeeland, driver of one of the cars. Haven road in Holland township, can archbishopsand bishops in
An application for transfer of
Admitted Wednesday were Ron- ed up a dry cleaning establishployed in small businessesand received right knee and left where she had been a resident London. England, during the sumrestaurant and soft drink licenses
ald Paris, 'son of Mrs. Louise ment in Holland which he oper- 925 in industries.
shoulder injuries. Mrs. Effie Rus- for 46 years.
mer, at the Invitationof the arch:
Jim Borr, Holland’schairman from Jacob Rusticus to Elmer and
Paris, 297 Hayes Ave.; Ken- ated until 1913, when he came to
ischer, received severe shock and
for the recently completed“Share Helen Kehrwecker for a restaur-'
Mrs. Jacobusse was born April bishop of Canterbury.
neth Kolenbrander,son of Mr. Grand Haven ind established the
Judith Russcher, 4, received head 19. 1880 in the Netherlands and
The bishop will be the cele- Our Shoes" drive, today announc- ant at 208 River Ave. was referand Mrs. Edwin Kolenbrander; first dry cleaning business in the Zeeland Lions Donate
unjuries in the accident.
was the daughter of the late Ad- brant at the 8 a.m. celebrationof ed the local quest wxtht over the red to tto License committee with
Miss Ruth Anderson, route 1,* Don city.
Blood to Local Bank
The other cars involvedwere rian Meeuwsen. She was a mem- the Holy Eucharist when the can- top and issued a thafik you to all power to act. Also referred to the
Kronemeyer,' 630 Harrington At-e.
On Feb. 17, 1909, he was mardriven by Alfred G. Lawson of ber of the Pine Creek Christian didates for tonfirmation will make persons for their cooperation.
committee was an application
DischargedWednesday were ried in Holland to the former Ten persons, including seven
Persons in Holland threw hand- from Arens and Van Dyke for conMrs. Jacob Roeiofs antf son, 655 Mabel H. Huntley, who survives members of the Zeeland Lion's Grand Rapids and Montferd j. Reformed church and of the La- their first communions.
dies Aid
fuls of old shoes into the barrels structing and repairing sidewalk*.
Douglas Ave.; Tom Parker, 309 him, as do one son, Orlo K., of club, donated blood to the Hol- Deising of 261 West 24th St
According to sheriff’sofficers
Survivors include her husband;
for relief of people in war devascard of thanks from. The
East 11th St.; Mrs. Hannah John- Grand Haven; a sister, Mrs. Henry
land community blood bank held who investigated,the Russcher seven daughters, Mrs. Albert Ov- Accosted by Two Men
tated countries The /ootwearwas Slagh family for flower* wa* ord•on, 283 West '16th St.; Mrs Wil- Meengs and two brothers, George
Monday night at the local Red car was driving east, when the erway of Borculo, Mrs. John Van ' Grand Haven, Nov. 4 (Special) trucked to Detroit and will be ered file<t
am Sexton and daughter, rout? G. and A. B. Bosman, all of Hol- Cross headquarters.
car driven by Deising made an Dyke, route 4, Mrs. Peter Van —City police are investigatir» packed there for overseas shipClaims and accounts totaled
1, Fennville; Gerrit Van Dyke, land; also one grandson.
Drs. D. Bloemendaaland- G. improper turn on the highway Gelderen, route 2, Mrs. Martin a complaintreceived about 2:40 ment.
'26,491.23. Other claims,are ‘
176 West 27th St.
He was a member of St. John’s Kemme of Zeeland, were In charge and ran into the left side of Vanden Bosch of East Sauga- a.m. today from Wayne J. Doll,
The drive, sponsored. by the pital board. $8,641.01;U_
A daughter,Mary Susan, was Episcopal church.
of the clinic.
Russcher'scar. The Lawson car tuck, Mrs. Ray Voss of Holland 21, of Holt, working for the state Michigan retail shoe dealers,was board. $810.27; park and ceme
born in the hospital Wednesday
The body was taken to the
Members of the Zeeland Lion’s ran into the rear of Russcher’* Miss Marian Jacobusseat home, highway department on a bridge held throughoutthe state by the board. $6,148.85;hospital building,
to Mr. and Mrs. Paul Van Lento, Kammeraad Funeral home, where dub who donated blood were: -L.
car. In other words the Russcher and Mrs. Ralph Rap of Tulsa. near Grand Haven, saying he was member shoe dealers.
$5,182.50; BPW, $21,675.74. Tbfj
287 Hayes Ave.
it will remain until the time of Meengs, A. C. VandenBosch,A. E. car was struck on both the left Okla.; two sons. Peter of route accosted by two men. He reported
Borr said the local results were city treasurer reported BPW
service on Saturday at 2 p.m. Millard, George Meengs, Paul side and rear.
4, and Adrian of Clinton, Wis.; 25 one "pulled a gun” on him and gratifying and thanked The Sent- lection*of $30,364.15 and
Dr. and Mn. John K. Wintor with the Rev. Donald V. Hallock Van Enenaam, Alvin Peirs, DonThe injured were taken to Hol- grandchildren; one great grand* when he told Aim to put the gun inel for aasistance.He also laud- collection*of $36,563.12
were to return Wednesday even- officiating.Burial will be In Pil- ald Kooiman.
land hospital for treatment and child; and two sisters. Mrs. Hen* away, he was struck on the jaw ed the Holland Motor Express for $6,400,75for paving
ing from Rochester, Minn., where grim Home cemetery. Holland,
Holland donors were: Mrs. G. released.
ry Van Houten of Ravenna, and by the other. He had been walk- donating trucks and the Chamber
AM. Peter Kromai
Dr. Whiter attended — yttil aas- where graveside services will be Strabbing, Anton Ttofaoltand AlDeising was given a summons Mrs. Gerrit Van Wierea «C Hol- ing home with hia girl friend, of Commeros for helpiag with eol- invocation. .All
Ml at IM pm. Saturday.
an Van Laenwen. ^
lor making an illegal tun.
Doil
land.
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100-dollar bills frsm under
the spare tire hub-cap on Kuipers’
car. He admittedtaking the money last August. Tyler found the da Fehring, seventh; Janet Larion,
A
eighth; Dorothy Larion, ninth;
loss last Saturday when he went
The National Foundation for
Sandra
Dreisel, 10th; Robyn Mcto the garage to get some money
InfantileParalysis effected a
Millin. 11th; Kenneth and RayGilbert Zuverinkof 104 Spruce
march of dimes back to Ottawa
mond Vinstra, 12th; Sheryl Ann
Ave., appeared at the local court
county today.
Wednesday afternoon and pleaded Vanden Bosch, 13th.
A check for $5,800 was presentEd Zwemer, D ...............7,021
Beverly Hill, 14th; Billy Felon,
ed to John D. Plewes. Holland,
Majority ................10,653 not guilty to a charge of hunting 15th; Dawn Marie Pelon, 16th;
without permission. Trial was sot
treasurer of the cuunty chapter
Vote in the race for prosecutor
Donald Kievit, 17th; Eva Boyle,
for Nov 10.
follows:
by Ernest L. Bates. Grand RapThe
complaint against Zuverink 18th; Sheridan Shaffer, 19th; MarWendell Miles ........
16,572
ids, state representative of the
was signed by Henry Van Dyke gie Zickler,20th. Costume judges
Beginning Nov. 22. you'll be
Jacob Ponstein, I) ......... 8,020
national foundation. The money
were Gerrit Wiegerink, Mrs. Louof route 2.
Majority ........
8.543
will supplement funds raised lo- able to make a round trip from
Jack
Bergsma,
18, of Zeeland, ise Krum and Mi.sg Joan Vander
One of the first concessions of
cally in last January’smarch of Holland to Chicago in one day and
pleaded guilty to three separate Wert.
the day in the national race gave
'limes campaign.
riiit prize, also a bicycle, in
still have six hours in the Windy
victory to Jerry Ford of Grand counts. He paid a $5 fine for not the jack-o-lanterncontest went to
"Because of the unusually large
City.
having an operator's license,a $4
Rapids as U. S. representative of
number of cases of poliomyelitis
The new streamliner that now the district comprising Ottawa fine for speeding and another $4 Yvonne Pas of Montello park
ir. the county this year, all of the
school. Second prize, a radio went
leaves Holland at noon, will^be
fine for running a atop street.
money collected has been spent," switched to a morning run on that and Kent counties. His Ottawa
to David Bonnetteof Washington
Peter
G.
Brown
of
Chicago,
State Police Sgt. Verne Dagen. day, accordingto F. D. Miller, county vote follows:
paid a $10 speeding fine and Sara school, and third prize, a camera,
Ford .............
17,112
chairman of the Ottawa county general agent in Holland.
Brower. 28, of 283 East Ninth went to Roger Garvellnk of MonFred Barr, D.
..............7,216
chapter of the foundation explaintello park.
According to the new schoduie, Majority ...............
St. paid $4 for speeding.
9.896
ed.
Other prize winners were Mary
the train wil] leave Grand Rapids
Clifford G. Dobbin, 19. of 135
William C. Vandenberg of Hol- College Ave., paid a $5 fine for Ann Seif, St. Francis school,
"In our time of need we appeal- at 7:55 a.m. and arrive in Holland
ed directly to national headquar- at 8:30. It will leave Holland and land was returned to the state
fourth; Arthur Sas, Jr., Wa-shmgfailing to yield the right of way.
senate through a substantial Reters for help. It has been a matter arrive in Chicago at 11:30 a.m.
A $1 parking fine was paid by ton school, tilth; Carl Vincent
of policy with the foundation to
The return trip leaves Chicago publican majorityof atom 9,000 Margaret Steffens of 339 Wash- Seif, Junior high school, sixth;
give such help where and when it six hours later at 5:30 p.m. and in Ottawa county, whereas he fell ington Ave.
Sally H o u t m a n. Washington
is needed regardlessof the amount arrives in Holland at 9:50 p.m. All behind about 3.000 in Muskegon.
school, seventh; Mary de Velder,
of moncj raised locally."
these times are according to Hol- Unofficialreturns in 80 ot the 84
Washington senool, eighth; Jean
precincts in the 22nd district folBates said it should be reassur- land time pieces.
and Judy De Free, daughter* of
low:
ing to the citizensof Ottawa
The Holland Chamber of Comthe mayor. Froetol school, ninth;
county that the national * ninda- merce and other groups in cities
Vandenberg ...............
.... 82,801
Robert Cummer, Lincoln school,
tion stands ready at all times to along the route agitated the
William Hodges, D ..... 27,588
l<)th. Judges wore Mrs. (ieorge
Majority .........................5,218
furnish money where local funds change. Thej have been requestDamson and Mrs. Stanley Boven.
in
have become exhausted.
ing the change in schoduie to railDon Jalving seoed as master of
Gov. Kim Sigler trailedthe Re“No one yet hag been able to road officialsfor some time, ac- publican party both in Ottawa
ceremonies at the park where
At least 11 of Michigan'* 17 activitiesbegan with the police
forecast the needs of any com- cording to local Chamber officers. county and Holland city, but he
to Congress will department serving cider and
munity and no one can tell where
still carried majorities over his representatives
or when an epidemic of polio will
opponent G. Mennen Williams, to Republican, a survey of Michi- doughnuts.Candy was provided
strike.” he said. "The dimes given
whose election Sigler conceded gan's ballot revealed today.
by the Jaycees.
Newcomers will to Jerry Ford Entertainmentwas provided by
today may come back in the form
shortly before noon. Vote in Holof dollars to help your children
land city gave Sigler, 3.855 and of Grand Rapids, George D. O'- a three-manclown team from the
probate judge follow.
Miles .....
12,357
Vanile Water ................10,527
Majority ..........................1.830
Vandcrbeek led the entire Republican ticket in Ottawa county.
Unofficial returns follow:
Vanderheek .................
17,874

Streamline Trip

Three trucks were involved in
a crash at 9:58 this morning at
the crossing of US-31 and 29th St
Dean Mhler of route 4. who was
riding in one of the trucks re-

brother,

For Theft Case

m

Gather (or

For John Elgersma

An estimated5.000 youngsters Monday at 2 p.m. at the Ver Lee
children;one sister. Mrs. Grace
Common Council, at an hour*
Dyke of Lynden, Wash., and one and adults swarm'd into River- Funeral home with the Rev. M. long aession Wednesday night,

succeeds Prosecutor Howard W.
Fant. who d id.no t seek re-election.
Frederickand Wendell Miles are
Alvin Kuiper*. 22. of 49 Welt
sons of former Circuit Judge Fred
Ninth
St., waived examinationin
T. Miles of Holland.
Ottawa county, more specifical- municipal court this morning and
ly the 5th congressional district wa* bound over to Circuit Court
consistingof Ottawa and Kent
for trial Nov. 13 at 10 a m Bond
counties, will have a new U. S.
set
at $3,000, was not immediateRepresentativein the person of
Jerry Ford ot Grand Rapids, who ly furnished.
defeated incumtont Bartel JonkKuipers was charged with
man in the September primaries. breaking and entering in the
As expected. Ottawa county night. He signed a confession
went Republican on a 2 to 1 maTuesday afternoonadmittingthe
jority. Preference in Holland city
theft of $5,520 from a tobacco
was even moiV pronounced with
can buried in a garage owned by
a general 3 to 1 majority.
Arthur Tyler of 296 Howard Ave
Unofficialreturns in the 34
Police recovered $4,820 in 50
precincts of Ottawa county for

mm

i

i si

Zeeland,Nov. 4 (Special)
Mrs. Dena Groote, 87, of Zeeland
died Thursday evening at the
home of her grandchildren.Mr.
and Mrs. Fred Breuker. 248 West
Washington St., following a lingering illnea*.
Surviving are four sons. Fred
Meyers of Zeeland. George Meyers of Rusk. Gerrit Groote and
John Groote of Zeeland: one sonin-law. Aaron Styt of Muskegon;
12 grandchildren. 20 great grand-

Illness Is Fatal

THI HOLLAND
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Zeeland

son hue, Friday will hold

its firat ed from Zeeland to Annville last
ted flannel festival since the war August where Rev. Hilmert is director of missionary work in
Started.
Jackson county.
And Jean Thrall, who has been
A letter wa* read at the First
carryover queen since the last one Reformed church service from
In 194L will get a successor.The Mrs. Harvey T. Hoekstra who
new queen will be crowned In a with ner husband and two sons
coronation ceremony Friday night are missionaries associated with
Jack Pollock, one of Cedar the Rev. McClure of the United
Springs’ merchantswho helped PresbyterianMission in Africa.
bring about a revival of the old They are stationed at Akobo In
fashioned parments, j,aid today the Anglo Egyptian Sudan. She
that production of the flannelshas describedthe crude huts and
Increasedto the point to where methods of living there. Wild animrchants are able to meet de- mals are often seen, she said.
mand for the first time since the
Eloise Elenbaas was in charge

started.

!

the fizst ones to see possibility of
raviving rad flannels and started
• campaign that brought the town

nationwide publicity.
The festival Friday will include
a .lumberman’sdinner— salt pork,
boiled potatoes, johnny cake and
finger breed— the fart served
when lumber was a big industry
k) the old daya and rad Uan»es» in vogue.

m

508 571 247 442 100 193 127 140 177 412 200 290 85 150 140 51 190 104 203 266 192
186 201 303 304 501 025 177 130 166 900 187 290 116 253 225 103 229 11$ 174 047 307

Red Flannels Are Back,
Sos Cedar Springs Fest

Nina Babcock and Grace Hamilton, operatorsof the weekly
ewspape/, 'Hie Clipper, were

9»2 273 199
222 184

IK

I

war

102

39
39

Displaced Republicans

f

142

98 170 174 53 192 107 217 286 200
99 226 200 104 209 100 146 226 301

m

conduct the meeting and a group
of women of Holland representing the Federation of Leper* will
present a program. A history of
leper work m Africa will be presented. Another feature of the
Ottawa county — traditionallyhas asked the co-operation of Bill meeting will be the pecking of a
Christmas box of toys and cloth[ Htpublkan aince the days when it Butler.
Bade the mistake of voting Butler, publisher of the Holland ing to be sent to the Indians at
Winnebago. Hosteaseswill be
•fainst Lincoln— today threw its
Evening Sentinel and a member
Mrs. Oswald Schaap and Mrs.
borders open to all “defeated and
displaced Republicans of eight of the State ConservationCom- Gerard Vanden Boson.
mission, "is looking for surplus
years standing.”
The evening service at Second
Jerry Vanderbeek,newly elect- lands in the county on which dis- Reformed church was attended by
ed Republicansheriff of Ottawa placed Republicansfrom Pennsyl- the Girl Scout* of Zeeland. They
•ounty, today was forming an or- vania. Ohio, Illinois and other were present in a body in obserganization — “Displaced Republi- states could settle," Vanderbeek vance of Girl Scout week. The
cans' Sanctuary Society”— which said.
Rev. Richard A. Jager of Byron
Center wa* guest preacher.
A meeting of the Mission Guild
will be held at the First Reformed
church at 7:45 pm. this evening.
Mr. and Mrs. M. Oudermool of
Holland who have visitedseveral
domesticmissiun stations in AlaRed flannelsare back in producbama, Kentucky, and Nebraska
were guest speakers and showed
tion and ao « the Cedar Springs
motion pictures, it was guest
festival
night
This town of 1,500. which beMr .and Mrs. Leonard Vander
came nationa'ly known through Mrs W. J. Hilmert of Annville, Veer and Mr. and Mrs. Sharpe atKy., wai a week-end visitor in
Ks revival of the old fashioned, Zeeland with friend*. Rev. and tended a meeting in Grand Rapids
full-lengthunderwear of the crim- Mrs. Hilmert and son, David mov- at Civic Auditorium Friday even-

I

42
41

436 274 428
MB 176 229

Ah Ottawa! A Haven

i

126 169 343 210
86 120 171 306

76 2b9 106
W2 1365 450

526 614 588 500 653 515 204 477 561 387 467
256 329 277 318 356 349 137 209 299 1* 387

ing.

Grand Haven Conrt
(Special)

— Ervil Mason, 19, Grand Haven,

demanded an examination on a
negligenthomicide charge when
arraigned this morning, and un-

able to furnish $2,000 bond is confined in the Ottawa County jail
until the date of hearing, Nov. 10
at 2 p.m. The charge against
Mason arises out of a fatal accident on Oct 10 when his car alof the junior CE. meeting at the
legedly struck another vehicle at
First Reformed chnrch. Betty
the intersection of Robbins and
Zwyghuizen conducted the Inter- Sheldon road* causing fatal inmediate CE. meeting.
juries to Mrs Lasetta Mayland
Thhe Senior
wag led by and 18-month-old Thomas Scheer.
Arlene Walters. Jane Vande Velde
Harris De Kruyter, 18. and
was in charge of IntermediateGeorge Schroeder, 18, both of
CE at Second Reformed church. Muskegon, charged by state poServices at the Second Reformlice with being disorderly, eack
ed church next Sunday will be in
paid $10 fine and $4.45 coats thia
charge of the Rev. £. Clark Robb,
morning. The two are alleged to
amociate pastor of Central Re- have jumped in a car being driven
formed church, Grand Rapids. away from FranklinSt Tuesday
The Rev. and Mrs. James Bruin- night by Mrs. Gara Heckael of
ooge of Zeeland . were recent Spring Lake. The car door was
guests in the home of Mr. and
open and considerabledamage
Mrs. Leonard Vender Veer, Lin- was done to the door.
coln Ave.
All were arraigned before JusAt 7:45 pm. tonight the Mubes- ttat George V. Hoffer.
heraat society will meet in the

CE

Ntw York — Manhattan island,
York, has a maximum length
I 13)8 miiea, and at its points
width is 2)8 miles. The
k about 22 square parkrs of the Second Reformed
church. Mzt. £avid De Bruyn will

Weston Defeats
Tucker

in

Allegan

kmm

271
188

politics.

The epeeker deecribed polMas
as

mom

Church Holds Own,

Grow

But

10.527
Switz said.
12,357

8.644
12,338

political party history;dgaifccance of the unwritteneonetttution which has grown out of ouetom and precedent; and the peculiaritiesof the Michigan*itam of

ai» interesting experionct— Its
contacts and acquaintance with ail
kinds of people. The heartening
developmentIn hte political
during the peat 20 yean is that
more and more people are going
to the polla, he said, estimating
that 80 per cent of the qualified
voters will use that privilegetbaa
fall
Dr. Raymond daaertbed the
Fails to
American political system aa one
which will successfullywork only
Grand Rapids. Oct. 26— “The when all will participateIn it
church is not really growing, but
Mrs. Rider, talentedviolinist
merely holding its own. despite who came to Holland more than
what outward appearancesmay a year ago with her husband, who
seem to Indicate.”Dr. Theodore u director of instrumental music
Switz, of the University of Chi- at Hope college, and Miss Neha
cago. told members of the ChurchMeyer, pianist, wno is aiao a
men's Association of the Diocese teacher of French at the oolleat,
of Western Michigan, at a meetpresented the first half of the
ing in Grace church. Grand Rapids
program. They played "Sonatina
Wednesday night.
in D Major,” Schubert, and the
“There la a crying need for
Beethoven "Spring Sonata."
more adult education, and adeDr. J. Harvey Kleinhekael prequate support, for if it is not givsided and announced the next
en, the church will continue to
meeting to be Dec. 6 In the home
die a slow death. We are halfof Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Brooks, the
baked Christianmen, and must
speaker to be Dr Joseph R. Sisoo,
help ourselves.This cannot be acpresident of New Brunswick semcomplished by lecturing and talkinary.
ing, for that is an outworn method of adult instruction.” Dr. New members voted into the

345
214

club were Mr. and Mrs. Adrian
“Methods of adult education Buy* and Dr. and Mrs. John W.
must be worked out which can Hollenbach.Dr. and Mra. Raymond were returned to active
satl«fy the needs and desires of
membershipafter leave of abthe laity. We* must find out that

which they have a desire to know, sence.
Mr. and Mrs Q- J. Beech and
11,823 and then get them to participate
their committeeserved refreshin
a
program
which
will
answer
7,291

365

4.085
17,^88

862 246 150 231
407 217 201 211

10.104
8.541

125 840 228 151 211
110 500 242 213 242

9.318
9,295

97

and the lack of consistencyin

16.483
6,937

487.

In other contests,Allegan went
Republican and re-elected several officers including State Rep.
Edward Hutchinsin. Prosecutor
Chester A. Ray. Sheriff Louis A.
Johnson, County Gerk Esther
Hettinger. James Boyce of Laketown township who won the Republicannomination for treasurer in September was elected to
that position.
Allegan gave substantial majorities to U. S. Rep. Clare E. Hoffman and State Senator H. D.
Tripp.

An average person reads ailantly
twice as fast as orally. I

Holland Chaptef, 0ES,
Holds Routine Meeting
Mrs. Harold Jensen, worthy
matron, was in charge of the
regular meeting of Holland chapter, No. 429, Order of Eastern
Star. Tuesday night Reports from
the grand worthy matron and her
projects for the year were read
and reports from the grand chapter were given.
The Memorial service was dedicated to the memory of Robert
Smith, past grand patron
A Christmas party was planned for members and their families on Dec. 17. There will be s
school of instruction on Thursday, Dec. 9.

Refreshments were served by
Mrs. Herman Vanden Brink, chairman, assisted by Mrs. Julia Dick
and Miss Anna Kruisenga.

Program Announced for
Annual Rod Cross Meet
Ths annual meeting of the Ottawa county chapter American
Rad Cross will be held tit St.
John’s Guild hall in Grand Haven
on Monday at 6 p.m. Dinner reservations should be made at the Red
Cross office by Friday.
Following ths election of board

53

tie

kind."
Highlights of hie Instructiveaddress included explanation of the
“party system" and how U grew,

526
81

60 144
377

ernment, 'The only one of

their needs.
"We are living in a time when
there is a thirst for knowledge,
and if the church, and church people fail to nwet this desire, which
has been growing constantly,
Christianity will suffer terribly,
and finally burn itself out. This
Is all in your power," he said in

ments.

Hillsdale Tackles

Albiofl Saturday
-

Hillsdale, Nov. 4
Hillsdale
Charles R. Sligh Jr., Holland,
and Albion, the oldest rivals in
12,287
presided at the meeting, which
the MIAA, will tangle for the
9.302
was attended by 23
from
57th time Saturday at AibtoA.
Grace church. Holland. The speak11,55-1
Hillsdale has won U. Albion 32.
151 920 282 208 253
er was introduced by the Rt. Rev.
and six were tied.
6,91.8
74 385 188 145 200
Lewis B. Whittemore, bishop of
Coach Bib Holgatc of HtHsWestern Michigan, and a welcome
dale will probably start the same
14.653
1961297 318 204 210
was extended by the Rev. Donald
team that rocked Adrian last
7.79H
110 306 223 201 312
Carey, rector of Grace church,
week, and gave Hillsdale its hint
Grand Rapids.
conference win of 1948.
With the able passing of Albion's Wendell and Jim Carson,
Impact of Collision
the Bearcats will s tress peas deForces Car to Roll Over
fense. Marv Ritxman is alec a
left-handed thrower that con be
Two cars crashed at the Interdangerous.
section of 15th St. and College Ave Friday night at 9:30.
One of the cars, driven by Clif- Sixth Church Group
Community Chest Goes
ford G. Dobbin of 435 College
Over Top in Zeeland
Ave , rolled over after the impact. Has Election Meeting

1431151 227 170 195
1A1 482 300 242 291

men

Holland Beats Record

Of 1944 by Two Votes
Holland haa a new

Allegan, Nov. 4 — With a majority of more than 2,000 votes in
nearly complete returns, Harold
F. Weston was elected judge of
probate of Allegan county, defeating Incumbent Irving J. Tucker who has held the office for
many years.
In 25 out of 32 precincts.Weston. who formerly worked with
juvenile court in Kalamazoo, received 6,576 votes and Tucker, 4,-

Three Arraigned in

Grand Haven, Nov. 4
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OMkdal Referendum

Y«

Heritage.” Dr.

Miss Bsrbars Jean Morris
Mr. and Mrs. Russel Morris,
40 West 32nd St., announce the
engagementof their daughter,
16,575
Barbara Jean, to Paul Malua, Jr.,
7,854
son of Mr. and Mrs. Paul Malua,
Sr., of East Saugatuck.

227 370 903 610
89 130 139 199

263 410 981 380 340
368 567 043
SB

SpMking on Me

Backward Glance on Our Mtteel

partisan talk explained the pecul-
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night.
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by Dr. Brace M. Raymond and
violin and ptono wtotltona to
Mrs. Morretto Rider and Him
Nelk Meyer entertained members
of Century akib ta tbe borne of
Mrs. Geotfe E. Koiton Monday
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Ft-ed Van Wieren. R .................
Jerry Scott, O*
Coroners
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Anthony Boomgaard, D. ______ _
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William C. Vandenberg, R. ......
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all-

tune vot-

ing record.

But it’s only two votes more
than the record of 7.306 established during the presidentialelection in 1944.

The 1948 record of 7.308 votes
was divided as follows: First
ward, 1,069; second ward, 1,305;
third ward, 1,147; fourth ward,

Zeeland, Nov. 4— Cornie Karsten, campaign chairman for Zeeland's CommunityChest, announced at noon Wednesday that Zeeland has exceeded it* $8,000 goal.
He said collectionsto date totaled $8,094.03 of which less than
per cent represented pledges
and the rest cash.
Zeeland's Chest covers 11 national and local agencies and includes all the agencies of United Health and Welfare, in an
effort to eliminate a drive in the

1,217; fifth ward, 1,247; sixth
ward 1,323; total, 7,308.
Long-time electionboard workers said Tuesday'svoting seemed
heavier than before, probablybecause of the many ballots whkh
each voter marked. Each voter
received aeven ballots, believed
to be the most ballotsat a tingle
spring.
election in many a year.
Inspectors carefully sorted the
ballots as voters turned them in.
Native of Hungary
Standard equipment at each precinct included two large wood- Diet in Grand Haven
en barrels,several metal containGrand Haven, Oct. 29 (Special)
ers and in some instances pasteboard boxes with slots. Very few —Andrew Kuntz. Sr., 47. route 2,
mixups occurred in counting be- West Olive, died at 10:45 a.m.
Thursday, in Municipal hospital,
cause of getting ballots into the
where he was admitted on Wedwrong containers.
All in all, election inspectors nesday. He was born in Hungary
folded and handled more than Dec. 4. 1901, and came to this
50,000 separate ballots in the country in 1908 and had lived in
this vicinity for 25 years.
election.
He married the former ElizaAfter the polls closed at 8 p.m.,
beth Hayjo, while living In Ilinspectors settled down to the
linois, who survives him as do
serious business of unfolding,
three sons, Frank, Andrew and
sorting and counting the ballots.
Albert, all of Robinson township
In a few cases, jam-ups of voters
The body was taken to the
delayed counting for a time. In
Kinkema Funeral home, where
one case, It was 8:30 p.m. before
the rosary will be recited tonight
containers could be emptied. Elecat 7:30 p.m. Funeral services will
tion laws decree that any voter In
be held from St. Anthony’s church.
line before 8
may cast hta Robinson township, at 9 a.m., Satvote.
urday, with the Rev. Theo J. LleAs votes were counted, most bek of St Mary’s church, Spring
precincts reported periodicallyto
Lake, officiating. Burial will be in
Gty Gerk Garence Grevengoed Lake Forest cemetery.
In the city hall.
A* a rule, Holland voters visited polls later than in 1944. Four Legion Auxiliary Plans
years ago, 4,180 had voted by 1
First Tour Since
p.m., leaving lets than half to vote
the latter part of the day. On
Member* of the American LeTuesday, 3,435 had voted by 1 gion auxiliaryand all eligible
p.m.
members are invited lo attend a

3

pm

War

department president and secremembers, Junior Red Cross members. directed by Miss Marian
Shackson of Holland high school,
will 'present a playlet depicting
Junior Red .Cross services.
Jerald R. Ford, Jr., of Grand
Rapids, will speak on the place of
the Red Cross program in the affairs of the world today.

members
at the chib houae Thursday at
tary's tour of auxiliary

7:90 p.m.
This will be the firat tour of,
department officers since World
War IL Interesting fac^ and figures will be brought to members
of the fifth districtand Holland

The other car involved was
driven by Phillip A. Veneklassen
of Zeeland. Dobbin was going
south on College and Veneklassen was traveling east on 15th.
Dobbin was given a ticket for
failing to yield the right of way.
Dobbin told police he swerved
to the left to try and avoid the
crash.

prayer.

Miss Geneva

Diehema

Bride of Gerald Gerrth
Miss Geneva Diekema and Gerald Gerrits were married Tuesday
night at the parsonageof South
Olive Reformed church. The Rev.
S. Kramer red the double ring
service.

The bride is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Diekema,
route 2, Holland, and the groom
is the son of

The Ladies Mission Band of
Sixth Reformed church held aa
electionmeeting Tuesday night in
the church parlors. Mrs. A. Moee
led devotionsand announced the
program.
Miss Norma Moee, accompanied
by Mrs. R. Oosterbaan, sang two
solos and Mrs. A. Slager offered
Mrs. W. Jekel presided it the
business meeting. Mrs. Jekel was
elected president; Mrs. T. Hibms,
first vice-president;Mrs. B. Ter
Haar, second vice-president;Mrs.
P. Van Langevelde. secretary;
Mrs. B. Vander Meulen, treasurer; Mrs. B. Mulder, assistantsecretary and treasurer.
Mrs. Hibma led closing devotions and a social hour followed.
Refreshmentswere served by the
committee In charge.

Mr. and Mrs. Ralph

Gerrits,route 5, Holland.
Attendingthe couple were Miss
Florence Diekema and Junior Ger-

Police Inveitifatinf
Motorcycle-Car Craih

rits.

Holland police are continuing
bride wore a gray gabartheir investigationof a motorcydine suit with a corsage of pink
and white roses. Miss Diekema fit and car crash which ocurred
Tuesday at 9:05 p.m. on East
wore a green gabardinesuit with
Eighth St. Robert Van Heuvelen
a corsage of white carnations and
of 156 Fairbanks.Ave., driver of
roses.
A reception for 35 guests wai the motorydlewas injured in the
crash and later released after
held at the Marquee.
treatmentat Holland hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Gerrits left on an
The car was driven by Margaret
Eastern wedding trip. For . travelVan Raden of route 1, Forreston,
ing the bride wore her wedding
III
suit with black accessories and a
Both the car and the motorcycle
wine coat.
were traveling east on Eighth ft
They will live on route 5 upon
when the crash happened.
their return.
The

Junior Welfare League

Has Business Meeting
A meeting of the Junior Welfare League was held Wednesday
night at the. Woman's Literary
club. Mrs. Andrew Vollink, president, presided at the meeting.
Reports of the various committees and projects for the holidays
were discussed.A report of Gare
Tree Major’s production, “Little
Women," on Nov. 20 in Holland
high school auditorium, was given by the co-chairmen, Misses
Elaine Ackerson and Margaret
Waltz.

Garden Club Arranges
Conservation

Program

Miss Bernice Bishop and Mrs.
who had scholarships to the Higgins Lake conElizabeth Cole,

servation training school will be in
charge of the Holland Tulip Garden club program Thursday at
10 a.m.

The club will meet in the Van
Raalte room of the Warm Friend
Tavern and have a round table
discussionon the topic, "Our Ooatributkm To Bute Cbmenratk*."
Pictures illustrating the talka
will be-ahown. *
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Local Couple Married 45 Years

Rural Health

i

Scores 19 Points

4, T948

ri*'#"

Revealed in Study

25-8 Contest

vices of rural Michigan families

s

Holland Strikes Back
In Second Half tp

Score Safety and

*

c

’

have formed the basis of a new
bulletin written by Dr. Charles
R. Hoffer, Michigan State col-

after the Maroons rolled up an
impressive 25-8 victory. The Dutch
would have fared a lot better if
Coach Fred Zuidema had left a

iff

140-pound back named

:|r

Keith

.

,

campaign businessmanager. To
date more than $1,500 has been
reported, with several weeks of

Saturday

Kalamazoo

Night

;

!

Hornets Bout Heavy,

is an annual project by senior classes at
Experienced Eleven;
Christian High. The class is divided into various territoriescoverYoungs Is Standeut
ing the city and outlying districts
The Hope college football team .
Last year the senior class netted
a profit from sale* approaching settleddow-n with the rest of th#
the $3,000 mark.
campus Monday afternoon follow-^

>

ing the homecoming fanfare and

began practice for the Kalamazoo
game. The contest will be playedSaturday night at Angell

Kalamazoo.

!

field

„

Coach Al Vanderbushwent overRus* De Vette’s scoutingreport
of the Kazoo’s 13-12 win over Carroll college and said he was worried. The Hornets are big and
fast, according to reports. Vanderbush said the Kazoo team haa*
been on and off all season.
Saturday’s game will be a battl*
for second place in the MIAA'

Shiawassee,and Cheboygan. Information that revealed facts on
their need for medical attention
was obtainedfor more than 1,200

Zeeland. Nov. 4- Zeeland high
lost its first league game of the
season under the lights Friday
night when an inspired Allegan
team ran riot In the second half
and piled up 29 points to win 36
to 6.
Zeeland won its first two league games, and observers now be- standings. Kalamazooand Hop*
lieve Plainwell is a favorite for are both tied for the runner-up
the championship.Friday’s game spot in tlie league standings thi**
attracteda big crowd. Zeeland week. Alma still rules the roost.
The Dutch will rur into a line
and Allegan are traditionalrivals.
After a scoreless first quarter. a* big. if not bigger than their
Allegan hit pay dirt in the second own. The Hornet’s forward wall

rural people.
As a measurement of the health
needs of the people contacted, a
list of 27 selected symptoms was
used. These symptoms were judgyards to score the Centraliteslast
ed by medical doctors to indicate
marker.
need for medical attention.A uniMidway in the third period,
que featur* in the study was the
after the Maroons had rolled up
oo-operation of a selected number
13 points,it looked like a matter
of families who came to a temof how high the score would go.
porary clinic in each county for a
But, the Dutch fought back in
medical examination. The examthe second half and scored eight
and Taylor ran over from the one- has Milt Christen as tackle.
ination showed that interview dapoints while holding the Maroons
yard
line to score. The team reap- Christen tips the scales at 220(Penna-Sai photo) ta were in substantial agreement
to a lone touchdown.
ed the extra point on a pass from pounds. At center is 210-pound
with
the
doctor’s
report
about
Mr. and Mr*. Jacob M. Potta
Kalamazoo scored on the first
Taylor to Boe. Zeeland came back Howard Southworth.
Mr. and Mrs. Jacob M. Potts ter of Mr. and Mr«. John V. Hulst, medical attention.
play from scrimmage after Dick
1
Behind this forward wall the
and scored on a 53-yard run by
Approximately
48
per
cent
of
Mr. and Mri. John Lappinga
Sheets recovered a short Holland are on an eastern wedding trip fol- Waverly Road, and the groom is the 1,200 persons in the survey
Halfback Bern Raterink. The kick Hornets have a talented array cl
(Robinson photo)
kickoff on Kalamazoo's46. Jones lowing their marriage Oct. 27 at the son of Mr. and Mrs. J. Potts reported one or more symptoms
was wide and the half ended with backs which includesKen Youngs,
of Grand Rapids. They will live
Mr. and Mrs. John Lappinga The Lappinga's children pre- Allegan on the two-yard line Jim Nawrot, Bob Simanton and
took a handoff from Voss and hit
the home of the bride, the former in Grand Rapids upon their re- within 12 months precedingthe of 133 West 15th St., who recentsent were Mr. and Mrs. Claude
through guard, broke into the
Halftime score was 7 to 6 favor- John Barkowski.
interview. Of this number, nearly
Harriet Hulst. She is the daugh- turn.
ly celebrated their 45th wedding Lappinga, Mary Jean and Shirley
clear and ran 54 yards to pay dirt.
Youngs is one of the best open
ing Allegan.
one-third had used home remedies
anniversarywith a family gath- of Grand Rapids, Mr. and Mrs.
Three key blocks on the way
field
runners in the MIAA conferIn
the
third
quarter,
Allegan
only, or had neglected the sympering at the home of their son. Arthur Lapinga and Mr and Mrs.
cleared his pathh. Jones kicked
recovereda fumble on Zeeland’s ence and ranks along with Bill
tom entirely.
John, are seen here cutting their John Lapinga, Sally, David and 16-yard lire and went on to score. Young and Tom Ward of Hlllathe extra point and the Maroons
Sixty-one per cent of the famanniversarycake.
Linda.
led 7-0.
Later Ted Miller scored and the dal*. Simanton has averaged six'
ilies thought medical service in
Attending
were
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Mrs. Lappinga’sbrothers, Ger- quarter ended 20 to 6.
Floyd Johnson intercepteda
yaixte every timt he carried tha
their community was good. The
John Frens, Mr. and Mrs. R. Vau- rit and Henry Dykhuis of FonnHolland pass five plays alter the
In the fourth, Allegan scored a ball against Carroll last week. Anaverage expenditureper family pell, Mr. and MrsV Jerry Dykhuis,
ville were unable to attend.
kickoff and was downed on the
two-point safety when Zeeland other back, Charlie (Chuckin’)
during the year before the sur- Mr. and Mrs. H. Stanaway, Mrs.
Mr. Lappinga was formerly emMaroon 47. Six plays later Jones
Hope college freshmen were the Old North Church and a vey was $50.46 for doctor’s fees. T. Lappinga and A. Ver Hake. ployed at Buss Machine Works. fumbled behind the goal line. Mil- Stanski, has completed23 out *f
took the ball on Holland’s 15- and
ler ran for another touchdown. 55 passes so far this year.
awarded a trophy Saturday tor drummer, fife player and flag
ripped through center,cut back to
The Kazoo line is experienced
The last touchdown was scored on
bearer was heralded by a man on
the sidelinesan<i went across the entering the best float in the col- horsebackwarning Hopeites that
a 26-yard pass, Hadden to Smith. and heavy and have proved to ba
last stripe to score. Kalamazoo lege homecoming parade Saturday 'The Britons are coming."
Smith made all the extra point* one of the best in the MIAA conwas found clipping on the conver- morning. The winner was anafter the first extra-point pass.
ference.
Miss Fredericks also announced
Next week Coach Howard Elzsion attempt and with the ball on nounced
The score of last week’s Hocthe homecoming w.nners in the dormitory decorainga's men will meet Plainwell. net-Carroll game isn’t any indicaHolland's 17 after the penalty, an queen. Toni Fredericks,during tions competitions.In the girls'
Plainwell, undefeated in league tion of the way the Kazoo eleven /
aerial fell incomplete and the half time ceremonies at the Hope- division, first place winner was
play, lost Friday night to Hart- pushed their visitors around tha
•core stood at 13-0.
Aibion footballgame. The trophy Fairbankscottage, with West
Coach Carroll Norlin’s Holland Members of Holland branch,
ford, an outside game.
Minutes later, Holland recover- was awarded to freshmen repre- Hall second. The T-barrackswere
field. The Hornets piled up 17 flrtt
ed a Kalamazoo fumble on the sentatives by Robert Mohr, presi- first and the A-barrackssecond in high reserve team tasted defeat American Association of Univerdowns and gained 345 yards rushHolland chapter, Sons of the
Friday afternoon at the hands of
Manoon's 10-yard line. Four plays dent of the Albion student coun- the men’s divisions.
ing in that game.
sity Women, were entertained and Revolution, will meet Monday at
later the visitors took the bail cil.
Meanwhile, th* few injured ,
In sports announcements, the the Kalamazoo Central reserves
8
p.m. at the home of Mr. and
informed Thursday night when
The prize-winning float featur- queen reported that the Hope by a score of 30 to 0.
over on their own five.
Hope
players returned to praetie*
Mrs. C.
Wood in Waukazoo.
The little Maroons scored three Mrs. Wilma Reed talked on "An
After a punt to Holland and one ed a cannibal scene in which the cross country team lost to the AlPaul Henderson will give the
Dr. and Mrs. C. C. Corkill are Monday afternoon and coaches
play at scrimmage in the second Hope "cannibals" were broiling bion team in a race Saturday times in the first half. The first Introduction to the Study of Mod- major paper and Dr. G. W. Van on a two-week’s trip to New York expect the teafh will be In peak
quarter, Kempker faded and heav- Albion’s football team in a huge morning. Jack Tirrell was an- tally came on a smash off tacklf ern Painting."The meeting was
Verst will give the "impressions." State, for a visit with relatives. shape for the game. Gaus Hoied a pass that was intercepted by pot as two cannibal women read nounced winner of the Hope col- by George Dunigan from the four- held in the home of Mrs. Kenneth
Mrs. Pauline Walz is a patient trop, Bob Koop, Don Van Infen
Dr and Mrs. Aibertus Piters of
Bob Voss who ran from Holland's a large cook book.
lege tennis tournament. Gene yard line. Minutes later Dunigan Allen, first vice president and pro- East 15th St,, left Monday night at the convalescence hospital, are all expectedto ba ready (orHonorable mention in the float Barendse was runner-up. Tirrell scored on a 68 yard dash around gram chairman ot the branch.
40 to the five bef6re he was haulthe Kazoo game.
for a four month’s stay In St. north of the village.
Mrs. Reed explained that moded down. Terry Nulf crashed contest went to the Cosmopolitan will receive the Duffy Wade ten- end. The third Central TD was
Standings;
The
Lions
club
met
last week
Petersburg, Fin. The Harris Stogmade by Dale Stebe, who inter- ern art is not necessarilycontemthrough center to the one-yard fraternitywhose float depicting nis medal.
Pet
gerdas
are
occupying
the Pieters Tuesday evening with a dinner at
cepted a Dutch pass and scamper- porary art. The first impression
line. Voss was stopped on the oneL000
the
Congregational
church
in Alma ........................
home
during
their absence.
ed 45 yards to pay dirt.
is often one of strangeness, she
foot line before Nulf pushed over
.667
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Nettmga of Douglas.Guest speaker was Ed- Kalamazoo ............
The score at the half was Cen- said, and many critics disagree on
Van Raalte Cubs Stage
tackle for the score. The extra
Hope
........................
.667
Chicago who have been guests of ward Hutchinson, of Fennville.
tral 18, Holland 0.
whether it is good or bad. She
point try was wide and the half
Adrian ....................
100
Walter
Scott
of
Chicago
has
the
former's
mother.
Mrs
S.
C.
Gala Halloween Party
In the third period Kazoo finish- suggested that rather than always
ended eight minutes later with
Hillsdale ................
J3I
ed their scoring •with two touch- try to understandthe paintings, Nettinga, 36 West 12th St., over been spending a few days in Sauthe pigskin in Kalamazuo’s posAlbion ...................
jOOO
Cub Pack No. One sponsored downs. Larry Diterman.on a line one should simply enjoy the beau- the Hope college homecoming gatuck.
session on Holland's 10.
Mr. and Mrs. William Underweek-end, plan to return home toby the Van Raalte PTA, held its buck from the one, gave Central ty of color and line.
The Dutch defense balked the
night. They pre.ymleda musical wood have closed their summer
its fourth touchdown while ift the
monthly
pack
meeting
Tuesday
The
speaker
illustrated her talk
Maroon speed merchants midway
home in the Park and returned
Coach Lars Granberg of Hope’s night at the school in a form of same quarter DickGillman lanky with a group of slides assembled program in Third Reformed
the third period after Appleto Chicago for the winter.
church
Sunday
night
and
were
to
end, took a short pass and raced by the Museum of Modern Art in
dorn's punt bounced out of bounds cross-country team announced the Trading Spree and Halloween
Mr. and Mrs. Roy James have
appear
before
the
Woman’s
Litover for the score.
New York City.
on Kazoo’s 13. On the first p'ay, next meet will be against Kala- party, starting off with the parclosed their cottage and have gone
erary
club
this
afternoon.
All conversion attempts were
Miss Bernice Bishop, branch
Jones sliced to the 18 but the Cen- mazoo college at Kazoo Satur
Joseph Borgmyn, Sr., Joseph to Braden Beach, Fla., for the
ade of all costumed Cub Scouts. futile.
president, presided at the meettralites were offside and the ball
Borgman,
Jr, Jay Kilgore and winter.
Holland’s
offense
just
couldn’t
day at 4:30 p.m. He plans to take Sheridan Shaffer, Lester Overway
ing. Miss Ruth Blekkink.serving
was put back to the Kazoo fourRoller skating closed Sunday
John Vando Wege attended the
get
"going”
at
any
time
in
the
ball
as
secretary,
drew
attention
to
Grand Haven, Oct. 20 (Special)
yard line. Nulf lost a yard and as many runner* as possible to and Arthur Souter placed first,
game
and the little Dutch never American Education Week Nov. 7- 61st annual convention of the evening, at the Big Pavilion.
—County
Treasurer Fred Den
the
meet.
Jones made one. On third down,
second and third in the costumes. threatened.
Mr. and Mrs. Chet Sekell of Herder received a check Wednes13. Mrs. Preston Shaffer, legisla- American Institute of Laudering
the entire right side of the Dutch
Granberg said he was pleased Following the parade of Cub
Eureka, Calif., have been visiting day amounting to $93,666.20which
tive chairman, urged all to vote in Cleveland last week.
line blasted thhrough and blocked
Mr. and Mrs.
H. Waugh. represents the sales tax diversion )
Hospital
,
with the Hope showing against Scouts boys under Cub age paradand explained proposals 2 and 5.
Jones’ punt. The ball bounced to
Admitted to Holland hospital They are former residentsof Sau- funds collected for the quarter
the Albion Bulldogs, defending ed before the parents. Tommy
Reports
of
recent
AAUW
the right, hit the goal i>osi a.,d MIAA champions. The score of
workshop at Muskegon were giv- Monday were Doris Coffey, route gatuck.
from July 1 to Sept. 30.
Bouwman, age five, dressed in
rolled out of the end zone. BeThe Rev. A. Mansen was in De- en by Mrs. Robert Notier, arts 1. Hamilton; Gayle Rypstra, 557
The "Old SingaporeBarbecue," Governmentalunits in the counthat meet was 20-39 in favor of top hat and tails was the favorite.
cause a Holland player touched Albion although Ivan Huyser of
troit last week Tuesday and Wedclosed Sunday until further nochairman, Miss Marian Shackson, Grove drive, Holland.
ty such as townships,villages Kerry Shaffer and Mary DeKrak- nesday on class is business.
the ball last, the play was ruled a Hope placed first.
Discharged Monday were Mrs. tice.
education
chairman,
and
Miss
and cities share the amount at the t
er tied for high honors for the
safety and the score was 19-2.
Wilmer Vander Hoop and Har- Bishop. Mrs. Notier suggested Lester Kaunitz and infant son,
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Wicks and rate of $1.57 per capita.
Huyser’s time for the 3.9 mile
Holland stopped the Kazoo of- course was a “very fast" 20 min- girls visiting as guests of the Cubs. vard Brower presented special
894 South Shore drive; Mitchell granddaughttr, Nancy Martin,
plans
for
organizing
an
art
study
The following population figFollowing the awarding of prizes
fensive on the local's14 !att in utes and 40 seconds. Ted Hagamusic at the evening service last
Zuverink. 242 Michigan St., Zeel- visitedin Chicago for a few days.
ures and amounts were given.
group.
by
E.
H.
Holmen,
committeeman,
the fourth quarter. Three plays done and Griffin finished in a
Sunday evening.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Barbino Holland City, 14,616, $22,947.-I
Several new memtxrs and and; Hazel Gee, 184 River Ave.,
and a 15-yard penalty put the ball dead heat for second. Both are Cub Master Hugh Rowell present- The sermon topics used by the
Holland
of Chicago and Mr. and Mrs. 12; Zeeland city, 3,007, $4,720.99;
guests
were
introduced
Next
on Holland’s one-yard line. Apple- from Albion and they ran the ed certificatesof membership to Rev. Mansen on Sunday were fdr meeting will be- in the home of
A daughter, Judith Kay. was Louis Geline of Harvey, 111., were Grand Haven city, 8,779, $13,814.-,
dorn punted out to the 46 and course in 20:32. Tied for fourth Keith Van Hoff, Marshall Elzinga, the morning service,‘The Sacred- Mrs. John K. Winter, Nov. 18. Ixirn Monday to Mr. and Mrs week-end guests of Mr. and Mrs.
43; Coopers vi lie 1,083, $1,700.31;
ness of Life,” and for the evening,
Jones returned to Holland's 34. A were Caulman and Trombley and Ronald Van Eenenaam.
Mrs. Edward Donivan will give Kenneth Knoll, route 1, Zeeland Clarence Lynds.
Spring Lake, 1,329, $2,086.53;Hoi- 4
The
Wolf
badge
and
certificate
few plays later, with the ball on while McCurry, all of Albion, fin"God’s Give-Away Plan."
The Annual Armistice day din- land township, 4,913, $7,713.41;*
the program.
was
presented to Mrs. Ike DeKraA hymn sing led by Bill Hunt,
the Dutch three and fourth down, ished sixth. Hope's Don Vanden
ner given for Legion and Auxili- Olive township 1,304, $2,047.28;
Refreshments were served by
Jones took a lateral from Ron Berg and Collins Ottipoby gave ker who pinned the Wolf pin on was held on Sunday evening. An Mrs. Orlie Bishop, assisted by Adrian DePrees Honored
ary members will be Monday.
Park township 1,974, $3,099.18.
Dillingham,skirted his left eiti the Dutchmen seventh and eighth her son, Dale. The Bear badge, over flow crowd filled the church. Mrs. J. D. French and the Misses On Silver Anniversary
Mrs. Cora Bliss Taylor and
Port Sheldon, 416, $653.12;.
certificate, and pin were present- Rev. and Mrs. Mansen entertainand scored. His kick was wide. ' places.
daughter, Jane, have gone to Den- Robinson township, 1,041, $1,634.Ruth Blekkink, Laura Bo\d and
ed
to
Mrs.
Jacob
VanderWege
ed
Mr.
Hunt
and
his
group
after
Holand took the kickoff and ran
A group of friends surprised ver and will spend the winter 37; Zeeland township, 1,879, $2,Huyser’s time of 20:14 means
Doris Brower.
who presented the pin to her son, the services.
it back to its own 40. The Dutch the lanky Dutchman ran each
Mr and Mrs. Adrian l)c Pree at there.
950.03.
Gordon. Gordon also received the
The "Busy Bees" met on Tuesoffense got rolling and passed and mile in a little over five minutes.
Harry A. Newcomb, late Kalatheir home. 113 South Centennial
gold honor arrow and two silver day evening. Roll call was answer
ran the ball to the Maroon's one- He finished the race with a strong
St., Zeeland, Thursday evening in mazoo postmaster, and former
honor arrows for completing30 by giving a Bible verse containfoot line. After a measure, it was sprint that wilted the closest
honor of their 25th wedding an- resident of Saugatuck, died recub Scout electives. Lion and ing the word "Prayer."
(From Tuesday’*Sentinel)
decided the Dutch made a first competitor.
cently at Ashville, N. C., where
niversary which is Nov. 1

m
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Face

study of the rural health facilities
of three Michigan counties— Kent,

Jones at home.
It was Jones who scored personally 19 of the 25 points. It was
Jones who romped 54 yards to a
touchdown the first play of the
game. It was Jones who booted
the extra point. It was Jones who
sliced 15 yards for the Maroon's
second touchdown. It was Jones
who took a lateral and went three

Hope Footballers

Holland Christian high senior
class' Christmas Card campaign
progressing"exceptionally
well," accordingto Donald Kiel,

The card campaign

Purposes of the study were to
measure the extent of needs for
medical attention among farm
famiHes, whether adequate attention was given to these needs or
if they were neglected, and to
find the opinions the families had
regarding their medical services.
Titled "Health and Health Services for Michigan Farm Families," the publication reports a

Kalamazoo Central brought one
to many men along Friday night
a« far as Holland was concerned

Progm*

selling left, Kiel said.

lege research sociologist.
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Showing Good
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Health needs and health ser-
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4

Christmai Card Sales

Hope College Freshmen
Win Homecoming Trophy

’
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Maroon Reserves

Modern Art

by

Swamp Dutchmen At
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Discussed

by Mrs. Reed
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Hope Thinclads

Face Kalamazoo

(

Ottawa County

m

Gets Tax

Note*

Bentheim

L
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Personals

^

Honey

Jamestown

Webelos badges went to Robert

Ladies Aid met at 1:30 pm.
Committeemenof Boy Scout
Games were played and Mrs he had gone for his health. His
down. Dick Kemptar bowled over
(From Tuesday’*Sentinel) ,
Bouwman, who now will enter Wednesday.
troop 30, Virginia Park, will have Albert H. Pyle gave two humor- wife, Grace, survives.
tackle for the score. Kempker’s
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Van Oes
Miss
Betty
De
Vries
Boy Scout ranks in Troop Six.
The Sunday school convention a meeting Wednesday night at 7:- ous readings. Mrs. Sybrand SchipMrs. Marie Powers and son. have returned to their home after ^
kick for the extra point was wide
Paul Elzinga and Jack Van Hoff met on Thursday at Plainwell. 30 at the home of Verne C. Hohl,
of the uprights.
Jack, Miss Jerrine Crow afnd Mar- visiting with their daughter, Mra.
per
made
the
presentation
speech
Is Feted at Shower
received two silver arrows each Several from this community at- 1770 South Shore Dr. Includedin
for the electriccoffee pot which garet. Elsener, have gone to Ft. Willis Van Oss and grandson in *
The game ended two plays after
Miss Betty De Vries, who will for completing 20 electives in ad- tended.
the business will be discussion on was presented by the group to Lauderdale,Fla., to spend the California. Their son, Willis U
th» kickoff.
become the bride of Erwin Essen- dition to the 10 already earned
Harm J. H. Berens suffered the formation of a Cub pack.
Mr. and Mrs. De Pree. Lunch was winter months.
with the U. S. Navy stationed in
Statistics;
burg in December, was honored for their Gold Honor Arrows.
a heart attack last Sunday. He is
The Rev. Arthur Hoogstrate served
Mrs. Alberta Rishel is home Guam.
Kazoo Dutch
at a miscellaneous shower given
Assistant Cubmasters Preston reported to be improving.
of Lamont will appear and speak
Present were Mr. and Mrs from the hospital in Douglas, The Rev. and Mrs. I. Van WeeFirst downs ........................11 9
Tuesday night by Miss Joyce Heet- Shaffer and Leslie Hill conductFruit and vegetables were re- briefly -on the Perry Hayden lec- John Ailing, Mr. and Mrs. Clyde where she was a patient for some tenburg enjoyed a ten-day trip to
Yards rushing ................ 248 86 derks at her home at 239 West
ed games for boys of pre-Cub age, cently donated for the "Holland ture program at Hope Memorial Buttles, Mr. and Mrs. Louie time. She is improving and is Florida. They returned home
Passes Attempted ................7 ig 25th St.
Cubs, girls and also for mothers Home" and Cutlervillehospital.
chapel Thursday at 8 p.m. He Meeng.s, Mr. and Mrs. Anthony able to meet friends.
Thursday evening.
Passes completed ................
g
Games were played ^qd dupli- and fathers attending the pack Mr. and Mrs. Hendricksen of will tell of the Lamont wheat
Mr and Mrs. N. Meyer of HlfdMulder, Mr. and Mrs. Albert G
Mrs. C. Rase and Mrs. Otto WilPasses intercepted ..............
0 cate prizes were awarded to the
meeting. Later the children were Grand Rapids were guests of the raising project. Rev Hoogstrate Pyle, Mr. and Mrs. Albert H. ner and nephew Bob Wilner, of sonville visited with Mias Josie
Yards passing ................’.’’ 36 64 Misses Corrine Cnossen, Arlene
directed downstairs where the Mansen’* on Monday.
is now considering a call to the Pyle, Mr. and Mrs. Sybrand Chicago, have been visiting in the Overset and J. Zylstra Thursday >
Fumbles ................
1
Heyboer, Shirley Jipping and My- committee had apples, candy, ice
Mr. and Mr*. Lawrence Brow- Sixteenth Street Christian Re- Schipper, Mr. and Mrs. William George Hemwell and Eric Halls
Fumbles recovered............
2
ra Langejans.Gifts were present- cream and cookies ready. Parents er of Holland and Mr*. Joe Mast
formed church.
The Mission Guild held an all- H. Staal, Mr and Mrs. Cyrus homes.
Punts ...............................
4 ed to the honored guest and lunch
attending were treated to coffee, of Zeeland, Mr. and Mr*. James
Mrs. Anna Dogger and daugh- Vander Lukster, Mr. and Mrs
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Schaberg day sewing meeting at the church Yards Penalized
... 30 45
was served by the hostess.
cookies and ice oream. Mr. and Brower and Mr. and Mrs. Bud ter, Mrs. Earl Potter, left today Arnold Van Doom, Mr. and Mrs of Kalamazoo have been guests Thursday. A pot luck dinner wa*
Guests were the Misses Bar- Mrs. Peter VanderWege were in Brower were callers of Mrs. Ger- on- the noon train for Chicago to Adrian Wiersma and Mr. and
served at noon. Miv Alyn Rynof Miss Bess Samuelson.
bara Bazuin, Corrine Cnossen, De- charge assisted by Mrs. Gaude rit Brower on Sunday.
Century Club to Hear
spend a few days with the Rev. Mrs. Tom Wyngar^on.
Mr. and Mrs. Harley Henderson brandt had charge of devotion* in
lores Heetderks,Arlene Heyboer, Lamoreaux,Mrs. Preston ShafMrs. Julius Heck was slightly and Mrs. Lambert Olge.rs. Mrs.
spent the week-end at their cot- the afternoon.
Dr. Bruce Raymond
Delores Hirdes, "Rosie" Hirdes, 'fer, Mrs. E. H. Holmen, Mrs. Wil- injured in a car accident on Mbn- Olgers is Mrs Potter'sdaughThe Reformed church auditor- „
tage at Houghton Lake.
Pioneer Girls Group
Ester Hossink, Mary Jane Hos- Ham Broker and Mrs. Hugh Row- day evening. She received facial ter.
Gene
Lundgren
has
gone
to De- ium is being redecorated.
Dr. Bruce M. ‘Raymond of Hope sink, Shirley Jipping, Henrietta
ell. Committeemen, William Bro- lacerations.
H. Vanden Berg and J. LamMrs. John Crawford of Grand Holds Hqyride Party
troit and is attending a barber
college, member of the Republi- Kragt, Louise Krikke, Myra
ker, Marinus Bouwman, E. H.
Mrs. Mynon Lezman and Mar- Rapids spent the week-end in
mers
made a business trip to Chi- ,
school.
can State Central committee, will Langejans. Joy Maatman, Carol
Holmen, Leater Overway and Ray- dell and Mrs. Bob Loedema, Jeane Holland with friends and stayed . A hayride was held by the ExIncreasedstrength for a pro- cago last Wednesday.
address members of the Century Marcusse, Betty Nash, Jean Nymon Souter acted as judges.
and Ruth were guest* of Mrs. to attend the funeral of Arthur plorers Soaring Eagles of the gram of greater service m the
Several young people enjoyed ?
club Monday night in the home hof, Betty Otten, Shirley Pousma.
Fifty childreh and 40 adult* at- John Boerman and Nancy on Van Duren.
a
Halloween party at tha haU
Pioneer
Girls
and
their
guests
work
of
the
American
Legion,
will
of Mrs. George E. Kollen on the Ann Prins, Lois Sjaarda, Delore*
tended the party.
Tuesday afternoon.
Dr. and Mrs. E. E. Fell, West Tuesday night. After the ride they be sought by Brunner-FrehseSaturday evening.
subject, "A Backward Glance at Slenk, Gretchel Stegink, Joyce
Mrs. W. Engelsmanis staying 12th St., left Monday for St. Pet- went to the home of Clara Rab- unit of the American Legion auxMr. and Mrs. ;T. Bouwman and *
r
Our PoliticalHeritage."
Steketee,Evelyn Van Der Bie, NEED BETTER MEN
at the home’ of her daughter, ersburg, Fla. They plan to spend bers for refreshmentsand a taffy iliary in a membership campaign. daughter of Grand Rapids and
Miss Nella Meyer of Hope col- Sylvia Van Der Bie, Betty Van
Muskegon— Inability to obtain Mrs. Ernest Klein in Owoaso Mrs. the winter in the south
The campaign will be directed by Mr. and Mrs. R. Bolt and *on tf ,
lege and Mrs. MorretteRider will Lente, Verna Van Zyl and "Rosie"
qualified men in the older age Klein is in the hospital there
Mrs. Annie Perkins, South Shore
Those present were Phyllis Mrs. Florence Kreuger,member- Grandville were dinner guests *C
present piano and violin numbers. Zoerhoff.
bracket is seriouslysnagging Mus- where she will submit to surgery. Dr., .’left this mprning for her Posma, Jane Raven, Wilma Wier- ship chairman,aided by a large their parent*, Mr. and Mia. H. A.
On the social committee are
kegon county’s initial effort in
A "Shingling Bee" will be held winter home in St. Petersburg, enga, Marietta. Algersma, Ruth committee of workers.
Bowman Sunday.
Mrs. G. J. Bosch, Mr. and Mrs. CHANGE JUSTICE WAYS
the new Selective Service pro- a* the home of Mrs, Jane Brow- Fla. Accompanying her were her Glupker, Clara Rabbers, Harv y
Several local women attended
Phillips Brooks, Mrs. C. J. McMuskegon — Conservationde- gram, officials made known.
a household paper
er
on
Saturday.
Those
planning son-ih-law and daughter, Mr. and Alderink, Carl .Woldring, Len LIGHTING SYSTEM HALTED
Lean, Mr. and Mrs. E. P. McLean, partment officialsare agreeable
to come are her sons and sons- Mrs. L. G. Stallkamp.They wil! Lemmen, Don . Northuis, "CheMuskegon — Muskegon’s new at the home of Mra. T. Gril
Mrs. Jf. D. French, Mrs. C. J to having aH game law violation
in-law.The "hoys" will put a new vfarit their son and daughter-in- wey" Modders,and Joe Den Bley- street lighting system for the Hudson ville on Friday
REPUBUCANS
FAVORED
HAnd, Mrs. J. E. Telling,Mr. and cases taken into the Muskegon
Muskegon
Result* of the roof on their mother's home.
law, Mr. and Mrs. James Stall- ker. The chaperoneswere Mr. and business district may not be comMrs. C Vander Meulen and Mr. Heights municipal court For
Muskegon high school itraw vote
Washington — An
kamp,
in Tampa, before returning Mrs. Fred Arnoldinkand Mr. and pleted until the first of the year,
and Mr*. Albert Diekema.
many years it has been Custom- on the general election indicate FUND* ALLOCATED
to Holland.
Mrs. Henry Weyenberg.
because of difficultyin obtaining law was passed by the
ary to take such violators before a marked pro-Republican swing in
Officers of the RoyaT Neighbors
Lansing (UP) - The State
wire cable, which i* holding up gres* m 1862. It 1
Indians born in fthe U.S. were a justice of the peace, usually to
sentiment since four years ago. Social Welfare , commissionhas will hold practicefor initiation
Only onat ex-president,William the work, Lionel L. Booth, divi- force until 1872, and
granted^full citizenshipright* by the Muskegon township justice
StudenU con*i*tently favored all allocated 1707.000 to eeuntie* for at 8 p.ra. Thursday in the hall. In Howard Tail, is buried in Arling- sion manager for
•
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Sunday School

Holland

Lesson

In 1915

November

7, 1948

cm mwi

thuaumy,

president ter the balance ef the
year.
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Skinner gave
a party at thsir home on East
loth St. in honor of Mrs. Laura
Costing who expects to leave for
Los Angeles, Calif., in about a
week, where she w&l make her

movumm

i,

rm
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Good
Old Days
In the

Drama tn the Bible— Job
The Forward Movement dub
By Henry Geerllnge
met
leet night at the home of home.
There is a great deal of sufHenry Vande Water, 207 Lincoln
fering in the world. No home esone of the most Ave. The subject for roll call consisted of responses »o the question
prominent topics in the Bible. “Is our present aldermanic sys-

capes it. It

ii

fin

Our newspapersare

Volleys

The Century club was Entertained at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. C. C. Wheeler, Columbia
Ave., on Monday evening and over
a hundred were preaent, according
to a story appearingin the April
17 iaaiM of the Ottawa County
Times published by M. G. Manting
in 1903. An old folks concert was

From

tilled with it. tem of municipal government a
A characteristicof our age k that success?" This news story apBERT SCHUITEMA, genial
of mourning, as rt has been of peared in the Saturday,Oct. 2,
Mur Honif nt the
Holland City New*
every age that has preceded. That issue of the Holland Daily Sen- milkman living near Zeeland, degiven.
Published Every Thurstinel publkhed in 1915.
Division superintendent J. K. V.
serves a good pat on the back.
l»v bv the Sentinel individualwho has not suffered is
That Hope college
making
Agnew,
John Doyle, superinten[Printing Co Office 54-5A rare. How to think of suffering
While delivering milk early one
West Elchti. Street. Hol- and how to deal with it is an an. rapid strides as a good thorough
dent of tracks, trainmaster A. E.
land. Michigan.
morning a few days ago, he found
In rhe finest sense it is a Christ- educational institutionwith healAshley and J. C. Holcomb, freight
thy moral surroundingsk shown a tackle box in an alley in the
agent at the Grand Rapids office,
Bntered as second class mstter at ian art. I wonder rf there is any
the poet office at Holland Mich other one thing to which so much by its rapid growth. The student business section.
have severed connections with the
under the Act of Congresa,March 3.
Pere Marquette Railroad comtime and thought are given ar enrollment is 304 hi the academic Rather than leave the box to
M79
suffering,except the making of department. Thk does not include
pany.
W. A. BUTLER, Business Manager a living. There is suffering of the the hundred or more students that be crushed by traffic, he tossed
The Ottawa County Medical asaociationmet at Grand Haven
body, suffering of the mind, and are studying in She school of it into his milk f truck and conTalerhone— News Items 3108
Tuesday. A paper on "Injuries to
AdTsrtislngand Subscriptions.3191 sufferingof the spirit. We meet it music which is growing more pop- tinued hk route. Several hours
ular each year.
later he remembered the box and
the Knee Joint," by Dr. T. G.
The mibllsher shall not be liable at every turn. It lays its hand on
Four hundred and thirty-four opened it. Instead of fish hooks
Huizinga of Zeeland, one on
for anv error or errors in printing the fairest as well as the foulest
"Smallpox"by Dr. B. B. Godfrey,
any advertisingunless a proof of thing we know. It is here, and it ii the exact number of hunters’ and lures, he found money! He
neb advertisementshall have been is all around us, and we must licenses issued by County Clerk showed it to City Inspector
an address by Dr. H. Krcmers, disobtained by advertiser and returned
Jacob Glerum under the new sta- Ben Wiersema who happened to
cussions led by Dr. W. S. Walkby him In time for correctionwith learn how to deal with it.
ley and Dr. C. P. Brown, were
•uch arrors or corrections noted
Have you ever observed how tute since the first day of Septem- be making tests in the dairy at
the time and Ben suggested
part of the program.
plainly thereon: aim 1® 6»irh case If good and godly persons suffer, ber.
any error so noted is not corrected,
Yesterday afternoon a mass Schuitema contact city police beProf. H. G. Keppel of Northwhile
the
wicked
often
go
scot
publishersliabilityshall n°t exceed
meeting was held in the high fore seeking the owner.
western universityat Evanston,
auoh a proportion of th. entire space free? When God declared Job to
So Bert took the box to the
111., gave a lecture on "Holland
occupied by the error bears to the be an upright and perfect man school to inform the students of
police station and turned it over
whole space occupied by such adverand the Hollanders," at Zeeland
that is what he meant. But was the big mass meeting to be pulled
tisement.
to
Sgt.
Jerry
Vanderbeek
who
last Friday night. The lecture was
off
in
the
evening
at
15th
and
any suffering quite like hL< suffound cash amounting to $1,200.
Illustratedby scores of stereoptiTERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
fering? It would be difficultto River Ave. The purpose was to
One year 12.00; Six months 91 25; find in the dictionary words that start enthusiasm for the school's Vanderbeek assigned Patrolman
con views. Mr. Keppel made a bithfee months 75c; Single copy 5c.
cycle trip through the Netherlands
first football game of^ the season, Hank Vanden Brink to accompany
Subaortp lions payablein advance and could depict in darker colors
Schuitema to the sectoin where
a couple of years ago.
wlE be promptly discontinuedIf not what he had to endure. You feel with Allegan this afternoon.
The Grand River Classk at its
lenewed.
A reception for the Rev. J. W. the box was found.
when
you read of hk condition
SubscriberswHl confer a favor by
Then Schuitema found the ownsession in Grand Rapids thk week
Esveld
and
family
was
held
in the
reporting promptly anv {regularity that much has been left unsaid,
ers. Curiously,the proprietors had
almost unanimously named the
fiIn deUverr Write or Phone 319;.
and for no other reason than it parlors of the M.E. church Thursdiscoveredthe loss shortly beRev. James F. Zwemer of thk city
could not be expressedin human day evening.
fore and were trying to reconas their choice to succeed the Rev.
-V
Mks
Maud
C.
Kleyn
has
respeech. If you look around you it
A BOUHURLY DECISION
Dr. H. E. Dosker at the Western
sumed her voice teaching in the struct "the crime.’’
General Lucius D. Clay's an- will not be difficult for you to
Theological seminary.
Ann
Arbor
Conservatory
of
Music.
notiftcemervtthat he will not ask see that the best people are often
Justifiably pointing with pride
The Rev. G. D. De Jong of
She has been an instructorat the
those
who
are
broken
in
body
and
for netkement “as long as Berlin
to Zeeland's employmentrecord.
Grand Haven has accepted a call
University
for
several
year*
and
Is under blockade''is in the best sometimes in mind.
These two young people, surroundedby the colorful beauties of
Bill Baron, erstwhile secretary of
to South Olive.
Suffering k not a sign of per- is an accomplished teacher.
tradition of the American sense
nature, find themselves In a quiet dream world, obliviousto the exthe
Chamber
of
Commerce,
thinks
An ordinance has gone into efSteps
are
being
taken
to
estabGanges
Grange
initiated
seven
citement of a hectic election day. Political battles, or any other
of military duty, General Clay has sonal wickedness. This k not sayhis home town does pretty well in
fect prohibiting bicycle riding in
new
membe’i
into
their
order
1’sh
at
least
one
rural
free
detroubles for that matter, are completely forgotten and replaced by
borne his full share of the heat ing that Job was a perfect man.
employing 1,353 in a town which
Friday evening. The first and sec- Centennial park. It will be rigidly
awe at the exquisitecolor scenes offered by autumn in Michigan.
of the day, before the war and He had hk faults. He never livery inute out of Douglas. A
eforced.
ond degrees were confirmed.
number
of
patrons
living east of officially lists a population of 3,during its progress. His long per- would have called himself perfect.
000.
Gerrt Slenk has been appointed
that
town
on
the
river
road
are
Mrs.
Alice
Wightman
will
be
iod of active service would ordin- But the goodness of the man
Of course, the chamber usually
hostess
to
the
Home
club
Nov. ,5. postmasterat Fillmore Center in
so
far
from
Fennville
that
they
arily entitle him to retire,with shines forth when the blows berefers to the population figure at
Mrs. Etta Larsen k program place of William Borgman who
t suMeient pension to let him live gin to fall upon him. You will re- prefer to come to Douglas for
4,000 since Zeeland experiences
moved to Hamilton.
chairman.
their
mail.
•t ease. Long ago he announced call the case of the blind man in
Bids for improving Holland harMrs. F. R Mosier spent WedIt is said that the entertain- the same problemsof Holland in
that he was anxious to return to the ninth chapter of John's gosbor have beeg rejected by the
that city limits do not extend far
nesday
with
friends
in
Allegan.
ment
committee
had
two
objects
aivihea life as soon as the retire- pel. When the disciples saw him
enough to include much of the
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Lekure of government as they wore considmast tew permitted.
they asked their Master whether in view when they induced the
building going on.
Glendale.
Calif., are vkiting in ered too high and it is not expectCommon
Council
of
Zeeland
to
But he recognises (he fact, as thk pitiablecondition was owing
By Dick Blouln
ed that any permanent work will
“When you're on the streets at
the
home
of
his sister and brothallow
moving
pictures
to
be
disdo the Russiansand the people to his own sin or to that of his
6
a.m.,
you
see
everybody
going
Indian summer has been termed
er-in-law, Mr. and Mrs. William be accomplkbed thk season.
af Europe in general, that he has parents. Jesus said that neither played to the public during HomeMiss Anna Riemersma left
to work in Grand Rapids and HolMosier.
a state of mind, a time when the
become a symbol of resistance to was true. There are sins that as- coming week, began a story in
Tuesday
for Milwaukee where she
land
and
you
wonder
what
ZeelMr. and Mrs. Vernon Margot
Soviet aggression. He is no long- sault the individualwho commits the Monday, Oct. 4. issue. One obwill be married next week to Tim
and does. Then when .you’re on heart warms and mellows with the
From
Friday’s Sentinel
have
received
announcement
of
ject
wag
to
make
it
one
of
the
at•«* merely General Clay, a man them. But that k not always the
the streets at 7 a.m. you see all weather.
The 65th annual county Sunday the birth of § grandson Larry Ed- Zalusky, formerly of this city. Her
who happens to be in command of case. Good men suffer. They al- tractiona of Homecoming on
kinds of cars coming from Grand
ft comes after the first fall school conventionwill be held in ward. born Oct. 22 to 'Mr. and father, Henry Riemersma, accomAmerica's military forces in Ger- ways have, and they always will. Thursday and Friday. The other
Rapids and Holland to work in frost warns ik that winter is on
Mrs. FrederickLee in Berea, O. panied her to Grand Haven, where
many. It seems likely that any In many instances they are the was to show the citizensof ZeeZeeland," Baron said.
the way, and not too far ahead, a the Plainwell Baptist church Mrs. Lee k a daughter of the she took the boat.
ana of a down younger American worst sufferers. When some af- land and those in authority that
Georgetown township gave the
friendlyrespite we always receive Thursday afternoonand evening. Margots.
•OMrala could take General Clay's fliction k visitedupon us K may- moving pictures,if run in a high
Republican state ticket 64 major-,
That
new
car
the
drivers' joyfully, as we have here for the Oct. 28. The principal address of
Word has been received here
plaoe and perform creditably all be very unwke to conclude that it olast manner, are not as bad as
training students are using these fast few days.
the conventionwill be given by that Mrs. Walter Simons k very ity and George Hubbard was
the duties that are connected k the result of the personal vio- they are painted, and is really a
days is a smart number. It k proThe first frost is important, for the Rev. Peter H. Eldersveld of ill in the Santa Rosa hospital in elected supervisor by three votes.
with the job. But General Clay, lation of the commandments of wholesome pastime and something
vided for use through an arrange- experts refuse to concede that Chicago. A number from the San Antonio, Texas. Mr. and Mrs, Chester gave the Democraticstate
tfce symbol of American deter- the Lord. At the same time it that Zeeland needs in the way of
ment made by the AAA. which any warm period without it is any schools in this area will attend Simons went there a couple of ticket 48 majority. Olive had but
mination to stay in Berlin, is ir- ought to be the occasion for a diversion.
sponsors driving classes in coboth sessions.
weeks ago to visit their daugh- one ticket in the field, the Repubreplaceable
On Wednesdayof this week operation with car agencies. The more than a lingering ot the
closer walk with God.
The
County
Federation of Wo- ter and family, and a few days licen, and SupervisorHarrington
real
summer.
Indian
summer
has
If he should retire now, no matOne who reads the Old Testa- Grand Haven will be host So 100 cas is equipped with dual con- other qualities too; The sky is mans clubs were to hold their
was re-elected.
after their arrival she was taken
ter how good his reason might be ment will soon discover it was the bankers whose homes are in repBorn to Mr. and Mrs. Joha
trok.
The
car
which
the
Lions clear, the sunshine bright and a Semi-annual meeting Wednesday, ill. The Simons family were
and no matter how able a man belief of the Jews that righteous- resentative districtsup and down
Prins, Pine street, yesterdaya
club
provided
last year for the mellow haze hang» over the hor- Oct 27, at the Griswoldbuilding former residents of Ganges.
might follow him, Moscow would ness was always accompanied by the w-est coast of Lake Michigan
son.
purpose was returned to the club, izcn.
in Allegan. Mrs. Hodgeman of
William Hull of Flint spent the
taka it as a sign of weakness, and
prosperity, while unrighteousness in the official section known as after arrangementswere completTheological student A. B. Van
Kalamazoo
was
to
be
the
guest
It k a time to be outdoors— a
week-end here with relatives.
the German p^ple in Berlin and
was attended by poverty and dis- "group
Zante has received a cell from
ed for the new presentation.
speaker in the afternoon.Her
time
for
walks
along
the
lake
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Stanley
Stokes
throughoutthe three non-Russian tress. There k a sense in which
Holland High school played an
Fairview, III
shore, or hiking overland in any topic k "Women's Part in the had as guests over the week-end
sectors would loee confidenceIn
the righteous are blessed beyond exhibition game Saturday against
Mr. and Mrs. M. Notier. East
That
"Vote
for Truman" sign direction,as most of our college World Today." Clubs from this his brother and wife. Mr. and Mrs.
the determination of the Western
anythingthe unrighteousness can Allgean on the 19th St. grounds. on Zeeland's water tank is comNinth St., are entertaining their
community
were
to be represent- Harry Stokes and hk mother.
and
high
senool
students
in
Holpowers to see the job through know. But it is not always in It was evident from the first
Mrs Corrine Barnes of Pull- children,the Rev. and Mrs. J.
Mere retirement of General Clay materialpossessions.Good men whistle that Allegan w’as entire- ing down pronto. The work of art land may attest. Anywhere out-of- ed.
Vander Meulen of New York.
was
done
by
a
prankster,
and
Members
of
the
"Bit
O’
Fun
man
visited her sister, Mrs. Wildoors.
there
is
more
to
acc
than
at this time would be a serious
have been known to own nothing ly outclassed. The rest of the Zeeland's Board of Public Works,
Capt. Neal Ball has the new
club"
met
at
the
home
of
Mr.
and
liam Broadway over the weekblow to Western prestige.
at other seasons. Nature k reof hk world's goods, and often game proved it, for Allegan failed which doesn't believe in mixing
Holland ball team out for practice
Mrs. Alva Hoover Friday evening end.
• For all these reasons the Amsplen<
ent
in
her
most
sinking
voluntarily so. They have given to score once. The final score, business with politics, wasn't parevery day. He says Holland will
erica* general in the top position
garb be.oie meeting wavier with and gave. him a pleasant surprise. Mr. and Mrs. E. F. Simons
themselves so unreservedly to the 132-0, sets a new record in the ticularly amused. Supt Peter Barr
The occasion was Mr. Hoover's had friends from Grand Rapids have the fastest team in Western
an the Berlin front has decided to
bare
and
sapless
boughs.
developmentof the spiritual life game for Holland. The previous said the departmentk investigatMichigan this year.
•lay on the job until such time
Turning from the more pleasant 50th birthday anniversary. Games visit them last week.
that they did not wMi to have record of 103 was made against ing. Yes, there’s some kind of a
A bill is before the legislature
were played and luncheon was
Born
to Mr. and Mrs. Kerneith
as retirementwill be safe for
side
of
Indian
summer,
it
is
also
their energies detracted by eith- Sparta last year.
to regulate the salary of the prolaw
about
trespassing and defacserved.
Several
gifts
were
preVan
Leeuwen
in
Douglas
hospital
American interests. This decision
the time when the fall household
Wednesday evening will witi.ess ing property.
er the care or the luxury'or the
sented.
Saturday. Oct. 23, a son named bate judges. If it passes.Ottawa's
Is obviously in recognition of the
chores must be completed before
love of money. There k a reason the first meeting of the city
judge will be raked from $1,500 to
Mrs
L.
A.
Bartholomew
and
Neal Arndt.
fact that, for all practical purthe arrival of the first wintry
$1,750 a year.
why
God's favorites have been Y.M.C.A. under the direction of
Getting
pheasants
through
Mrs.
Alva
Hoover
were
hostesses
Sunday visitors of Mr. and Mrs.
poses, we are at war right now
the new secretary, Minor Siege- means other than hunting with blasts. Covering rosebushes, put- for the meeting of the Woman’s
Mrs. W. G. Barnaby attended
Earl Thompson were Mr. and
TV only element of war that is among those who had little of this man.
ting on storm windows,making of
world's goods. It k difficultfor
guns
has
long
been
established,
Society
of
Christian
Service
a; Mrs. Lloyd Gal breath and daugh- the wedding of Verne’ Chamberlacking is the shooting. A general
James R. Schepers, formerly but the latest to enjoy a meal apple cider and the rest, are an the former's home Tuesday afterHim to got through the armour
ter, Marjorie of Kalamazoo and lain and Mks Eva Corey at Torch
in good health does not retire in
living j»outh of the city, * now was the Ben Kroeze family after ir.d.cationthat cold weather k noon. The women worked on varthat riches forge.
Mrs.
Mable Hale of Detroit The Lake on Wednesday, the groom
the midst of a war. at least not a
soon to arrive.
God has not turned against us manager of the Fairmont Perch- a bird committed suicide by flying
ious articles for their annual ba- latter remained for a visit of sev- was formerly employed at the
general who is trying to live up
There are many legends as to
eron and Cattle farm at Gretna, against their house at 236 West
Pere Marquette freight office
zaar to be held in November. At eral weeks.
to the best American military when things go wrong. One of the
how this season derived its name.
here.
arguments
employed
by
the
so- Virginia.He will be marned next 13th St.
the annual meeting of Nov. 2. oftraditions.Any general who
The
most
favored
is
that
the
Pilspring to Miss Florence Vaden of
J. P. Dolllver, senator from
ficers will be elected for the year
•hould do so in the middle of a called friends of Job was that he
grim fathers, in their first autumn
Richmond, Va.
Iowa,
delivered a fine lecture at
must
have
departed
from
the
best
Mrs.
Fred
Vanden
Heuvel,
Sr,
of
1949.
Shooting war would be regarded
Elmer Hoek left for Ann Arbor of Pine Creek, who reported hav- here, dolefu.ly concluded at the
Winant chapel Wednesday evestandards of rectitude or he
Mrs. Ora Thorson.Mrs. William
as disloyal.
this morning to continue his stud- ing picked a bouquet of lilacs first cold spell that winter was Broadway and Mrs. Walter Wightning. He spoke on 'The Century
General Clay feels that if he would have fallen in such a plight.
on the way Indians pointed to man attendedthe meeting of the
in Which we Live and Its Present
In
short.
God
forsook
him
be- ies at the University of Michigan. from bushes in her yard Friday,
•hould do so in the midst of the
Ed Mulder also left for Ann Ar- also has another claim to fame. In the southwest and assured them County Association in Otsego
Opportunities,with some Sugge.spresent "cold war" he could also cause he had forsaken God. That
bor to continue his work there.
tions as to the Career of the Late
her garden she has a squash that summer would soon be back. Wednesday. They * conducted the Disorderly
be regarded as disloyal As he put was the argument they used.
It did, to the delight cf the men
President William McKinley."
Mrs.
J.
C.
Post
has
returned
weighing 254 pounds.
Memorial service.
It In his blunt soldier language, When our property slips from us;
who were so far from their anMr and Mrs. Albert Nye arc Grand Haven, Nov. 4 (Special)
*Td be a d— n poor soldier if I when friends forsake as; when hoome from visiting her daughter,
cestral land.
Ruth,
who
is
teaching
in
Cold•Some
of
those
prizes
at
the
spending a week in Ann Arbor —Joe Garrow, 56. of Grand Havrequested to leave.” The Ameri- our health can no longer be our
Other legends are that the In- and Manchester with their daughJaycee Halloween party the other
can people will agree with this boast; when hopes vanish, and water.
dians
thought it a special gift ters, Mrs. Ruth Burgh and Mrs. en, and a companion,who first
At
a
meeting
of
the
council
tonight
didn't
"fit"
the
winners.
But
statement. But General Clay has when shadows cling to our spirit,
gave her name as Helen Tipsword
from
the
beneficient gods of the
M. E. Dresselhouscand families.
never been a poor soldier. He is we are not justified in concluding morrow mght no doubt the mat- that made no difference to Sheryl
and then' changed it to Helen
southwest, and another, that its
Vanden
Bosch
who
won
a
boy's
ter
that
nas
been
talked
of
by
The
Ganges
Garden
Group
met
that
God
has
tunned
against
us.
living up to hk own personal stanLove. 38. also of Grand Haven,
name
came
because
of
its
hazy
at the summer home of Mr. and
dards as well as to American One of the most serious mental the council members for »he last prize in the costume contest.She
appearance;the season when the Mrs. J. E. Lane, “Two Oaks", in were arrested by city police early
preferred
the
football!
month,
namely
the
purchasing
the
states
we
face
is
to
conclude
tradition.
Indians set fire to the grasses Douglas Friday, with Mrs. Gray- Saturday morning in a room on
that when these things take thei! C. L. King & Co. property for
Holland Police Chief Jacob Van
of the prairies and filled the air don Chapman and Mrs Abner Columbus St. Each was charged
flight God also withdraws His pre- park purposes, will come up, acPair Fined, Sentenced
with
disorderly conduct. Garrow Hoff has issued a "thank you"
with
smoke
or
haze.
sence.
Drivers Charged After
cording to a story in the Tuesday,
Miller, hostesses. Following the
Like every other phenomenon, dessert luncheon at 1:30 p.m. an paid $10 fine and $4.95 costs and note to parents and children of
Troubles are God's messengers Oct. 5 Issue.
On Petty Larceny Count
Accidents in County
there is a reason for Indian sum- interesting program on autumn his companion was sentenced to the city for co-opcration In keepto reveal more clearly to us and
Arnold Mulder has accepted the
mer,
and this k how the weather- coloring was enjoyed. Thirteen serve 10 days in the county jail ing Halloweendamage to a minGrand Haven, Nov. 4 (Special)
Grand Haven, Nov. 4 (Special) in us His will and mercy. The position as publicity agent tenman
accounts for it: The first were present, each having a part by Justice Peter Verduin on Sat- imum.
—Louis
Coates,
21,
and
Buster
dered
him
recently
by
the
State
Aside from scattered reports of
—Marvin H. Stromberg. 20, of righteous are not to regard them
urday.
killing
frost comes becau.se cold on the program.
as the penalty of special sins. Board of Health and’ he has al- Langston,34, both of North Musroute 2, Nunica, was given two
Robert Stickles. 26. of Grand window soaping, false alarms and
Mrs. John McVea and Mrs. AlTheir purpose is not punishment, ready entered upon hk duties in kegon, were arraigned before winds blow down fpom the arctic
tickets by state police, one chargHaven, charged by city police with mild pranks, officers said the city
Justice George V. Hoffer Friday regions and drive the mercury va Hoover spent Wednesday in
but discipline.Punishment looks connection with the new work.
ing him with excessive speed and
failing to stop and identity him- was unusually quiet
afternoon on a charge of petty of the thermometer down and Grand Rapids with the latter’s
to the past, while disciplinelooks
The
W.
E.
Dunn
Manufacturthe other with failure to report
Holland can take pride in itself
self after an accident which octo the future. When the gracious ing Co. is being incorporated for larceny, and each was sentenced down. The cold leaves an area o! daughter, Mks Margaret Hoovan accident.
curred
on
North
Seventh
St. early for thk record after hearing about
to pay $10 fine, $8.95 costs and low barometric pressure in its er.
Stromborg'scar was found by work is finkhed the affliction $40,000 with $25,000 common
Saturday morning when he alleg- Halloween damage in other areas.
George Hathaway of Allegan
may
be removed. After the brok- stock and $15.0)0 preferred stock. serve five days in the county jail. path. *
the officersabout a rr'Je north of
Then, in the south, some warm and hk son, Chester, who k in edly struck and caused damage to In Battle Creek, the entire downThe pair k alleged to have takLast evening the Chamber of
the country club road in Spring en member is healed the splints
breezes
from the tropics move training in San Antonio, Texas, a car owned by Victor Harmon of town area was left In a "mess’*
Lake township at 5:20 a.m. Sun- and the bandages are removed. Commerce entertainedthe Zee- en a quantity of scrap metal from
Grand Haven, paid $35 fine and and property damage will run into
Builders are not uneasy about land Businessrpen's association at the abandoned Cech farm south along north, forming a high bar- visited the former's sister and $4.45 costs. City police had to the several thousands. Parking
• day, after it had apparently
brother-in-law,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Roy
ometric
prewure
area
that
pushes
of
Grand
Haven
Thursday
afterstruck an abutment, and rolled putting the cable to the test. The a smoker. A large number of Zeechase Stickles as far as the "jack- meters and hitchingposts were
on and on into the low pressure Nye Thursday 'Chester will leave
over, causing considerabledam- government k not fearful about land men were present A. H. noon. Two of the Cech relatives
nife" bridge before they caught knocked down, fires were startputting
gold
into
the
fire.
It
is Landwchr, president of the Hol- saw the pair taking the metal, area. When it gets here, it warms Friday foi a camp in California.
age to the car. No one was af the
him.
ed in the middle of downtown inSchools closed in thk area
scene snd Stromberg latei was their faith in these things that land C.O.C.,welcomed the visitors. and obtained the license number everything.
James St. Amour, 21, of Mus- tersections.
And so— with our minds set for Thursday and Friday and the
makes them willing to be subject- At a meeting of thhe Board of of the car.
picked up.
Store windo'ws were broken,
kegon, and Alba Robinson, 17, of
Muskegon officers picked up the approach of winter, we cling teachers attended the Teachers Muskegon Heights, who were fences torn down and other seriPublic Works last evening the
The same department investi- ed to the test.
question of installing light* in the one Thursday night and lodged regretfully to the luminous,lazy Institute in Grand Rapids.
gated an accident which occurred
engaged in a fight on the ous damage was done. Reports
Mr. arfd Mrs. O. L. Ensfield found
alleys as requested by the Board him in jail and Friday officers qualities of Indian summer, knowon' M-50 in Robinson township at
highway in Spring Lake township said it was caused mostly by oldNovember Events Set
of Police and Fire commissionersof the sheriffs department,with ing all too well that winter k went to Ann Arbor Wednesday early Sunday morning, each paid er persons while the children con•:50 p.m. Sunday involving cars
for a check up on the eyes for
was taken up and although the the assktance ot the Muskegon not far away.
driven by Ora Decker, 69, of route By Royal Neighbors
$10 fine and $5.20 costs upon their fined their celebrating to "trick
Mr.
Ensfield at St. Joseph hospiofficers,
found
the
other
and
board
is
desirous
of
seeing
these
1, West Olive, which was travelpleas of guilty to disorderlycharg- and treat.**
tal.
The
October committee, with alleys properly lighted to serve as brought both back to Grand Ha- Woman Hart at Came
ing east, and John Reynolds.28,
es placed against them by sUte
The Baptkt Mission group met
tf Muskegon, which was gaing Mrs. Ben Van Dam as chairman, a protectionto the patrolmen, ven to face the charge.
Grand Haven, Nov. 4 (Special) at the home of Mrs. Rhoda Comp- police. Both were lodged In the Selective Service Cells
wast Decker was given a ticket was in charge of the social hour still legally the city attorney has
—City police are investigating a ton Thursday afternoon and made county jail over the week-end.
sfcaegiag him with driving to the following the regular meeting of given a rilling that the city could Tavern Is Entered
disturbanceduring the Grand plans for a family night supper to The three latter ‘arrangements Men for Examinations
kft of the center line. The Rey- the Royal Neighbors Thursday not install them as it would be
Haven-GrandRapids Creston be held in Grange hall Thursday were irt Justice George V. Hoffer’s
Grand
Haven,
Nov.
4
(Special)
nolds ear was damaged consider- nig*t.
placing lights on private property
court.
Grand Haven, Nov. 4 (Special)
—State police are investigating game Friday night when a per- evening, Oct. 28.
Prizes were given to Mra. ClinThe studentsand faculty of
—The
Grand Haven office of
The Unity club will meet with
ton Nichols,'Mrs. Richard Elli- Hope college and high school were an alleged breakingand entering eon threw a gallon jug Into the
Selective Service has received aninto Murphy's tavern on US-31 In crowd. The jug hit Mrs. Chrk Mrs. Albert Hamlin on Wednes- Five Persons Fined
son and Mrs. Lillian Bicks. Re- entertainedlast evening by the
other call for 40 men who will
Grand Haven township which oc- Kammeraad of Weet Olive in the day, Nov. 3.
Hmlert Meet
Lynn Saupe, 20, of Waukazoo, leave Nov. 12 for pre-induction
freshmentswere served.
Christian Endeavor society of the
back
and
she
was
taken
to
Mucurred
either
late
Saturday
night
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Wooden paid a $3 fine in municipal court lamination at Grand” Rapids'
Dear hunters of the Kent counIt wu announced that on Nov. Third Reformed church, about 300
or early Sunday morning. The nicipal hospital for treatment. and son of Chicago spent the Saturday for running a red light
portsman's league will have 4 officers will practice for the being present
Six who received pre-induction
break-in was discovered by the She was released Saturday morn- week-end with friends here.
annual •‘plaid shirt nite” to- initiatioa that will t«k« place
and Roscoe De Vries, 30, of route examinationOct. 5, are to leave
Lansing— Yesterdaymarked ttie owner, Edward Murphy about 3 ing.
The Harold Naughtin family 6, paid $5 for going through a atop Nov. 15. Their names will ba anSt. Cecilia building Thuraday,Nov. 11.
official beginning of Michigan's
p.m. Sunday. The safe was
have moved to Fennville from the street. Parking fines of $1 each nounced at a later date.
Harry D. Ruhl
Oh Nov. 16 the local group will $100,000 war on tuberculosis.
“cracketj” and about $2,000 in
I* K really true that when it home of her parents In Ganges.
the state 90 to South Haven for initiation
were paid by James Heersplnk of
The office has alio received an
At a businem meeting of the cash was taken. It has not aa yet waa invented most people predictMrs. Sadie Hardy of Indian- 299 West 18th St; Kenneth D.
»wi the regular maetuig. A ten
notice for December
iodge 1914, lasilnight Bert been
ed the autiwihtie would never be
bid., is visiting bir sister Northuis of 112 East
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Douglas

Familiar Sites
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The Rev. J. M. Dykitra of
John Zielatra of Grand Rapids
Zeeland wai In charge of the
The Ganges Garden club respent last week with his children,
Boy Scouts from the Fennvffl#
Holland service at Allendale
cently
was entertainedat ‘Two
Title
Mr. and Mrs. L De Vries.
ChriatianReformed church Sunarea put mother day's work is
Oaks," the home of Mrs. J. E. Nationally
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Van Vels of
day afternoon.
Lane at Campbell Rd. Mrs. GraySaturday on Camp Taylor, three
Bulck’s new dynaflow drive fea- Holland were visitorswith Mr.
Two of Holland's familiar land- don Chapman and Mrs. Abner MilThe Hudeonvllle Male chorus
"Delicious food — prompt and miles from town. The scouts were
will give a program Nov. 11 at 8 tured exclusivelyin that car, elim- and Mrs. John Schutte on Thurs- marks, the store and house at 254 ler assisted the hostess. A dessert
efficient service.""Price* rea*on- aided by five senior leaders.
p.m. in the AllendaleChristian inates transmission and clutch and day evening.
and 258 River Ave., recently luncheon was served with a pro- able for really good food, will Work Saturday included putReformed
church
for the benefit
gram following.
Michigan’s three unbeaten footprovides smooth operation. This is
Vernon Dale Bohl, son of Mr. changed hands after more than 60
come back," add "We brag on ting the framing and a major
of the Alben Christianschool
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace William*
years
of
ownership
by
one
family.
ball teams headed for the final
share of the siding on three cabbus. The board of the association considered one of the outstanding and Mrs. Harold Bohl, is ill with
A deal was completed whereby have moved to the Prentice cab- your food in California"are a few ins. A total of 10 scouts from
third of the season today, with is sponsoring the program
automotive engineering develop- pnuemonia at Zeeland hospital.
in.
Mrs.
Williams,
who
has
been
a
of the comment* on th« out* landthe store and house wefo sold by
records Intact and, of the trio,
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Sagman Oscar Wilms to Edward Voss. patient In the Community hos- ing food and service at the Dutch Troop 2, Fennville, helped with
Mrs. D. Roeters of Grand Rap- ments since the war. Fred Heiderthe construction.
er,
Bulck
dynaflow
instructor,
reonly the University of Michigan ids is employed in the home of
announce the birth of a son last The propertywas owned by the pital, Is much improved in health. Mill restaurant, We*t Eighth St.,
Lesders assisting were: Art
cently spent three days here inhad a close call over the week- Mrs. S. Lenters.
week Tuesday at Zeeland hospi- Wilms family since 1881. However,
Dr. and Mrs. William Phon and Holland, and The Houie by the Sanford of Fennville, Jim O’Constructing the Buick servicemen.
end.
tal.
both
buildings
have
been
vacant
Cornell Van Dyk is making
daughter Janet, of Chicago, spent Side of the Road, at Saugatuck. nor of Allegan, Bill Aldrich, DonBuick’s dynaflow drive is desThe Wolverines edged Illinois, considerable progress in the buildThe Bible class of the Reformed for the last several years.
a few days at their summer home. These nationally known eating ald E. Kyger and L. D. McMillin.
cribed
as
"an
Infinitely
variable
28 to 20, for their sixth win this ing of a greenhouse.
church will hold its annual busiVoss has installed another* Judge Irving Tucker of Allegan, place* are owned and operated all of Holland.
transmission" which gives car
season and 20th straight, while
ness and social meeting on Thurs- branch of the ReliableBicycle was guest speaker at a meeting
Last Wednesdayevening Alma
Alma and Michigan Tech blanked Veldink was feted at s bridal owners a completelynew concep- day evening at the chapel. The shop in the store and is in the of the Douglas Mother's club last by Paul Van Raalte.
A steamboatlock in the dam at
The complimentary praises of
tion of effortless driving "withminor foes.
Rev. H. De Pree, former mission- process of redecorating. An up- week Tuesday evening. ,
shower at the home of Mrs. John
Koekuk,
Iowa, Is larger than any
these
two
place*
are
brought
out
the
use
of
gears
or
the
conAlma needed only one more win Rotman. Mrs. Rotman and Franary to China, will be the guest stairs has been added to display Thursday evening, will be the
forth by messages printed on the in the Panama canal
for a certain tie in the M1AA cis Elsinga were hostesses.Guests ventional clutch under normal speaker.
toys and a 30 by 25 feet addition annual business meeting of the
back of each guest check, expres— MMMMtM— M»MM— M>
title chase. It's 27-0 win oyer were present from Holland, Grand driving conditions" With dynaNeighborsgathered at the chap- is being completed.
Congregational church. Picnic sing sims of the management. It
flow
drive,
Buick
becomes
the
Grand Rapid* Junior College Fri- Rapids, Muskegon, Zeeland, Eastel Thursday evening in honor of
The toy showroom will be a supper begins at 6:30 p.m.
says, "Dear Gutst: We thank you
day night gave it six straight and manville, Grandville and many first American passengercar to all new neighbors who have mov- year-around proposition, not just
The Saugatuck-Douglas Lions' for your visit and for the pleasure
offer the torque convertertranshalf of the wins have been in con- from this locality. A pleasant eveed into the village. Those attend- during the Christmas shipping club is to meet tonight with a
mission.
of serving you. We want always
ference play.
ing were: Mr. and Mrs. Harold season.
ning was spent and the honored
dfinner served by the Ladies of to make an effort to serve good
Arie Ter Haar is the local Buick
Hope college kept alive its guest was the recipientof many
Haasevoort, Mr. and Mrs. George
The .-ntirenow store is a branch the Aid society of the Congregachances of tying Alma by cele- beautiful gifts. She also was guest and Pontiac dealer. His showroom Ohlman, Mr. and Mrs. H. Ohlman, of the main Reliable store at 136 tional church. Guest speaker will food better. Please write what
ft
and garage is located at 150 East
Have repairs in time to prw
brating homecomingwith a 33-6 of- hdnor at a shower on Thursday
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Veldman, Mr. West 19th St. The Store also deals be Edward Hutchinson of Fenn- you think of us. We'd like to
know "
Eighth St.
serve and conserve the
win over luckless Albion. The evening given by Rose Eisen and
and Mrs. Harrb Veldman and in bicyccles,locks and keys. The ville.
G. M. hydromatic is featured on
This same courtesy and efficthlnge you havel
game gave Hope a record of two Gereldine Veldink,at the home
daughter, Mrs. George Nienhuis. house was purchased to allow for
There will lx1 a regular meetthe Pontiac cars. A five-day school
Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit Huyser, Mr. any future expansion and it is ing of the Ladies Aid of the iency are extended In service st
Call ua.
victoriesand one loss and hinted of Mrs. F. Veldink. The bride-torecently was held at the Ter Haar
and Mrs. Cyrene Huyser, Gerald later planned to install a full Congregational church, Wednes- private parties in the Colonial
that the Alma-Hope game Nov. 13 be was showered with many
garage for the local servicemen.
Room of the Dutch Mill and st
Huyser, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Rozmay decide the title.
pretty gifts. She will be married
Also attending were men from endal and sons, Mrs. Leslie Bok- lino of building hardware to tie- day afternoon. Luncheon .will be TV House. The newly-decorated
Michigan teams w-on three of to Joseph B. Rotman in the near
eight surroundingcities. Jim ins, Mr. and Mrs. William Barnes, in with the key and lock depart- served at 1 p.m.
Colonial Room is a popular setELECTRIC CO.
five contests with foreign foes future.
ment.
Mr. and Mrs. Nat Steinburg of ting for special events, filled with
Spence of Pontiac, was instructor.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Robert
Barnes,
Mrs.
Saturday with big-timers MichSO West 8th
Phons 4011
John Krakcr w'ho has been ill
It is expected renovation work Chciago, were over for the weekPurpose of these schools is to
engagements continually for wedFannie Do Jonge. Mr. and Mrs. will lie completed in from two to
igan and Michigan State tppping for a long time submittedto surend and to clase the Schuham cot- ding parties, business meetings MMMtMMMMMMMMMMMMM##
assure Buick and Pontiac customthe sheet. The Spartans dumped gery at Blodgett hospital the past ers of car service by expertly Ted De Jonge, Mr. and Mrs. C. throe weeks and five arsons wii! tage for the winter.
and college functions.
Vereeke, Mr. and Mrs. Alfred bo employed at the store. Norweek. He is improving.
Oregon State, 46 to 21.
Mr. and Mrs Harold Berry and
trained mechanics.
The quaint Old Mexico atmosBowman,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Harry
Mrs.
T.
Vander
Lugt
left
for
an
man
Van
Lento
will
t>o
assistant
Michigan Tech won its sixth
(laughter, Donita, were guests
phere at The House is a delightBowman. Mrs. Malloy Huyser, Mr. store manager and Voss will be
straight by swamping Northland extended visit with relatives out
over the week-end,with Mr. and
ful setting for Christmas parties
On* of The WoHd*e Largest
and Mrs. I. Jelsma. Mrs. Rozen- manager.
Cbllege of Ashland, Wis., 47 to 0, west.
Mrs. Norman Winfieldin Grand or other private events. The beauManufacturers of
dal
and
Mrs.
Bekins
were
in
Orville Steggerda is improving
and on the other side of the balRapids.
Post
tiful huge fireplace, Mexican
COAL
OIL
DAO
charge of the games and Mrs. G.
ance sheet Miami universitystop- his residenceby adding a sun
Robert Waddell visited his tapestries, variety of cactus plants
Ohlman, Mrs. Cy Huyser and Mrs. Buffet Supper Honors
Heating Kqulpmsnt
ped Western Michigan,34 to 28 porch.
daughter Margaret, in Chicago
and bright fiesta color schemes
G. Nienhuis prepared refresh- Miss Louise Ter Beek
Mrs. Peter Branderhorstis stil’
Oold by
for a few days.
ments.
make any party a special occaconfinedto her home but is imMr. and Mrs. Ralph Knowlton
Mr. and Mrs. Jake Doorneweerd
proving.
Mrs. Norman Ter Beck of Niles and Mrs. Elizabeth Farnsworth sion.
and
Mr. and Mrs. John Galien and entertainedat a buffet supper
Committees were recently namof Fennville,were Sunday guests
Karen were supper guests and
It Is estimated that the U. S.
lit last 14th Ot
and Northern Illinois teachers ed by the Henry Walters VFW attendedthe evening service with and shower Saturday night at of Mr. and Mrs. John Scarlett. has used nearly seven trillion 200
the homo of Mr. and Mrs. John
post for the Armistice Day banHOLLAND PHONO 1710
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Jack
Tyler. Mrs.
beat Michigan Normal, 10 to 7.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Bowman and Ter Beck honoring Miss Louise
billionboard feet of forest proZEILAND PHONO 469P4
Fred Thorsen,Mrs. Kenneth FulIn a pair of night games Sat- quet at which Gerald R. Ford, Mr. and Mrs Alfred Bowman,
Ter Beck, who will bo married ler and Mrs. Esther Hanklander, ducts since the discovery of the Buy Lsnnox — You Buy Quality
urday, Detroit Tech defeated Jr., of Grand Rapids will speak.
country.
The dinner and program will Mr. and Mrs. William Morren Nov. 20 to Charles W. Claver.
attended the meeting at Otsego
Olivet, 14 to 12, and Ferris and
of Zeeland were Sunday evening
Decorationsfor the table at of the county associationof EastNorthern Michigan battled to a be held in the post clubrooms on visitors with Mr. and Mrs. John
the miscellaneous shower were in ern Star chapters.
West Seventh St.
scorless tie.
Schutte.
keeping with the Halloween seaWatson Lundie is chairman of
On Tuesday evening. Mr. and son. Chrysanthemums in fall Mr. and Mrs. Jack Cobb are
the affair. Committees are as folMrs. Lawrence Klamer entertain- shades and a miniature bride and visitingfor two weeks with their
lows:
ed
at their horrfe a number of groom were features. Mrs. Ray son, Erwin, and family, at ProProgram— Harold Bremer, Gorvidence, R. I.
their neighbors.Mr. and Mrs. Ter Bock poured.
don Zuverink, William Klaver,
George
Raterink. Mr. and Mrs.
John Homfeld and E. C. Clemons.
Guests were the Misses Betty
Harold Haasevoort.Mr. and Mrs. Van Lente, Edna Mae Van Taten- Thirty-one counties in the U. S.
Kitchen— Fred Kolmar, Peter
NEARLY ALL SIZES
are named for George WashingH. Flokstra, John Wittengen. Mr.
Hardenberg, Shud Althuis, Ken
hove and Betty Brinkman and
ton, 21 for Thomas Jefferson, 18
and
Mrs.
Arend
Vc-reeke.Mr. and
Lackie and Ted Kouw.
the Mesdames Cornelius Oocgoma,
for James Madison and 14 for AbEnterainment—Bill Ver Hey Mrs. Ted De Jonge and George Gordon Brewer, William Benraham Lincoln.
Ohlman.
Don Japinga. R. V Huyser, Frank
nett, Glenn Bruggers,John SteMr. and Mrs. J'm Hoekinga and
Jillson, John Kamps, Bert Knapp
phens, L. W. Lamb, Jr., Donald
• 60 Weat 7th
Holland
Phenam
children spent Saturday w.th the
Registered letters were first acand Paul Wojohn.
Walchenbachand William Hille"W*
Know
We
Know
Tire**
L. De Vries family. Mr. Zielstra
cepted by the U. S. post office deTables— Art Bremer, Don Vangonds.
•
Add miles of pleareturned to Grand Rapids with
partment in 1855.
der Hill and Herm De Vries.
them.
• West 8th it rest
OF MINCEMEAT
sure to your car.
The Missionary society meets LOT
South
Roy<jl ton, Vt. (UP)
Wednesday afternoon. Mrs. I.
Mrs. Lisle D. McIntosh,a greatDRIVt IN
Jelsma will be in charge of devograndmother,is busy making four
tions. Mrs. C. Vereeke Is hostess.
m ^ A fkEF ESTIMAIt
and a half tons of mincemeat.She
A mission box will be packed.
LATE MODELS
For
Thursday evening the Girls has made that amount annually
for 50 years, selling it throughSold With
League will meet at the parson-

Dynaflow Drive
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Change Ownership
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Plans
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GOOD FOOD

REPAIR NOW!

PREVAILS

—

CALL

OUR LUBRICATION

It

(AjS.

war

Pick-up and Delivery Service

148 East 32nd St.

DRY CLEANERS

Decker Chevrolet, Inc. TER HAAR AUTO CO.
150

Service Department2386
River

Ave.

Holland, Mich.

VERN HOUTING
NEAL JACOBUSSE

EAST 8TH ST.
Phone 6422

age with Mrs. Rozendal as hostess. Mrs. Virginia Palmbos will

It Is estimatedthat two billion
pencils arc manufactured in the
Mrs. Welland Vereeke still is world each year.
confined to her home.

lead devotions. A mission box will
be packed.

Mulder Cousins Hold

The Marquee was

CARS
WASHED

NEW BATTERIES
—

Priced

From

And

—

Vacuum

$13.00 to $17.25
$1.50

169

I*4*

KNIFE’S
SUPER SERVICE
7th at

VRIELING

$4

..........

Cleaned

NEW STOCK - FULLY CHARGED
For Your Old Battery — No Inetallstlon Charge

Cantral

Phone 7056

SALES

RIVER AVE.

PHbNE

out the country.

PHOTOSTATIC

3196

the annual Halloween party of
the Mulder cousins Saturday
night. Guests arrived in masquerade costumes.
Prize for the best costumes
went to Mr. and Mrs. Willard
Avers. Refreshments were served
by the committee composed of
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Blaukamp and
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Dorn.
Present were the Messrs, and
Mesdames H. Straatbaum, Willard Avers. Bert Blaukamp, Bernard Hill, Chester Dykhou.se, John
Kuiper, Bernard Eckweilen, C. T.
Oonk, Harold Dorn, and Henry

Old Photos Reproduced
Valuable Papers
Preserved -

NEW ENGINE
FOR

GOOD NEWS FOR CAR OWNERS

Get ready tor winter driving by

ANNOUNCES

DATE
III

I

177

COLLEGE

^ ^ou> Are * Careful Driver and Interested
in Lower Rates Call At

—

AVE.

BEN

L.

NEW ENGINE

having a

I

AIIT

VU

K

-PLYMOUTH

DODGE

Co.

Guaranteed 90 Days
or

4,000 Mllee

7133

Open Until 6:30 P.M. Except Wednesdays

8-14

Inc.

West 7th Street

next year’s party will bo Mr. and
Mrs. Boeve and Mr. and Mrs.
Oonk.
Immigrationto the U.

S. reach-

ed an all-time high record in 1914
when 1,218,480 aliens landed at
the American ports.

FRED’S CAR LOT

aUPPLIE*

STEEL ITEMS

686 Michigan Ava* Phone 6-7221

lbh rums mi

Ba

Mill and Foundry Supplies
Holland, Michigan

ROOFING and SIDING
LET US GIVE YOU A

'GOOD STEER"
^0

"THOROUGH STEERING OVERHAUL AND
WHEEL ALIGNMENT SERVICE"

Call 9051

Fllntkote Producte

711 Michigan Avenue

HADS
Sandwich-SodaBar

WAX IT eta
MAC’S IT-

DON’T

369 River Ave.

PHONE

HENRY TER HAAR MOTOR SALES

7997

enacted for war revenue in the U.S.
in 1862, but was repealednine
years later, in 1871.

SERVICE

MOTOR TUNE-UPS

Phone 66578

Phone 66696

All Car Service From

Bumper to Bumper

Including Complete Body and Paint Shop

Glaze Your Gar

4

Easier To Apply.

LANDSCAPING

4

Lasti 3 to 6 Timei Longer

Than Wax
4 Easier to Wash.
4 WithstandsSun, Oil and
Road Grime.

NOW

PHONE 7774
WAVERLY DRIVE
It’s

2

HOLLAND

Not a Home,

ELZINGA r V0LKERS,

SUPER SERVICE
Corner Michigan and 28th 81
Phone 4436

Until

'

It’s Planted!

HUDSON DEALER
25 W. 9th

Street

\

Phone 7242

JOHN

Inc

HARRISON’S

NURSERY

ROUTE

SERVICE

PETER

Plan Your

GENERAL CONTRACTING
ENGINEERING

iEt *

Haan Motor Sales

LOTS

fa ROOF

INDUSTRIAL
COMMERCIAL
RESIDENTIAL

CONSTRUCTION

LEAKS1***/

ON

222 River

Ave.

Phone

2284

Holland, Mleh.

LAKE

MACATAWA
Now On

JRINTING
A completelyequipped modem
.

,

FROM? LOTS

IN

Arrange that special business appointment at Tha
Bier Kelder Air-condilloned
with only nationally adveK
Used beverages Open for

JENISON PARK

plant that Mrvst

you with fine quality printing at
So/d Exclusively By

reasonable priest.

Str«t

REALTOR

COMPLITI PRINTING GIRVIOI

Dutch Block. 222 River Ave.

PImm

Michigah Express. Inc.

your convenience from 11:00.
A.M. until midnight ,

HENRY 00STINS

STEKETEE-VAN HOIS
9 Eait 10th

HO fOQONO

Sale

RESTRICTED LAKE

mirr-iemm

2328

Holland, Mlch-t

r*

00.

An income tax measure was

Day and Night Wrecker Service

STH STREET

and

10 East 6th Street

Carburetor and Ignition

DRY CLEANERS
.

MILL a FOUNDRY

HOLLAND READY ROOFINB

Your Friendly Dodge-Plymouth

SALES,

and

FLUE*

PIPE

PHOTO and GIFT SHOP

ROAD

CORNER COLLEGE AVE.

WIPING WASTE

The committee in charge of

OTTAWA AUTO

Phone 2465

HOUSE TRAILERS
CAMPING TRAILERS

(DilSmOl

Dealer

IDEAL

USED

QUALITY

ed by factory trained Mechanics.

VAN LENTE
PHONE

Inatall-

SHOP

-SUPPLYING-

FOR YOUR

Boeve.

StaU Farm Mutual

BILL’S TIRE

30 Day 50-50 Guarantea

COPIES

the scene of

TIRES

Street

Annual Masked Party

Your Bulck-Pontlso Dealer

For Nearly Every Make of Automobile

USED CARS

DRY CLEANING

VYlapkwootL

an** \ autuofiai
glfto*'

Ml

2406

Includts
VACUUMING INTERIOR
CHECK BRAKE FLUID
CHECK SPARE TIRE
WASH ALL WINDOWS

to

-
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HOLLAND TERMINAL
170 E. 15th

8L

PHONE SIM

WARM
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G

E

O.
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ROOFING 00.
29 East 6th Street

PI
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Grocers Secure

Married

in Fall

7,

1941

Home Wedding

Graafchap

Hope Sophs Win

Dave Schripsema waa pleasant-

Overseas? Better
Act Right

Required

The Michigan Retail Grocers
and Meat Dealers association today filed petitions signed by 2,457
Ottawa county consumers asking
that it be made possible for them
to buy yellow margarine in Mich-

Away

Postal Authorities
Issue Regulations

On Christmas
Christmas

is

coming. And

if

in 76 counties of the state.

Johnson, president of the organiz-

have any friends or relativea over-

ation, said that 175,000 signatures

aeas. now is the time to get that
preset!

are being

t in the mail.

Nov.

15.

you don’t act

charges are

paign was begun by the independent grocers of the state to help
the consumers rid themselvesof
the 47-year-old statute which for-

before

won’t be

it

delivered til after Christmas.

bids sale of yellow margarine.
The petitions do not seek to repeal the existing law, but to
amend it. All protective provisions
will remain in effect after amendment of the "no color" portion of
the statute.
The amendment will not effect
the enforcement of the federal

Deliveriesare still slower than
before the war, says the post office. explaining that an

number

filed.

The initiatorypetition cam-

According to local postal officials. if

enormous

of relief packages are be-

birthdayanniversary. Those pre
sent were Mr. and Mrs. Peter
Quist, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Browneye, Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Kievit,
and Miss Grace Schripsema, all of
Grand Rapids and Mr. and Mrs.

ly superior sophomore pull team
dragged 18 exhausted freshmen
through Black river Friday after-

of

War

In less than an hour, a decided-

noon.

The contest began at 4:15 p. m.,
and at three minutes of five, the
Schripsema served refreshments, frosh coach hit the water. Three
assisted by Gale and Welsey minutes later, the whole team was
Schripsema.
in the river, and in Jess than a
Mrs. Henry Menken held a lun- minute, they were on the Soph
cheon on Wednesday. Guests pre- bank.
sents were Mrs. Henry Bouwmin,
Members of the sophmore team
Mrs. John Bu&sies and Leonore, were George Reineke, Louis Vull
Mrs. Nelson Boeve and Dickie, mer. Ken De Witt, Glen Blocker,
Mrs. Stanley Rutgers and Karen, B. Muhlenburg, Dick Miller, Bob
Mrs. Don Bouwman, David artd Miller, A1 Sauder, Bill Holly,
Chuckle, and Verna Menkea
Gardner Wierenga, Hank Hafer,
Mr. and Mrt. Vern Mulder and Rick Stark, Bill Richards,John
children, Theressa and Bobby of Smallegon, Art Schall, Paul De
Grand Rapids visited Thursday at Kok, Jim De Young, and Leon
the homes of Mr and Mrs. Clar- Weirsma.
ence Elders and Mr. and Mrs.
The frosh team members were
Harry
,
Charles Zwemer, Don Hoffman,
Mr. and Mrs. Wayne Smith and Howard Van Dohm. Rodger Vischildren have moved into the ser, Vern Leistmiea,John Johnson,
house recently occupied by Mr. Lloyd Borkompos. Bill Finlaw,
and Mrs. G. Ter Beck.
William Mulder, John DuMez, Gail
A committee meeting to discuss Van Zyl, Abe Geemen, Bob Peverplans for the children’sparty to ly, Jim Bremer, Anthony Zelinka.
be held Thursday evening was Bernard Yurash, Ken De Young
held Monday afternoon at the and Bob Steketee.
home of Mrs. Henry Gebben. Sophomore morale boosters inThose present were Mrs. M. Men- cluded Kamcla Korteling,Ellie
ken and Verna, Mrs. H. Knoll and Short. A. Van Zoercn, Delores
Patty and Janice Gebben.
Freyling, Bobbie Kerr, Joan Van
Donny Vander Hill of Holland Kahlen, Jane Boer, Janet Kinkespent several days at the home of ma. Betty Cookman, Alice Gravenhis cousin,Tommy Lee Knoll.
bord. Jane Ver Mulen, Lou RoseMr. and Mrs. John Schoo and boom, Connie Me Connell, Connie
children,Joyce and Betty and Mr. Schilling. Beth Thomson. Ginny
and Mrs. John Ebels, of Grand Hess, Kathy Veltman and Lynn
Rapids, were Saturday guests at Van Wielden. Rope wipers were
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Dave Jeanne De Boer and Jean Ver

Signed petitionsare being filed
Evart

you

Annual Tug

Don Bazuln of Moline. Mrs.

igan.

Gifts

Wednesdayevening,
by his sisters and their families,
who came to help celebrate his
ly surprised

Names

Menken.

ing sent overseas.
Here is some pertinent information relating to gift parcels issued by the departmentsof the
food and drug standards which
Army and the Post Office:
apply to all packaged food.
If a gift is being sent to a person who has an APO number, the
package may weigh up to 70
pounds, and may contain anything
that could be sent through the
mails here in the United States.
These foods are not subject to
Hope college sororitiesand fracustoms duties, but the receiver
Mrs. James De Pree of Zeeland displaysa Mark Twain doll, one of
the most Interesting in her collection which featuresdolls from nearternities have planned reunions
cannot act as an intermediary
Mr. and Mra. GilbertBoerman
ly every country In the world. Mark Twain with his shaggy white
for the. homecoming week-end.
for a foreign national.The pres(Photo by Louwsmal
hair
and
drooping
mustache
is
always
readily
recognized
by
persons
Among those scheduled are a Dorent must be for him personally.
The home of Mr. and Mrs. Ger- ried a white Bible topped by two
looking at the collection for the first time. Dishes on an upper shelf
ian brunch at the Dutch Mill res(Alcoholicbeverages,inflamrit Lubbers, route 6. was the scene gardenias and streamers.
are family heirlooms.
taurant at 7 a.m. tomorrow, a
mables, firearms,and poisons are
of a pretty fall wedding WednesThe bride was attended by Miss
taboo as they are in domestic
Sibylline brunch at 8:30 a.m. in
day night when their daughter,
the Tulip room of the Warm Della Mae. and Gilbert Boerman Hilda Boerman. sister of the
mail.)
groom, who wore a pink gown and
I fthe person to whom the gift
Friend Tavern; Thesaurianbreakexchanged marriage vows. He is carried baby mums and tulips and Schripsema,
Beek.
fast at the Dutch Mill at 8:45
is being sent does not have an
the son of Gerrit Boerman. route
wore a cluster of mums in her
Mrs. Ray Bultema is convalescAPO number, the parcel can weigh
a.m.; a Delphi luncheon at the 3.
Morale Boostersfor the frosh
hair.
ing at her home after a tonsil- team were Paula Twigg, Betty
no more than 22 pounds. .AnyMarquee at 11:15 a.m.; and a SorThe double ring ceremony was
lectomy at Holland hospital.
Doud, Muriel Kouste. Yvonne Multhing in the parcel may be subject
osis luncheon in the Warm Friend
read by the Rev. Theodore Ver Gerard Lubbers, brother of the
Mrs. H. Knoll, Mrs. Frank der, Mary Houtman, Frances
to custom’s taxes. This means it
Tavern at 11:30 a.m.
bride, assisted as best man. MilHulst before an arrangementof
Cook, and Mrs. Don Vander Hill Scholten, Sally Robinson,Nancy
is hardly worthwhile to send cigAfter the game the Cosmopolipalms, candelabra and bouquets ford Compagner and Harvey Rein- spent Tuesday in Grand Rapids.
Zeeland, Nov. 4
W’hile her
Andrews, Margret Veloy, Ray
arettes or chewing gum. Either of
tan fraternity will have a coffee of white mums.
ink seated the guests,
Kusta, Ruth Tempest, Marilyn
these may be taxed highly. The husband dabbles in chalky pasin the Centennial room of the
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Gerald
Reinink
Mrs. Donald Boerman played
Nienhais-Essenbarg
Feilor.Annette Kezinger, Annetta
tax varies from country to coun- tels. Mrs. James De Free follows
Warm Frilend Tavern; Emerson- the wedding music and accompan- were master and mistress of ceretry. Both England and France will
Sideris,Mary Olert, Jennette Sidians will meet from 4 to 6 for cofseveral hobbies of her own. Her Vows Are Exchanged
monies.
Miss
Lucille
Smith
and
ied Miss Ethel Lucas who sang
eris and Ina Linton.
soak the receiver with a 50-60
fee in room 208 of the Warm
"Oh Promise Me" and ‘Together Miss Gladys Schrotenboerwere in
leading hobby is her doll collectcent tax per pack. Ditto for chewSophomoretean. coaches were
Friend;
and
at
9
p.m.
the
Fraters
Miss Carolyn Essenburg, daughcharge of the gifts.
Life’s
Pathway
We
Tread."
(From Saturday’s Sentinel)
ion in which nearly every country
Gerry Van Single, Ed Kerle, and
ing gum.
are having a party at the Legion
ter of Mr. and Mrs. J. G. EssenThe bridge, ‘ given in marriage Followingthe ceremony a reMr. and Mrs. Peter De Young Jack Stegeman, while freshman
Cigarettes cannot be sent to in the world is represented, but
Memorial club house.
by her father, wore a bridal gown ception for 50 guests was heM and children and Mr. and Mrs.
burg
of
289
Eas*
13th
St.,
and
occupied Germany, but staples she also works in oils and water
coaches were Gerard Mull, Ken
The Knickerbockershave plan- of ivory satin fashioned with a
with Mrs. Gary Vander Hulst, Ben De Young of Cadillac were Leestma. Jack Ricekomp and Hai^
Donald Nienhuis, son of Mr. and ned a 11 a m. brunch before the
such as food and clothing can be
sweetheartneckline, long tapered Mrs. Jerry Arens. Miss Doris guests at the home of Mr. and
colors, leathercrait and collects
vey Moes.
•ent anywhere in the world. Only
Mrs. Harry Nienhuis of route 2, parade and a snack immediatelysleeves and a train. Her fingertip
Diekema. Miss Gladys Meiste and Mrs. Dave Schripsemaon Monday.
In as much as the sophs pulled
one 22-pound package can be tent old glass and silver.
following the game in the Royal
were married in a simple cereveil was held in place by a tiara Miss Evelyn Gensink serving the
The GraafschapCivic club will the freshmen through the river,
• week to the same person.
A practical arts instructor for
Neighbors hall in the Woolworth
of orange blossoms and she car- refreshments.
hold its monthly meeting Thurs- all freshman will have to pot to
But no matter whether the several years before her marriage, mony Thursday at 7:30 p.m. in the building.The Arcadianswill have
day Nov. 11 at 7:30 p.m. at the sophomores,as to upper classmen,
parsonage of South Olive Chrisperaon has an APO number or
coffee kletz at 9 a.m. in the
Mrs. De Free makes dolls herhome of Mrs. Henry Menken. All until Thanksgivingvacation.
tian Reformed church.
not, the same mailing deadline
downstairsof the Temple buildself, but in her own words "does
members are requested to attend
The Rev. S. Kramer read the ing.
holds. So don’t wait much longer.
them badly."
to discuss plans.
double ring service. The couple
Open
house
will be held In all
Her collectionincludes dolls was attended by Mr. and Mrs.
The children of Graafschap Brothers Are Honored
dorms
at
9 p.m., following an
from the Netherlands, Russia, Itwere
entertained Thursday even- At Birthday Party
Kenneth Nienhuis of Holland. Both alumni buffet at 6 p.m. in Hope First
of
aly, Portugal, Peru, San Salvaing by the local Civic club at the
the bride and groom wore match- church parish hall.
dore, Chile, Argentina, the PhilipKnoll Hatchery. Games were
Henry and James Drtesenga,
ing suits of copper brown wool
A vesper 'serviceand concert Is
Athletic Director Raymond Holpines, Arabia. Belgium, Italy,
played and movies were shown. brothers,were honored at a birthgabardine. The bride wore pearls, scheduled for 4 p.m. Sunday in werda of Holland Christian high
China and Mexico. Many wear
Refreshments were served to the day party held Wednesday, Oct.
costumes of the country in ques- the gift of the groom, and an Hope chapel.
today announced the Christian
48 children present by the Mes- 27, at the home of Mr. and Mr*.
orchid. Her attendant wore a gray
tion, but some are novelty dolls,
1948-49 basketball schedule. It is
dames Henry Menken, Henry Geb- TTonry Driesengain North Blensuit and a corsage of talisman
subject to change, he reported.
The main reason that Com- such as the hand-carved doll from roses.
ben, Gerald Mannes, Ed Lange- don.
Only 14 tilts are on the card at
munism is so popular in Russia, Russia.
jans, Walter Hoek, Richard StrabA social evening included group
A
reception
for
40
immediate
She also has a group of "down
present, but Holwerda said he exis that the great mass of RusFrom Friday’s Sentinel
bing, Ray Bultema, Don Blaauw, singing, and a two course lunch,
relativesand friends followedin
south"
dolls
whose
heads
are
made
pects to have a 17-game schedule
sians are controlledand motivated
The Rev. D. Ivan Dykstra
Dave Schripsema and Harold featuring a large birthdaycake,
the home of the bride's parents
by the time the season opens.
by a belief In this form of gov- of chestnuts,walnuts and hickory
Hope
college
will
be
in
charge
Knoll. Upon leaving each child was served by Mrs. Lee Dyke.
where Mr. and Mrs. C. Weener
Tulip
City
Porky,
owned
and
nuts.
A
favorite
is
a
Mark
Twain
Several games are still pending
ernment, which has given them
servicesSunday at Bethel Reformwas presented with a favor.
Those present were Mr. and
served as master and mistress of
the athletic director said. Until handled by Henry Stoepke, 622
more than they ever had before,” doll which she obtained in his
ed
church.
Mr. and Mrs. Franklin Cook Mrs. James Driesenga.Mr. and
ceremoniesand Mrs. Harry Elenhome
town.
Another
favorite
is
a
Robert Kazmayer, lecturer, told
Red Cross Gray Ladies who will Friday Christian was hopeful of Lincoln Ave., Holland, won the visited at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Henry Driesenga.Mr. and
baas i.nd Mrs. Peter Cranmer took
members of the Rotary club at dried apple doll of a littleold man
go
Veterans’ hospital at Ft. Cus- playing the Muskegon Reds. How- blue ribbon, prize money and tro- Mrs. H. Knoll, Tuesday evening. Mrs. William Driesenga. Mr. and
sitting in a chair. Then there i* charge of the gift room.
jtheir Thursday noon meeting.
ter
Saturday are Mrs. Harvey ever. Holwerda received word
Mrs. Harry Driesenga,Mr. and
Waitresseswer% Misses Donna
phy in the big dog class at the
"If we can get along with Rus- an Avis Lee doll, the type used
Combs.
Mrs. Harold Lutn and from Athletic Director Harry
Mrs. William Smith. Mr. ard
Dykstra, Vivian Voorhorst, Arlene
on
Dickens
Christmas
carol
greetHolland
Beagle
club
field
trial
sia for tHe next 10 or 15 years,
Miss Crystal Van Anrooy. To go Potter at Muskegon, saying the
Mrs. William Weenum, Mrs. Lee
Kraai
and
Doris
Diekema.
Reds were hoping to receive a held recentlyat the Wolverine
we will solve Europe’s problems," ings.
Dyke and Louise Ann, and WilMrs. Robert Oosterbaan sang Monday are Mesdames Edith Christmas tourney invitation. The
One of the latest additions is a
he predicted." Perhaps one of the
(From Saturday’s Sentinel)
Knoll, Helen Vander Hill. Gerrit
lard Driesenga.
Beagle club grounds at Hastings.
"Bless This House," "I Love You
doll
sent
from
Arabia
by
Mrs.
Edmain reasons we cannot agree
Calvin Fleser of Sivelbysville
Datema. Dorothy Dykstra and C. local athletic director had writReserve, in (he 13-inch dog
ten Muskegon last week, when class was won by Rodgers Con- spent the week-end with his parwith the Russians, is the com- win Luidens,a missionary. She Truly" and "The Lord’s Prayer," C. Wood.
accompaniedby Miss Marian Nienpletely differentthought and way also has a doll which Willard C.
A Halloween masquerade party he hoard of an opening on the Big tented Bob, owned by George ents, and brother. Mr. and Mrs. Reformation Program
huis who also played a medley on
of life, of an eastern nation," he Wichers of Holland brought her
for children of Grace Episcopal Red schedule.
DeWeerd and Pete Raffenaud, of William Fleser and Roger Fleser At Christian High
said. "There, everything is slow, from the Netherlands early in the vibraharp. Mrs. J. S. Essen- church school will be held tonight
Holwerda also revealed that Holland
of Burnips.
burg
gave
a
reading
and
Pauline
and the slogan of the people 1947.
at 6:30 in the guild hall. Dessert Holland ChrLstian was forced to
Sixteen Young people attended
In a challenge to students of
Kenwood
Dixie
won
first
in
the
Mrs. De Pree prefers working Essenburg sang "Savious Like a will be served and the party will turn down an invitation to comseems to be, always put off ’til
the Youth Fellowship Union of Christian high school at a special
]3-inch
bitch
class.
She
is
owned
Shepherd
Lead
Us.’’’
Rev.
Kramer
pete in the first annual Furniture
tomorrow, that which can be done in water colors and oils while
be concluded at 8 p.m.
and handle! by Ken Thayer, of three churches of the Burnips cir- ReformationDay assemblyFriday
today. Unfortunately,tomorrow her husband works in pastels. His spoke briefly.
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Enstam and City basketballtourney, which Grand Rapids.
cuit at the Burnips Methodist morning, the Rev. T. Ver Hulst of
hobby
was
the
subject
of
a
Senti:
The
couple
left
on
a
wedding
never comes," he added.
children of 211 East 16th St., left will be during the Christmas holichurch Friday evening.
the GraafschapChristian ReformOne
hundred
and
twenty
five
trip to Kentucky and eastern
"Communism has such a grasp nel story some weeks ago.
Monday for New Britain. Conn., days. in Grand Rapids, declined dogs from Michigan, Ohio and InDarie Nienker submitted to ed church said "I would urge ou
During
the
war
and
afterwards
states.
They
will
live
in
an
aparton the people, that they are willto attend funeral services Wed- because of a previous schedule diana. participated in the trial, an appendectomy at the Allegan to read the Scriptures, to know
ing to work 12, 14 and 16 hours a Mrs De Free regularly spent a ment near 32nd St. and Lincoln nesday for Mr. Enstam’s mother. commitmentwith St. Josepn.
the third American Kennel club hospital last Saturday evening. the Scriptures and to believe the
day, all for the good of the Com- day a week teaching crafts to Ave.
Jack Smith, son of Mr. and Mrs. 1948 state champions in class B. sanctioned meet sponsored by the He is the 14-year-old son of Mr. Scriptures."
munist government, and firmly wounded veterans at Percy Joncr
John Smith. 319 East 11th St., has Christian would have been the Holland group.
and Mrs. Marines Nieneker.
Rev. Ver Hulst went on to say
believe that they are changing hospital in Battle Creek.
been chosen as Ihe "most oustand- only visiting club in the Grand
Communion
Planned
For
Mr. and Mrs. Wilmer Howard that studentsand the common
Judges
fop
Ihe
contests
were
The former Edna Brandt. Mrs
Rapids
•
tourney,
which
will
be
the world, and for the better.
ing boy" at Ferris Institute,and
Cliff Knabe, of Montgomery, O., -of South Blendon have purchased folk should be mindful of the
You see." he said, "they have no De Pree was born in Muskegon. Grace Church
his name will appear in "Who’s played at the host Grand Rapids
and Frazer Simpson. Romulus, the house owned by Mr. Goodman. great sacrificeswhich were made
When
she
was
10
years
old
the
idea that people can live as we
Union gym.
Who in American Colleges."
Mich. Trophies were donated my Mrs. Fay Sarber and family are to bring the Bible to the common
family
moved
to
Zeeland
where
Mrs.
Alan
Ayers,
Mrs.
John
do in America,as they have nevChrLstian's schedule includes a
Prof. Robert W. Cavanaugh of
man.
Ted
Stcketee, Henry Stoepkcr, the present tenants.
her
father
operated
the
Zeeland
Kramer, Mrs. Robert Rose, Mrs? Hope college will attend an all- list of ' formidable opponents
er, until Communism came, known
Mrs. Ethyl George was a guest
He basqd his address on two
Marve Rysinga and Ted Baker.
hotel. She studied at Columbia William Slater and Mrs. William
literacy."
Christian
will
play
only
one
game
day meeting for music department
for a few days at the home of great reformers. William Tyndale
university
in
York
and
Warner represented Grace church executives of the liberal arts col- with Kalamazoo St. Augustine.
John Donnelly presided at the
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Roy and Martin Luther.
meeting in the absence of the taught two summers at Horace at the regional meeting of the leges of Michigan to be held on For more than 15 years the MarRaab.
Beethoven’s "Moonlight Sonata”
Mann
school
in
New
York,
the
Women of the Diocese of Western the Kalamazoo college campus, oons have played two contests
club president, the Rev. William
A Girls Scout group was organ- was played as a piano solo by
aim of most art 'teachers. Then Michigan Thursday.
C. Warner.
Friday, Nov. 5.
with the St. A team, but this
(From Saturday’s Sentinel)
ized in Burnips on Friday evening Howard Slonk, who also played
she taught several years in Grand
ITie meeting was held in St.
Richard Ruch, 105 West 27th year the Kalamazoo school asked
Mr. and Mrs. James Bosch and Girls from 12 to 18 were eligible. several Bach numbers. Marvin
Rapids and Kalamazoo.
Paul's church Muskegon with
St., Holland and Jarvis Wiggers to play only one contest, in as Mr. and Mrs. Jake Kraai of HolSchans, Christian high school
Aside from artistic indoor hob- large group in attendance from
of Zeeland are two of the 98 Mich- much as Christian has grown con- land returned home this week
teacher, sang "I Look Not Back.”
t#s, both Mr. and Mrs. De Pree region 6 which includes Holland,
igan State college students chosen siderably larger in the last few after a week’s vacation visiting Charge Is Reduced
The assembly program was in
A number of local people attend- are interestedin gardening. Their Muskegon,Grand Haven and Sauyears.
to play with the M.S.C. marching
Grand Haven, Nov. 4 (Special) charge of James Hietbrink.
their brother John Bosch in Mided the annual meetin^ of milk pro- lot runs 300 feet deep, enough for gatuck. The Rev. William C.
Holwercfa said he is waiting to dleton,N. Y.
band. There were 200 who took
—Ernest
Sibson, 33, Grand
ducers.
three gardens which in addition Warner, rector of Grace church, the auditions.
hear from several Grand Rapids Gerrit Stoel and daughter, Le- Rapids, pleaded guilty to a reAustralia was proclaimedas
Jake Vander Mole is confined to flowers, vegetables and grassy accompaniedthe local women.
schools as well as one in Chicago
ona. of Charlevoix,Mich., were duced charge of reckless driving commonwealth in 1901.
to Municipal hospital. Grand plots has a fish pond and fireThe Rt Rev. Lewis B. Whitteas game possibilities. Arthur Tuls
guests Sunday at the home of when he appeared before Justice
Haven, where he underwent surg- place which Mrs. De Pree design- more, Bishop of Western Michigan
will handle coaching chores.
Peter Stoel Calvin Bosman had George Hoffer Thursday,and paid
ery Monday mornfig. His con- ed and built.
and the Rev. Theodore Switz, con
The Christian schedule, with a a tonsillectomy at Holland hospi- $75 fine and $4.05 costs. He had
dition is satisfactory-.
sultant to the National Council on
possiblechange in tne opener with tal last week.
pleaded not guilty Sept. 23 to a
The Rev. and Mrs. Emory Scott
Christian Education addressed the
Zeeland, follows:
Harrington Pupils
AMBULANCE SERVICE
charge
of drunk driving. Arrest
Evangelistic
services
were
held
and two childrenof Owosso spent
meeting. Officers of the execuDec. 7— Zeeland, here; Dec. 10 in the Reformed church Wednes- was made that day by city police. 29 East 9th
Phone 3963
several days last week with her Plan Chicago Trip
tive board of the Women of the
—Fremont, there; Dec. 21— St day and Thursday evenings. Wedparents. Mr and Mrs. Charles McHOLLAND.
MICHIGAN
Church also spoke.
Joseph^ here; Jan. 4— Allegan,
Penny postage was adopted by
Millan.
Harringtonschool seventh and
GilbertVander Water, Mgr.
With the cooler weather comes there; Jan. 6— Grand Rapids nesday night the Rev. William
Holy communion was celebrated
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Bennett eighth grade pupils will take a at 11 a.m. in St. Paul’s church the usual slump in applications Christian, here; Jan. 21— Western Goulooze had charge of services, England in 1840.
and two children.Allen and Mar- chirteredtrain to Chicago Nov. and luncheon was served at the for buildingpermits. Only five State, here; Jan. 25— St. Augus- Mr. Miedema led the song service and Ruth Ann Poppen precia Louise, and Mr. and Mrs. Floyd j The train will leave Holland at
permits were issued l»t week by tine, there.
Occidentalhotel, Muskegon.
sented two selections.On ThursLowing spent se\eral days last 7 a.m. with 35 Harringtonpupils On Sunday, at the 8 and 11 BuildingInspector George ZuveJan. 28— St. Joseph, there; Feb
week at the 'o-mer’s cabin at accompanied by several of the o’clock services,women of Grace rink and City Clerk Clarence 4— Grand Rapids ChrLstian,there; day night the Rev. Gary De Witt
of Grand Rapids spoke. Jay WeenWellston near Manistee.
parents. Harold J. Mouw. princi- church will present their "blue Grevengoed.
Feb. 8— Western State, there; er led the song service and sang
Mr. and Mrs. Will McMillan and pal, and John Ter Vree are in boxes" for the United Thank OfThe permits totaled$11,250 and Feb. 11— Fremont, here; Feb. 17
two numbers. Both services were
two sons, and Mrs. McMillan’s charge of arrangements.
fering and make their corporate are as follows:
—Allegan here; Feb. 22— Grand well attended.
mother, Mrs. Edith Fleason of
The United Rural Teaciiers club communion.
R. E. Barber. Inc., 159 River Ave., Rapids South, here; Feb. 24,
The Girls League for Service
Spring Lake spent a day last week is sponsoring this trip which inerect addition to present Ford Zeeland, there.
will hold the next meeting Monthe former’s sistei, Mrs. Howard cludes visits to the Brookfield
garage, 40 by 64 feet, cinder block
Tuttle.
day night Nov. 1 in the church
Zoo and a Chicago meat packing State Police Seeking
construction with steel roof, $10,parlors. Plans for the annual play
Jimmy Tripp. Spring Lake spent plant.
Mrs.
W.P.
Telling
Is
000, Edward J. Holkeboer,conCandidates fo^ Force
will be discussed.
aeveral days last week with his
The train will leave Gvcago for
tractor.
Complimented at Tea
aunt and uncle, Mr. and Mrs. C. tiie return trip a: b p.m. (Chicago
SergeantVerne C. Dagen, comHolland Motor Express. 1 West
McMillan.
time).
mander of the Grand Haven post Fifth St., new partition to make ^Mrs. J. E. Telling entertained Miss Margaret McLean
Mrs. John Schippers was hostess
Several other schools are also of the Michigan state police, will garage space, $500; Jacob Postma, Friday afternoon at a tea honorto 20 women at h<* home WednesComplimented at Dinner
planning the trip with about 500 be at his office from 8 A.M. to 6 contractor.
ing her daughter-in-law, Mrs. Wilday evening. Games were played in the entire group on the char- P.M. Monday, Nov. 8. to interA1 Faasen, 376 College Ave., liam P. Telling of Grand Rapids,
Miss Margaret McLean, whose
and refreshmentswere served by tered trip.
view young men interestedin construct garage under front in the former’shome on West
the hostess.
marriage
to Dr. Elmer L. Lashua
joining the department.
porch, 10 by 20 feet, frame and 12th St. The guests also met
Mr. and Mrs. Robert McDonald
will take place late in November,
"While
candidates for enlist- cement block construction, $500; Margot, small daughter of the
was complimented at a dinner
and three children of Georgetown Driver Charged
ment may make application at Henry Beelen. contractor.
guest of honor.given Friday night by Mr., and
spent Sunday with relativeshere.
Grand Haven, Nov. 4 (Special) any time, this day is being set
Rhine Visscher. 35 East Eight
Roses and crysanthemums dec- Mrs. W. A. Butle at the Peninsu-Robert J. Stickles, 26, of Grand aside especiallyfor interviews
Stand by your neighbors— the farmers
St., rebuild outside stairs, $150; orated the rooms and an attraclar club, Grand Rapids.
Haven,
was
issued a ticket by city with those who desire to learn
Lilacs in October
Edward J. Holkeboer. contractor. tive arrangement of baby mums
and wage earners of Michigan. Always
Chrysanthemums in fall shades
police charging him with reckless more about the department and to
Elks club, 210 Central Ave., put centered the refreshment table.
Mrs. Fred Vanden Heuvel, Sr.,
decoratedthe table. Covers were
driving after his car was involved help them fill out their applicainsist upon one of these quality brands!
in a door, $100; Gerrit Klom- Mrs. James De Pree, Mrs. W. G. laid for 22 guests.
of Pine Creek told the Sentinel in an accident at the city limits on
parens, contractor.
•he picked a bouquet 'of lilacs North Seventh St. at 2:45 a. m„ tion blanks, "Dagen said.
Winter, Mrs. W. J. Olive and Mrs.
Later in the evening bridge was
Candidates must be between 21
from bushes in her yard this today with a car driven by RichG. W. Van Verst poured..
played at the Butler home, East
and
30
years
of
age,
inclusive,
Industriallife insurance was inmorning. This is the second time ard J. Harmon, 27, of Grand
Mr. and Mrs. Telling have re- 26th St. Winners were Rjmdal!
physicallyfit, jnmarjied, and have troduced In 1875. Group life in- turned from their wedd'ng trip
year the bushes have bloomBosch and Mrs. Fred Stanton.
* high school eduction or Us surance was, not introduced until and are living at Otkwood Manor
W€r€ ^rav€^n*
The brtte-to-bewas presented a
•A*
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Here Through Talk With
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MAJOR AND MINOR
IS

Hotter

A new
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stay in Japan, will probablyvisit

Novem-

ber or the first part of December.
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Hurricanes Try

X

Defensive Moves

general all about Holland, Mich.,
and Tulip Time.
Gen. Schilling was featured in
the first of a series of interesting
people who have been aboard the
Transport Patrick. At the age of
Coaches of the Holland Hurri36, Gen. Schilling was literally a canes are trying to devise a de"king” in northern Sumatra. He
fense to halt the rampaging Grand
was the only white man for thousRapids
All-Star backs Saturday
ands of aquare miles, ruling 20.000
night when the two elevens clash
native*.
He was one of seven children. at Riverview park.
Mis father w as unable to send him
The Furniture City team has
to high school, so after completing
four
outstandingscatbacks who
primary school in 1903 at 13, he
worked for a shipping firm in Am- have tallied lopsided acorea against
sterdam, earning about $2 a five MIFL teams. Holland waa

To Halt Afl-Stars

m

m

month.
the last team to defeat the AllIn this busy harbor of Amster- Stars.
dam He met people from all naEd Lozon. Lou Paul, Joe Klocko
tions and through contact with and Dick Gibson are the standout
the East Indies trade ships, be- ball totters for the All-Stars.
came aquaintedwith what w-ent They're all potential touchdown-

•

makers when they get

m

behind

the Netherlands. The period was the hard blocking Grand Rapids
one of frequent wars: the Boer line. It will be one of the touchwar k Africa, the Russo-Japaneseest tests of the season for the
war, and the war in the Balkans. stingy Hurricane defensive line.
The many tales of adventureapIf the Cane ends can hold these
pealed $o strongly to the young backs in check, the local eleven
office boy that in 1906 at the min- wil lhave a bright prospect of
fcnum age of 16, he enlisted in the knocking Grand Rapids out of
Royal NetherlandsArmy for six first place in the league.

B

tendon

SMS33KS

research study In case-

larlj to ascertain why interviewing for oontacta so often yields
such poor returns. This will aid in
developing more effectivemethods
of interviewing for use throughout the nation.
This research stud) called “Syphilis Casefindingby Epidemiologic Methods” is so set up that
within 24 hours after a venereal
disease patient has been interviewed at the Michigan rapid
treatment center at Ann Arbor or
the Detroit social hygiene clinic,
special investigatorsin the field
can begin their inveatigation of
contacts.
It involves rapid telephonerelay of information on contacts
from the treatmentcenters to the
department of health and then to
special investigators stationed in
the major cities of the stale. Investigators immediatelytry to locate the contacts and see that
they go to their family physician
or to a venereal disease clinic for

fttffiL

be wa* honored with a miscellaneous shower given by tear mother,
Mrs. J. Steffen* at her home last
Tuesday evening. The time waa
apent playing games after whlah a
two-course lunch waa aevvfd.
Guests present were the Miaace

Minnie and Grada Lubber* and
Meadamec Ida Steffens, H. Lubbers, R, Van Haitsma, M. Da Re*
C Steffens, H. Vander Wal, Q.
Schruer,Q. Lubbeta,A. Schruer
and G. J, Lubber*.
Mr*. Lillian Roberta af Grand
Rapids, who taaohes the primary
room at the local school, was lb?
sent last week because of iUnm*.
Therefore, Mr*. Smith of Zeeland,
a substitute teacher, took charge.
* The children of the local
with their teachers, had § ..
ween party at the school last

partments of the state. Dr. John
A. Cowan, director oi the bureau
of venereal disease control announced today.
Primary object of the study is
to find out what is wrong with
current methods of case finding
in venereal disease and particu-

*

Jac Rae Allen, of the Merchant

in the distant territories of

South

Prosont

under way in the state
under joint sponsorship of the
Michigan department of health
and the United Statea Public
Health service and with the cooperation of the local health de-

Marine, formerly of Grand Haven,

on

thu

i* getting

Netherlands Indies Army, now va-

|,

mt.

finding in venereal disease control

cationing in this country after a

'
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Holland Loan Association
10 West 8th Street, 2nd floor

Is Beini Studied

aatk Grand Havenite, Lt. Gen.
WybranduaSchillingof the Royal

»

Up

Caitfiadiai Control

EXTENDED

word for Holby an enthuai-

mat the general when the latter
waa a pawenger on the U. S.
Army transport Gen. E. D. Patrick en route to this country. The
7©ung Merchant Mariner told the

LOANS LOANS

Methods

Of Curbing

XC

of a good

thii city the latter part of
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1941
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4,
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Arthur Vs* Dur*n

Holland Attorney,

died at 6:40 am. today in his
home at 24 East 14th St. following a two-month illness.

examination, and treatmentif

Regarded as an authority on
they are found infected. If all con- history of Holland,the attorney
tacts are found not infected the .served at> rity attorney and as
patient in the rapid treatment member and chairman of the
center can be re-interviewed to Board of Public Works, besides
find out whether there are other taking active part in virtually
contacts.
all civic affairs. Jie helped revise
The .study j expectedto deter- the city charter many years ago
mine the most effective methods He was particularly proud of
of interviewing. Research got un- his part in building Holland hosder way Nov. 1 and the study will pital. erected at a time when he
continueuntil June 30, 1949, Dr. was member of the Board of PubMike Bkaalen, Hurler for the Fly- unable to continuein organised
Cowan said.
lic Works, which providedfunds
baseball.
The
local
pitcher
was
ing Dutchmen baseball team, refor the buildnig. He also served
Injured when his plane crashed on
cently received a pass entitling
on the building committee for the
the island of Tarawa in the South
City Hall.
him to free admission to any maj- Pacific. In the lower picture,

III

day evening.

Is

Dead

Mr. and

Mm. H. Serum

wgra
whaif
they attendedthe funeral of the
a law degree from the University latter’s uncle. Mri. June Albrecht
of Michigan law school in 1886. of Grandvlll* stayed with the
Two years ago he and former Serum children.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Vt
Circuit Judge Orien S. Cross attended the jubilee celebration of and Preston spent lift
evening at the home of Mr. Ml
the University class
He started law practice in Hol- Mm. M. Vrugglnh and aon yi
land shortly after graduation and Beaverdam.
Mr. and Mm.
Zk\ were In
maintained offices at 18 East
Eighth St. for many years. Grand Rapids last Saturday night
Throughout the years he was act- whera they attended the silver
ive in the Ottawa County Bar af- wedding innivemvy eekbnthdi
of Mr. and Mm. H Ver Marrfc
aociation.
He was • member of Hope Mr. and Mm. H. Helkn and Dechurch and was active in Masons, lores visited Mr. and Mm- J fL
Elks, Shrine, Knights Templar Vruggink and family tn

Two Months,
Arthur Van Duron, 74, prominent local attorney who served
the city in many posit ions during
his 52 ytars of practice here,

afttrnoon.

Mr. and Mri. L Da Witt a*)
daughter of Zeeland spent Iggi
Saturday evening at the home as
Mr. and Mr*. M. Van Heukelqm
Mis* Anna Flkaa of Holland was
a Sunday guest at tha home
Mr. and Mrs. Hems* G. Vrqggink and family.
Mr. and Mr*. J. Overpat of
Jamestownvisited Mr. and Mi».
Henry Q. Vruggink laat Thutw-

in Elkhart, Ind-, Mat Friday

W

year*.
The Grand Rapids team is curOf eouree, he wanted to become rently tied for the league with
last Thumday evening.
and Eastern Star lodges
an officer and go overseas. There the Jackson Lions.
Mr. and Mm. Richard Vrum
Surviving
are
the
wife,
the
worn two ways to earn a commisFans at this week's game will
gink
and family spent last Friday
former
Daisy
Shatterly
of
Utlea,
sion. First was by attending the vote on the player they think
Mich.; two sons, Attorney Char- evening with Mr. and Hit. Peat
Royal Military Academy, but this most deserving of a year’s college
les K. Van Duren of Holland gnd at Grand Rapids.
was open only to boys who had training to be given by the HurDr. Arthur Van Duren, Jr., of The Rev.' and Mra.
eompleted
college education, ricane management.
Ann Arbor; a daughter, Mrs. Earl Chandler, Mtarn., who spent the
•eoond was by an area near Lho
Ronald Klampt, Jack WesterVan Dunen, who would have R. Knutson of Grand Rapids; latter part of laet week vlaltiee**
Reumaweh
Atchin's north hof, Jim Abel, Stan McClure, or or minor league baaehall park Charlene Streur, Sentinel em(From Tuesday's Sentinel)
been 75 year* old on Nov. 6. was three grandchildren, and a lister, in this eommunlty, w
'boaat.
Rudy Bilek and Lawrence Mc- in the United States. The award ploye, asks Mike if she could bor- Newly arrived babies include a
bom in Holland and attended Mrs. W. R. Cox of Orange, N. J guests Sunday at tha heme
In 1916 he waa assigned as com- Cormick are the Hurricane play- was made because Skaalen was row the courtesy card sometime
so*i Neal Arndt, born Oct. 23 at
puhlir schools. He was graduat- His mother, Mrs. G. J. Van Duren, and Mrs. George Vruggink and
mandant of the western Gajo area ers eligible.
wonnded while in the service and next baseball season.
the Douglas hospital to Mr. and
ed with a master'sdegree from activelyassociatedwith Red Cross family.
in central Atchin, and made a 1st
Coach Curley Wiegerink is
Mr*. KerneithVan Leeuyen.Mrs.
Hope college in 1894 and received works, died about five years ago. iMim A1 berth# Veltema and
lieutenant.In this area he was working on the new spinning
Van Leeuwen was formerlyMarfriend, Albert Hoekstme of Ellathe only white man and complays with Bob Lintzer, the 190ion Arndt. A second daughter
worth, were supper guests Sunday
manded about 100 Indonesian pound Muskegon fullback as the
Carolyn Rae was born at the Holof Mr. and Mr* l A. Vruggink
troops. In charge of military govkey player in the plays. The Cane
land hospital.
to Coach
and Jimmyernment. he was the ruler of
mentor also wants to work on
and Mrs William Sexton and a
Mr. and Mi*. W. Van Hare reabout '20,000 natives. The area
daughter was born at Holland
pass plays for the coming game.
tertained with a family gathering
consisted of numerous cultivated
hospital,Oct. 28 to Mr and Mrs.
According to season records of
Tilt
at their heme laat Thumday evevalleys separated by mountains
"Mary Reed.” a motion picture |C. J. Stauffacheras speaker. At Carl Steunkel of Allegan. Mrs
the two teams, Grand Rapids has
ning for the fifth birthday 3 thei?
and dense jungles.
that
time,
the
group
raised
enSteunkel
was
formerly
Josephine
the edge. However, the Canes de- memorializing52 years of work
Basketball Is getting ready to
aon, Willard Ue. A lunch was peevThe population already having
feated the Furniture City 7-6 by a Methodistmissionary among ough money for Dr. Stauffacher Marfia of Fennville.
ed. Those present were Mr. and
lake over the sport headlines at
been registeredby his predecessor,
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Richards
earlier and will be out to repeat leprosy victims in the Himalaya to purchase a five-acreestate
Mm. M. Poskey and Roger of WyLt. Schilling'sduty was to build
Hope
college
from
football
earwith
a
stone
house
for
$1,4(X)
at
of Blue Island, 111., spent the
the performance.
mountains, will lie presentedin
oming
Park, Mr. and Mm- l
roads and schools, and primitive
(From
W'dncstlay’*
Sentinel)
Hope Memorial chapel Friday at Inhanhame. Portuguese, East Af- week-end with their daughter, ly next month. The Dutch basket- Burial service* were held at the Poskey' and Mr. and Mm. Haigld
government offices. He had, of
rica. This is now known as the Miss Marilyn Richards.
ballers are holding night 1) prac7:30 p.m. Presentationis sponcourse, the unpleasant duty of eslocal cemeteryWednesday for Em- Vruggink and Preeton.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Jackson and tice sessions at the college gym.
sored by the Federal of Women's Christine Van Raaite Gilmore
tablishing and collecting taxes
ma
Lynn, three-month-old daugh- The home of Mm- $i Geifttl
home for lejiers.
son, Johnny and J. E. Burch spent
Societies of the churchesof Holwithout which civilisationfc imCoach
Russ
De
Vette
will
be ter of Mr. and Mr*. Richard was the scene of a "houae warm*
land and vicinity in the interest The federation raised $4,525 the week-e*id with Mr. and Mrs
possible.
ing” party comprisedof her rela*
last year for leper work. There Charles Jackson of Evanston,111. starting bus tirst .seasonat the lo- Groenewoud of Port Sheldon who
of
lepers.
lives lest week Tuesday evening.
He learned to speak the Atchindied
of
pneumonia
on
Monday
The film recently had its world are 50 churchesin the federation. While there Johnny, two years cal school.
The guests included her aged
ese and Gajo dialects, and to chew
The
Groenewoud
family
formerMrs. Edith Walvoord is president; old, underwent his semi-annual
Hope, which has eight letterpremier in Chicago at the 41st
airih, a mixture of tobacco leaves
ly lived on the farm now owned mother, Mm. D. Wyngarden of
Mrs. Peter Slenk. first vice presi- check up for a heart ailment.
annual convention of the Ameriand betel nut. This chewing of
men from last year s squad as nu- by Franklin Veldheer.
Vriesland, her sis tern and brothMrs. Priscilla Wells has gone
can Mission to Lepers, interde- dent; Mrs. A Knipe, second vice
•irth compared to smoking the
Mr*. Henry Redder and MU* ers, Mm. Maggie Wyngarden, Mr.
president; Mrs. Dick Vander to Athens to visit her lister, Mrs. cleus for the new team, opens Dec.
nominationalagency of 39 Protand Mr* L. Wyngarden, Mr. and
peace pipe among the Indians of
2 with a gam* against Percy Jones Martha drove to Grand Haven
Meer, secretary; Mrs. J. O. Knut- Frank Wilbur.
estant denominationsand church
America and guarantees some
Tuesday
to
visit the former1* sif- Mrs. U. Wyngarden. Mr. and Mm.
at
the
local
Armory.
son, assistant secretary: Mrs
Mrs. Lillie Bale returnedhome
groups for work among persons
T, Wyngarden all of Zeeland, Mr.
measure of safety among hostile
Gordon Streur. treasurer; Mrs.
Four lettermenand four other ter- in- law, Mrs. George Nykamp
Friday fromb Missoula, Mont.,
with leprosy.
people. Elephantswere the primand Mrs. Rolwerda of Grand Raplx>wt assistant treasurer; Mrs. A, where she spent several weeks members of the squad will report who is recovering from injuries
In the course of 59 years of serary means of transportation.
ids, John and Marie Wyngarden of
sustained
in
a
recent
automobile
Blink, auditor.
with her son, Arnold and wife and for practice after the football seavice as Methodist missionary in
Vrieslandand Mr. and Mm. M.
Epidemics of cholera, smallpox,
accident.
Vive
presidents for denomina- made the acquaintance of a grand- son ends Nov. 13.
India, Mary Reed contracted leptyphus and typhoid fever took a
The Home Economics club will Gerrit* of this place.
Practice is being held at 7:30
tions are Mrs. A1 Van Westen- son, Daniel Bale.
rosy and was restored to health
•high death toll. The people were
Mr. and Mr*.
Stcgeman,
burg. Reformed:Mrs. J. W. KramMr. and Mrs. James Smeed each night and has Ix-en confined hold a meeting at the town hall Mary Ann and Evelyn visited Mr.
through prayer. All but seven
Mohammedan and opposed to Iner. Episcopal; Mrs. P. Boemma, were hosts to the first meeting of to ball handling, conditioning and Tuesday evening, Nov. 9 at 7:45
years were spent in a lonely
oculations and vaccines.With difand Mrs. W, Bytwork at HudaonChristian Reformed church; Mrs their 500 club Friday evening, defense. The eager* have been The lesson is on "Color in the
mountain village in northern Inficulty, Lt. Schilling forced treatHome" Election of officers will ville last Thursday evening.
G. Elferdink, Methodist;Mrs. O. Four tables were in play and higr practicing five nights a week
dia. The mission station which she
The Rev. J. Van Peumum of
ments upon these people and
Three men will la* missing from take place
King, Wesleyan Methodist; Mrs and low score winner* were Mrs.
established for leprosy work is
gradually controlled these diseasMrs. Haim Kuite returned to Zeeland occupiedthe pulpit here
C. M. Beerthuis, Immanuel; Mri Ned Bale, Mrs. Robert Keag. Nod last year s team. Dun Mulder Bolt
still in existence, and early this
h. thus lowering the death rate.
Sunday morning and the Rev. H.
Van Dyke and Harv Buter are her home Monday after *uhmitB. Smith, Seventh-Day Adventist. Bale and Carl Walter.
year the cornerstone for a modern
Today the Republic of Indonesia
ting to major surgery recenty. Fikse of Chandler. Minn., conductPast presidents are Mrs.
Miss Marion Petersenof MSC, gone.
hospital and clinic was laid at
has rebelled and most of Sumatra
ed the evening service.
She
is recovering nicely.
Returninglettermenare Boh
Stuart, Mrs. C. J. Dregman, Mr*. East Lansing, spent the week-end
the station which has homes for
aeems to be lost to Holland. Much
Mrs. C. Wabeke, Mm. Richard
.Several
local
women
gave
the
C. De Graaf and Mr*. P. E. Hin- with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Bockslort, Herk Muter, Jack Mar100 patients on a 100-acre tract, a
of the work done in the period beElzlngs, Mrs. M. Wabeke, Mm. G.
town
hall
its
annual
"face-lifting”
kamp.
ema,
George
Slikkers,
Nick
YonkFred Petersen
fore World War II has been desdispensary,a chapel and other
Wabeke, Mr* J. Wabeke, with
Thomas Osborne,a mechanic at er. Bud Van 1a* Wege, Bill Hol- last week, in preparation for the
(Bulfordphoto) facilities
troyed.
Mrs. L. De Witt of Zeeland, at*
big
election.
It
has
a
presentable
werda
and
Fred
Brieve.
a local garage, was painfullyburnMiss Donna Brink
Gen. Schilling learned to stand
The local federation started in Birthday Party Given
tended a gatheringof relativea
appearance.
Other members of the 18-man
ed in his eyes and al*out his face
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Brink of 1919 when Christine Van Raaite
on his own feet at an early age.
Mr*. Carrie Rozema wa* a vi*it- last Thumday afternoon at the
squad
will
lx-:
Ronald
Bos,
Paul
and
neck
Saturday
when
a
car
Early in his career he decided to East Saugatuck announce the en- Gilmore called 24 women to her For Warren Bonzelar
home of Mrs. G. Immink in Holback fired, the force striking his Muyskens, Bob Dennison, Ken or at the home of Mrs. Georg* land.
follow the advice of his command- gagement of their daughter, Don- home in the interests of lepers in
Hassevoort
last Thursday.
Etlerlwek,
Paul
Hendrickson,
Alface.
He
was
taken
to
the
Coming officer who warned against na, to Garold Hossink, son of Mr. Africa. In 1924 another meeting Warren Bonzelar, who celebratThe children enjoyed a Hallo- Mr. and Mm. M. P. Stegeman,
len Mercer, ’uane Peeks ok. Jack
two great dangers overseas: Alco- ana Mi's. John Hossink of Zeeland. was held in Hope church with Dr. ed his 10th birthday Monday, wa* munity hospital at Douglas and
MU* Hilda Stegeman and Mr. and
then to a specialistin Holland. He Van Dorple, Dale Van Dort, Bob ween party at the school Friday
hol and native women!
Mrs J. A. Vruggink and Jimmie,
guest of honor at a surprise birthafternoon.
Games
were
played
Wagner,
Tom
Van
Wingen,
Harry
was later removed to the home of
spent last Wednesday with the
day party Saturday afternoonat his mother. Mrs. Jennie Osborne and Bob Vi**cher and Bill Hinga. and refreshments were served
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Brady have Rev. and Mrs. J. A. Stegeman at
After the Dec. 2 opener against
his home on route 4 His mother, but will have to undergo several
taken
an apartment in Muske- Decator.
Percy Jones, other bookings are:
Mrs. Harold Bonzelar, was assist- treatments.
Mr. and Mrs. W. Van Ham and
gon
for the winter months, doing
Dec.
8,
Grand
Rapids
JC,
there;
Robert
Jackson
was
called
to
(From Wednesday’s Sentinel)
ed in serving by Mrs. John BronWillard Lee were supper guests
away
with
the
long
drive
dally
to
Evanston, 111., Saturday by the iJec. 11, Hillsdale,there; Dec. 16,
A daughter,Kathryn Sue. was
Sunday and spent the evening
kema and Mrs. Conrad Van Den critical illness of his mother, Mrs. Kalamazoo,here; Jan.
Percy hi* place of employment.
born Tuesday at Holland hospital
with the family of Mr. and Mrs.
A
nurse
ami
Dr.
Barrett
from
Bosch.
Jones,
there;
Jan.
8.
Yiisilanti,
Harry Robinsough who had under*
to Mr. and Mrs. Russel Fredricks,
the Ottawa County Health De- H. Van Ham at Jettison.
here;
Jan.
11.
Adrian,
there;
Jan.
gone
an
operation
last
Thursday.
143 East 25th St., and a daughter,
Games were played and prizes
'ii
15. Albion, there; Jan. 18, Alma, partment tested the eye* of all
Linda Sue, wag bom this morning
won by Curtiss Newhouse, Daw- He is staying several day* until
here; Jan. 22, Hillsdale, here; Feb. school children Friday. The doctor Girls, League Meets
her condition improves.
to Mr. and Mri. Robert Strabbing,
ayon Zimmer and Jay Van Der
route 4.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Walter en- 3, Calvin, here; Feb. 8, Kalama- reportedthat this school ranked
Vliet.
Refreshments were served tertained at dinner Sunday Mr zoo, there; Feb. 12 Adrian, here; as one ' of the highest In the At Beechwood Church
. - Mr. and Mrs. Harold Van TongThe regular meeting of tht
by the hostess.
and Mrs. Carl Walter Jr. and son. Feb. 19. Albion, here; Feb. 25, county, only a very few of the
eren, formerly of South Shore
Invited were Billy Boeve, Wen- Philip, Mr. and Mrs. William Alma, there: Feh. 26, Ypsilanti, children having defective viaion. Beechwood Girls’ League for ler»
Dr., and their family, are occupyvies w*.s held Monday night at
da! Jay Van Der Vliet, Donald Woodall and daughter. Jacquelyn there; March 2, Calvin, there.
ing their new home on Elmdale
S3
Beechwood
Reformed church. Miss
Garvelink,Dawayon Zimmer, of Saugatuck,Ward Poet of Hola.
Man Pays Two Fines
Donna Brown was in charge of
Curtiss Newhouse. Russell Van land, Miss Carol B. Walter and Welcome
Mr. and Mrg. Arthur E. Skoog
Party
Joseph Urbain BUsillon, 50, of
devotionsand three talks wort
Kampen, Jimmie Smeenge, Edwin, Richard Jonathas. The occasion
of 110, Pine 8t., Danville,HI., anNiles .appeared in municipal court
given on "Itidiana.’*
Ronald and Sharon Zuideri* La- was the birthday anniversaries of Honors Earl Miller
nounce the birth of a daughter
Tuesday and pleaded, guilty to
Project for the evening waa
verne, Dale and Eveiun Bronke- Mr. Walter Sr. and his grandson,
Saturday, Oct. 30. Mr«. Skoog is
two separate charges. He was asMr*. Earl K. Miller, 600 Elmsewing. Hostesses were Annabel!*
ma, Kenneth Van Den Bosch. Philip, both of
received
the former Helen Shank, daughsessed $15 on a speeding charge
dale Ct., gave a "welcome home”
Hamstra, Ruth Bell and Mary
Ruth Bonzelar and the guest of many gifts.
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Bert Shank,
and ordered to pay an additional Monetza.
honor.
Mrs. Donald Dickinson return- party for her huiband. Earl, in
West Eighth St., Holland.
$5 for running a red light Frank
ed home Friday from Holland the Centennial room of the Warm
TTiere will be no initiation pracBagladi, 21, of . 622 North Short
hospital where ahe had under- Friend Tavern Tuesday from 5:30
tice in the Royal Neighbor hall
Mrs. Romeyn Entertains
Dr., paid a $5 fine for driving Annoanca Engagement
to
7:30
p.m.
gone
surgery.
Her
daughter,
DiThursday night as previously anAbout 100 gue«tg were at- the without due caution and Clary Of
ane of MSC, East Laming was
nounced.
Relatives at Luncheon Betty
Buursma of Holland, paid a $1
home for the week-end and this reception and her* d’oeuvre party parking fine.
A daughter, Kimberly, was born
Mm. Peter Tuinsma, 231 Wait
returned
Mrs. Edward Romeyn, Waverly week Mr*. Dickinson'*brother for Mr. Miller
Oct 28 to Mr. and Mrs. Jack
24th St., announcesthe engageRoad, entertained a group of rel- and sister-in-law,
Mr. and Mrs. L. Sunday night by plane from WashRidenoui of Saginaw. Mia. Ridenment of her daughter, Betty, to
atives at a 1 o’clock luncheon H. Cull urn are staying in the ington. D.C., where he ha* been To Be Inducted
our is the former Kay De VrieS,
Roger Bussies, son of Mr. and
Wednesday.
Dickinson home.'
receiving treatment at the Kabat- . Grand Haven, Nov. 4 (Special) Mrs. Harold Bussies,route 6. Mias
daughterof Mr. and Mrs. Gerrit
The luncheon table waa decor- Mr. and Mrs. Richard Vee of Kaiser Clinic for the last ten —1710 local draft board report* Tuinsma recently was graduated
DeVries, 33 East 14th St.
ated with fall flowers. The after- Chicago, 111., spe*)t the week-end month*.
that the following five men will from the Mercy Central School of
•i Mrs. Alleene Lowery Fisher is
noon was spent socially.
here with Mrs. Vee’s mother, Mrs.
Mr. Miller arrived home in time leave for induction at 9 a.m., Nov. Nursing, Grand Rapids, and is emholding open house at her studio Dick Pifer, two-letter winner at
MIAA team la 1947, and also to
Guests were Mr. and Mrs. Tieii Ida Erlewein who accompanied to help his »on, Herman ^Keith, 15, going to Grand Rapids; Don- ployed at Holland hospital
on Thursdays from 4 to 9
Hillsdale college,Is rated one of the anaO college All-State team.
Marcus
and the Mesdames P. Ver them home.
celebrate hi* eighth birthday, ald Venhuizen,route X, HudionThe studio is located on South tho beat tackle* In the Midwest Pifer la one of the hardest blockHowe, Jack Marcus, A. Van Den
Mrs. Lola Jackson and grand- Monday .
ville; Joseph Medja, route 1, Grand
WaMilngton — In
168th Avt. A group of mothers
186-pound former Hillsdale •n la the game, and an aggressive
Elat, S. Holkeboer, Nelson Kragt daughter, Judy and Mrs. Kenneth
Out of town guest* present at Haven; William Meeuaeh,route 3, the average else of
will meet there this week for a high star has been an etMnafr player en defense. He is expectand Don Romeyn, all of Holland, Jackson visited Mr .and Mrs. W. the j>arty included Mr. and Mr*. Holland; Nelson Sterken, route 2, acres.
on “How la Discover
last two ed to clear a path thread* the
and Mrs. C. Marcua of Grand
SUUaon of South Haven Sun- R. W. Rice of Irknaing,parents of Zeeland, and
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New Peit Killer Will
Make Trouble for Locuiti
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From now
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Way to Good
Soil Management
Point

The story that old mother earth
can tell is one that should interest every progressive farmer,
truck crop glower, greenhouse
operator, nurseryman

and
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ener, believe? Kirk Lawton, soil
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Western Michigan Farm Operators
r

Fanners

Team

Hope Grid

Not to Blaine (or

Smothers Albion

Farmer says

that entomologistswere waiting
with some of their now pest killers for a brood of the locusts
which appeared in West Virginia
and Ohio last summer.
This tough specimen of the insect world was killed with TEP,
which is short for tetraethylpyrophosphate. During its 17-jear period undergroundthe locust nymph
feeds upon the sap of tree roots.
Its damage is of importanceto
orchadlsts.The insect is known to
have 22 distinct broods, each of
which appears in different years
in different areas.

scientistat Michigan State college.

NEWS

on, any 17-year lo-

custs that pop up are going to be
in trouble. Capper's

To All Farmers
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HOLUND CITY
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lime and fertilizer need and the
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High Food Prices

Sm
Those who place the blame for
high food prices on the American
farmer are not familiar with
facts or the philosophy of farm
people according to E. L. Anthony,
dean of the school of agriculture
at Michigan State college.
"Facts show the production of
food products on American farms
has increased steadily since 1936.
Today the production of all farm
products is 50 per cent greater
than the base 1910-1914average
and nearly 30 per cent higher
than the 1936-1940 average,”the
dean pointed out.
Greater supplies of foodstuffs
normally act to keep prices lower,

In

MIAA Contest

The Hope college football team
co-operatedwith the gala mood^

of homecoming Saturday by

1

trouncing the Albion Britons 33-6.

It was Hope’s second win in
MIAA play against one defeat and
put the local college into a second
place tie with their this week’s

Blossomlandbridge, the nAv 712- by the Chamben of Commerce of 1,200 tons of structural steel,

11,. under way on a 25-span separacities. The 11,350,000 S4S cubic yards af concrete, 44,- tion carrying the relocation over
the main lines of the Chesapeake
river between Renton Harbor and bridge U composed of fteven spans, 600 feet of steel pilings in bascule
and Ohio, the property of the
St. JoHeph, waft dedicated Wednes- han a 44-foot roadway with two piers and those at river edge and 1900, Industrial Rubber and Auto
day night in eeremoniefttponNored six-foot sidewalks. It contains north abutment. Work already Is Specialitiescorporations.
foot bridge which ttpami St. Joseph

the two

'

opponents—the Kalamazoo Hornets.

Students,Old Grads, fans and
ex-"H" winners, sittingalong the
sidelines,sat for two-and onehalf hours while Coach A1 Vanderbush used every man on the
bench in the lopsided contest.
Two bright spots for the fans
were Albion’s lone touchdown, a*
61-yard screen pass play, and Ted
Barrett's 45-yard touchdown run
in the fourth period after he was
momentarily stopped. However,
the officials repeatedly delayed
the game, to the disgust of the

Stuart Padnos and infant son, 53
East 20th St.; Mrs. Fred GarvePossibilities of
to
link and infant daughter,1%
have done everything possible to
East 16th St.; Mrs. William Kuhlkeep production up."
man, 341 West 32nd St.; Mrs.
'The farmer is by instinct a
Donald Dickinson, Fepnville; Mrs.
Fruit
producer. He wants to produce
Edward Nyland, 603 South Shore
Final rehearsals are being held
more because he has always
drive; Mrs. Jerry Dykatra, 182
‘'Hybrid chickens- how soon,
worked on the theory that the
West 13th St.
for the two performancesof the
how good?” That's the big curmore he producesfrom his land,
Admitted Saturday were Larry fans.
"hair-raising" mystery,'The Cat
rent poultry question which is askAfter the first period, the fans
without causing lasting harm to
Dean
Fuller, son of Mr. and Mrs.
farm management,
ed, then answered by a farm magand the Canary," to he presented
the soil, the more income he will
(From Monday's Sentinel)
A number of agencies in Mich- azine.
Durwood Fuller, 234 East Ninth knew it was a matter of how high
•As winter comes on, fruit
Other Hope alumni in Holland St.; Edward Gunneman, route. 5; the score would go. The Dutch
have to spend for things that growers are being urged to see Thursday and Friday nights in
igan carry on soil testing services.
Conclusionreached in a story
Holland high school auditorium for the week-end activitieswere Paul Scholten,786 East Eighth St. scored twice in the first quarter,
A central testing laboratoryL* written by Ralph S. Yohe, farm make life more enjoyable."
Dean Anthony jokinglytheor- that their trees are properly pro- under auspices ot the Junior high Mr. and Mrs. Albert Van Zoeren DischargedSaturday were Mrs. once in the third and twice again
maintained by Michigan State service editor,are as follows:
of Kalamazoo, Miss Gwen Lem- Herman Goodyke. route 1; Mrs. in the final period. Albion talized
that' maybe the fanners tected against mice and rabbits.
college'ssoil science department
school students and faculty.
A great deal of scientific skill,
men and Earl Holkeboer of Albert Bruins and son, 111 East lied in the second.
where samples may be sent for time, and money are being spem were having it easier today than County agricultural agent L. R.
The
junior high cast is under Grand Rapids, Mr. and Mrs. RobArnold
reports that matted grass
An Albion fumble on the first,
several
years
ago.
He
remarkanalysis and appropriate soil to produce hybrid chickens, which
17th St.; Mrs. James Klooz and
management recommendations.are crosses of inbred lines. Some ed: "I see the latest federal sur- along fence rows and sod and direction of John Bradley, speech ert Scheerhom of Muskegon, daughter, 1642 South Shore drive; play from scrimmage led to Hope's
Tests for the purity of marl and of them have proved to be excel- vey shows the average Michigan weeds around trees are good instructor,who directed last Vern Kraai of Covert, Mr. and Mrs. Herman Naberhuis and initial score. The locals recovfarm operator is working only 11.8 places for these animals to hide year'j highly successful produc- Mrs. Robert Marcus of Detroit, daughter,18 East 16th St.; Ver- ered the ball on Albion's 34. Howground limestone are also made.
lent layers.They seem to be less
A number of methods are used tion of "The Adventuresof Tom Mr. and Mrs. Carl Marcus of non Miles, route 2; Isaac Sonke, ever. with the ball On the Briton's
Tests may also be made in each temperamental about changes in hours a day compared with 12.1
for control: Mechanical protectors
Lansing, Mrs. Lucille Dee Dee of Jenison park; Mrs. Mary Jane Pen- two-yard line. Ted Rycenga fumSawyer.”
county in the state by the county feeding, weather, and manage- hours a day in 1946 Perhaps
of wire netting:cleaning sod away
they’re
enjoying
that
20
minutes
Grand
Rapids, Mrs. A1 Hartsema na Macatawa; Mrs. Don Fuller and bled in the end zone and Albion
The
story
develops
around
the
agriculturalagent or by the ment than purehreds. You can excounty testing laboratory. Well- pect better hybrids in the future. a day trying to figure out how and mounding around the tree reading of a dead man’s will, and of Muskegon and Mrs. Don Weav- daughter,234 East Ninth St.; recovered for a touchback. On
they can buy the lumber at pre- with cinders or gravel; killing creates a powerful mood of sus- er of Ann Arbor.
equippedlaboratories have now
Mrs. Dick Vande Bunte, 55 East the first play after the ball was
It is too early to say that all
been established in Berrien, the chickens of the future will sent day inflated' prices to make mice by means of poison bait: pense which lasts throughoutthe Misses Loucile Jonkman, Lois 14th St.; Mr*. George Jansen and brought out to the 20. Wendell
pruning the ^trees: and painting play's entire three acts. The first Hospers. Arlene Eilander and son, route 2.
Martin attempted to skirt the
Branch, Clinton, Jackson, Mason, be hybrids. They will have to be needed repairs on their barns."
trunks of tree? w-ith repellent.
Hope end and fumbled. Bill Holscene is laid in the library of a Helen Van Dyke, all teachers in
Van Buren and in other counties. clearly better than the best pureDischargedSunday were Larry
Killing the mice has proven man who has been dead for 20 the Traverse City schools, were
werda
fell on the loose ball on
When collecting soil samples, bred strains to share the wide Expert Telit Advantagei
Dean Fuller,son of Mr. and Mrs.
most effective. This ran be done years. His will is being read for in Holland this week-end to parAlbion’s seven-yardline. Three
Lawton advises, it is well to re- popularity of hybrid com. At preDurwood Fuller, 234 East Ninth
by the use of poison bait, placed the first time and an heir to the ticipatein Hope homecoming acplays later Rycenga crashed
member that* a test is only as ac- sent we have little evidence that Of Fall, Spring Plowing
St.; Janice Smeenge, daughter of
alonfc the surface runways,or in estate is named. The story twists tivities.
through guard for the score. Holcurate as the sample from which hybrids will lay more eggs than
The old question of fall plowing
Mr. and Mrs. Mar in us Smeenge,
the holes in the ground made by and revolves from this point, with
Also here for the Hope home- 294 West 21st St.; Mrs. John S. werda's kick was
it is made. Directions for taking our best purebred strains under versus spring plowing is again
mice.
Minutes later, the Dutch took
spirits, gongs, mad-men and ter- coming were Mr. and Mrs. Robert
soil samples can be obtained from good management. Even if hybrid making the rounds. Both methods
Percival, Jr., and daughter, rouie
Hints for using the bait can be ror to the very end.
Van Dis of Kalamazoo; Mr. and 4; Mrs. Robert Zwiers and son, the ball over after a five-yard
county agriculturalagents or the chicks do eventuallytake over, have their advantages. sa\s Paul
found in Extension Bulletin 196,
punt on Albion's 39. A triple latBackground for this sensation- Mrs. Harvey Koop, Mr. and Mrs.
P»ood. Michigan State college soils
Soiil Science department, Mich- it will take several years.
"ProtectingFruit Trees Against al play Is supplied by two beauti- Bill Hakken and Miss Ann Vander 79 >4 East 17th St.; Paul Schol- eral lost three yards and Ted
specialist.
igan State college, East Lansing.
Hybrids have brought to the
Mice and Rabbits", which can be fully done stage sets and the at- Jagt. all of Grand Rapids; Mr. ten, 786 East Eighth St.; Mrs. Barrett sliced through tackle and
Fall plowing, if it is the methHenry Hoekman and son, 138 East
poultry industry new emphasis on
obtained from agent Arnold's of- mosphere of suspense is increased and Mrs. Robert Heasley and Mr.
scampered all the way to the Bri17th St.; Mrs. CliffordBerkompas
breeding. The hybrid breeder is od chosen, should be done very fice.
ton's 13-yard line before he wai
by
wierd
and
fantastic
lighting.
and
Mrs.
Marty
Bekken
of
Kalaand daughter, route 4; Mrs. Gerinterested only in the perform- late in the fall, he points out. It's
Satisfactory control of rabbits
stopped. After two penalties
The cast of characters consists mazoo and Mr. and Mrs. Robert
risky
to
fall
plow
land
with
much
ance of his birds in his customrit Bruins and son, 214 West 19th
is usually possible by the use of a of 10 Junior High students with
against Hope and six plays, BarMontgomery of Owosso.
St.
ers’ flocks. The purebredbreeder of a slope because ot erosion.The repellent which Is applied to the
a.i
additional
25
others
working
rett finallyskirted the end for a
Dr. and Mrs. F. F. Yonkman
has frequently been more interest- protection of a crop is destroyed trunk of the trees. A repellent
Births Friday at Holland hoson committees to insure the suc- of Madison. N. J.. were local vistouchdown from the five. The
by
fell
plowing
and
wind
and
wated in contest records and high
formula is given in the extension cess of tlie play. Those to appear itors this week-end. They also ar- pital include a son. Randolph kick was wide.
egg production of a few individu- er erosion can take place.
Warren,
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Lester
will be Paul Schieringa as Rodger rived for Hope homecoming acHope's fast charging line was
On the credit side of the ledger, bulletin.
als.
Kaunitz. 894 South Shore Dr.; a
victim of a beautifully executed
The Michigan Bankers associa- In the future you will get bet- fall plowing permits early plant- Special problems in controlling Crosby: Hazel Vande Bunte as tivities. Their son, Freddy, u a
son.
Dennis
Paul,
to
Mr.
and
Mrs.
mice and rabbits that damage "Mammy" Pleasant: David Moran freshman at Hope.
screen pass play from Chuck Martion has inaugurateda program
ter chicks, whether hybrids or ing in the spring of such crops as fruit trees may be brought to the
Jacob Roelofs, 655 Douglas Ave.;
in the role of Henry Blyth; Joan
vin to Martin in the second perthrough its county banker groups
sugar
beets,
oats
and
barley
and
Mrs.
Anna
Poppen,
40
West
purebreds. because of this new
agent's office for advice.
Van Wingeren as Susan Silsby; 16th St., left today for Oak Park, a son, John Michael, to Mr. and iod. Martin took the ball on hit
to provide scholarships for rural
is
beneficial
to
the
soil
structure.
trend in thinking. The final test
Sammy Pas a. Cicely Young; 111., where she will visit her Mrs. Russell Vrieling, 579 Cres- own 42 after the pass over center,
young men and women who deof any chick is how well the pulPaul Drooger as Charlie Wilder; daughter, Mrs. Paul Gebhardt cent Drive; a daughter, Susan and with five men in front of him,
sire to attend short courses in
let lays in the farmers henhouse Siloi Should Be Open
Ben Bergman as Paul Jonas: Pa- until after the holidays.Later shi Elisabeth, to Mr. and Mrs. Rich- drove to the goal line. Ken
agricultureand home economics at
and how well the broiler grows in
ard Downs. 150 West 10th St.
Tourist
tricia Houtman as Annabelle plans to go to Florida.
Smith's kick was wide.
Michigan State college.
For Winter Feeding
the poultryman’splant.
(From Saturday’* Sentinel)
West;
Arden
Schuck
as
Hendricks
Guard Abe Moerland put the
Several county groups have alMr.
and
Mrs.
Randall
C.
Bosch
Pasture days for Michigan cows
and Dean King as Dr. Patterson. and the Rev. and Mrs. Marion
ready notified Ralph Tenny, direcMr. and Mrs. Bert Gobben of ball in scoring pasition in the
are about at an erd, so A. C.
tor of short courses at Michigan
Split
de Velder were among those from Zeeland. Mr. and Mrs. Henry Ban- third quarter by intercepting an
Baltzer, extension dairyman at
State, that scholarships to apply
Holland who attended the foot- ger. Jacob De Graaf and kenry Albion pass on the Briton’s38 and
Ronald Wayne Wierda
MichiganState college advises berunning the hall to the 13. Rytowards the costs of fees, lodging,
ball game in Ann Arbor Saturday.
ginning the winter feeding proHarold Vander Ploeg. veteran
Banger are attendingthe Mich- cenga powered through tackle
Honored on Birthday
meals and books have been arMr. and Mrs. Warren S. Mergram as soon as possible.
resort operator and president of
ranged.
riam. West 12th St., attended igan-IUinoisfootballgame in Ann from the three and scored to
The silo should be opened to the Holland Tourist council, toFields
Mrs. Bill Wierda, 508 West 21st.,
make the count 19-6. Holwerda's
Frank Coward. Lapeer, chair- For
the University of Michigan home- Arbor today.
prevent spoilage of the top layer. day suggested that the flow of
entertainedFriday afternoon in coming activitiesin Ann Arbot
kick split the uprights.
man of the agriculturalcommittee
Rep. Henry Geerlings of Holland
Frdsh chopped stalks can be fed new cars is going to split business
Early in the third period, two
If you're planningto make a to supplement the daily feed. A for resort operators in the state honor of her son. Ronald Wayne, during the week-end.
and Ray Brundage, executive
was in Grand Haven Thursday to
who celebrated his seventh birthmanager, of the Michigan Bankers seeding of alfalfa, red clover, or balanced grain ration should he and in other states.
Dr. and Mrs. Wynand Wichers participate in a round table dis- Albion receivers collidedwhile
day anniversary.
association, are heading the or- other legumes, it will pay to wolked out and feeding begun
of Kalamazoo were homocoming cussion in Grand Haven high trying to catch a Hope punt, Bill
"Since new cars ha\e increased
Decorations carried out a Halcheck the lime needs of the land. Once the milk flow has dropped. in production,there has been a
ganization of the scholarships.
week-end guests of Dr. and Mrs. school, attended by 75 persons. Holwerda came in fast and nabTen years ago, the W. K. Kel- James A. Porter, extensionsoil Baltzer points out. it Is impossible noticed trend toward long trips... loween motif. Movies were shown I. J. Lubbers, East 10th St.
The group took action promoting bed the hobbled ball on the Brilogg Foundation, showing interest scientist at Michigan State col- to bring it hack up Good feeding of hundreds of miles. . .not .staying and refreshments were served by
Miss Ruth Kammeraad.daugh- a "no" vote on props?! No. 2 and ton's 35. After the play. Umthe hostess. Gifts were piesented ter of Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Kam- "yes" on No. 5.
pire Wendell Emery was carried
in rural youth, started awarding lege. reports.
will help to hold production at i ir one place." Vander Ploeg said
to the honored guest.
Seed and fertilizerfor these profitable level.
scholarships to worthy rural
meraad. West 20th St., and Miss
Seventy-fiverefrigerator deal- off the field by two Hope playin appraising the 1948 resort seaInvited were Ronald and Melvin
young people. Since that time 1,- seedings will cost from 12 to 15
Joan De Korte of Grand Rapids, ert attended a dinner at the Mar- ers after he had pulled a leg musThe specialistgives a word of son.
Sterken, Jackie De Weerd. Charles
600 young people have taken ad- dollars per acre. If the lime re- caution about the cows' water
Blodgett hospital nurses, left Sat- quee on Friday night where they cle when he was involved in the
It caused a slight decrease in
vantage of the scholarships. Be- quirementof the soil has not been supply. Sudden freezing can cause volume business in Michigan this Phillips, Calvin Menken. Robert urday night for Hyden, Ky., to were given a "sneak" preview of mixup for the ball Lee Kleis. who
cause of their training in com- met, the return from this invest- broken pipes. A little protection year he said and warned that it Scholten, Ronald De Went, Terry join the Frontier Nursing staff of the 1949 Gibson refrigeratorand was in the stands watching the
munity leadership,homo econom- ment will be greatly reduced or will prevent a sudden stop in the will be a fight between states and Schurman. Dickie Topp. Billy the Hyden Hospital Frontier home freezer line. Ed Jacobs and game, changed shirts, grabbed a
Reus. Bobby Hoffmejer and the Nursing Service in the Applachian
ics, and agriculture,Director even lost.
water supply due to freezing operators who can "offer the best guest
Paul Exstein, of the home factory whistle and finished Emery's job.
of honor.
A
number
of
things
can
cause
On the second play from Almountains.
Tenny says many have become
in Greenville, were guests. Mass
weather.
attraet'on.v ’ m the future when
bion's
35, Ted Barrett started!
Mrs.
Russell
Klaasen
returned
leaders in their areas and in state this crop failure. Perhaps the
Furniture
Co.
is
the
local
Gibson
the auto industry reaches its peak.
farmer does not suspect that the
around end. An Albion lineman
farm programs.
Saturday after hjxtiding a week dealer.
Baffling Cattle Ditease
Local banker grouj* will work soil is acid. Maybe liming material
District in Bloomfield, Ind. Returning with Julius Vander Hill of Zeeland crashed through and grabbed
New Camp Fire Groups
is
applied
but
not
in
sufficient
her were Mrs. William Arends- son of Mr. and Mrs. George Van- Banett. but the Hope speedster
In cooperation with county agriSpreading Throughout U.S.
horst, Jr., and children of Ann der Hill, 630 North Shore Drive, squirmed loose, reversed his
cultural, 4-H Club, and Home quantify to neutralizethe acidity.
baffling infectionof cattle Have Tea lor Mothers
Arbor, who also had been visit- lost the sight of his left eye in a field and behind vicious blocking
Demonstration agent,? and voca- Sometimes the liming material is known as X disease is becoming
ing in Bloomfield. The latter’s recent accident a* a Zeeland fac- ran all the way to a score.
tional agriculture,and vocational applied such a short time before
Members
of the newly-organizso widespread that the United
In the final four minutes of play
husband. Dr. Arendshorst, joined tory where he is employed. Teeth
homemaking teachers to deter- seeding that there is not time for States government has been asked ed groups of Camp Fire girls and
his family here and they spent the of a saw threw a block of wood Hope scored again on pass from
Bluebirds of Mont el lo Park entermine the need? for scholarships the necessary chemical action to to help in .copingwith it.
take place.
week-end with Mrs. William into the air and the wood struck Bill Hinga to Bud Van De Wege
within their count.es.
The disease, now known to have tained their mothers at a tea
Porter says the farmer need not
Arendshorst, Sr.. 51 East 12th St him in the eye. He will undergo in the end zone. The five yard
Thursday
afternoon
at
the
school.
invaded more than half of the
guess. He can know whether any
Mr. and Mrs. Burt Post and Mr. surgery Monday to have the eye pass play climaxed a drive from
A skit was presented by the
states, severely affects young catsoil needs lime by having the soil
Albion's 35-yard line. Chuck Bacand
Mrs. Donald E. Kyger attend- removed.
Bluebirds
and
Camp
Fire
girls
tle and causes loss of weight,
tested or by testing it himself.
ed Founder's week-end at Howe
A group of children will present kin had recovered a Briton fumthickening
of the skin, lowered sang "America.'’Mrs. Oriie Bishop
For this test, or the outfit to
Military Academy. Howe, Ind., vocal and instrumental music at ble at that point.
explained the Camp Fire program
make his own tests, he can ar- milk production,and some deaths. to the mothers.
Holwerda'skick was good and'
where the former's son, Dale the 7:30 p.m. service Sunday at
range with his county agricultur- Up to now. research men have
Post, is a student. Promoted to Immanuel church. The Rev. C. M. the game ended three minutes latDecorations in keeping with
been
unable
to
find
out
what
Price
al agent.
Private First Class at the first of Beerthuis will speak on "Jesus, er.
Halloween centered the tea table
causes it or how it spreads.
Fall application of lime is good
One of the highlights of the
the year, young Post received his the Savior, Judging and Inviting."
Learning those things will be at which Mrs. H. Goodrich and
Marketing charges alone for to- insurance that liming material
game
was the superb downfield
warrant
as
Corporal
at
a
formal
Mis.
Ray
Rikscn
poured.
John Beitman, Charlie Rozema,
the aim of an intensivestudy now
day’s food products cost more will have time to correctsoil acidassembly and parade. He Is an Clyde Kehrwecker,Bob Van Liere blocking by the Dutch. Repeatedly
Mrs. Andrew Kammeraad is
being started by the U. S. Bureau
than consumers paid for food at ity before seeding. Liming materElagle Scout and a former mem- and John De Witt are in Ann Ar- Hope backs would break loose for
o Animal Industry in cooperation guardian of the Camp Fire group.
retail prices in 1940.
ial can be spread on sod land in
ber of a local Sea Scout ship.
bor today to attend the Michigan- long gains, made possibleby linewith key veterinarians and live- She is assisted by Mrs. Walter
Dr. Lawrence Witt, agricultural the fall, and even when the soil is
•
Mrs.
George
E.
Kollen
will
read
Freestone.
Mrs.
John
Moeller,
Illinois
football game. They plan men clearing the
stock owners throughoutthe naeconomist at MicHigan State col- frozen, if conditions are good for tion.
'The Return of the Prodigal” to attend the Holland Hurricanes-1'
bluebirds guardian, is assisted by
lege, says collecting, transport- spreading.
by Elma Ehrlich Levinger, at the Jackson Lk>n« game at Jackson
Mrs. Ray Ten Have.
On sloping fields where the
ing. processing, packaging and
annual Thank Offering meeting tonight.
handling food products in the liming material might be washed Fahocha Class, Guests
of the Women’s Missionary soKiwanls club members and their
Mrs. Henry Assink. Mrs. Bill
United States last year cost 15.5 away, it Is best to apply at a time
Miss Jaella Brower
ciety of Hope church, to be held *ives will have a ilaliowcen and
Mrs. Chester Van Tongeren
Have
Halloween
Party
Assink. Mrs. Gerrit Assink. and
billion dollars. In 1910 the con- when it can be worked into the
Mrs. Chester Van Tongeren, Wednesday at 3 p.m. in the home hard times party Monday at 3:30 Mrs. Harry Blauwkamp were
Is Feted at Shower
sumers paid only 14.4 billion dol- soil soon after applying.
Thirty-four members and guests
574 Central Ave., was elected dir- of Mrs. Irwin J. Lubbers, 92 East p.m. at the American Legion Wednesday afternoonvisitors at
lars for food products at retail.
of the Fahocha class. First MethMiss Juella Brower, a Novem- ector of District 9 of the Na- 10th St. Devotionsare in charge Memorial park club house. Guests the home of Mrs. Lawrence Van'
That included the price paid farmSeed Vallevi to Make
odist church, attended a Hal- ber bride, was complimentedat i tional Tulip society at the first of Mrs. M. C. Wcstrate.All wo- will wear costumes for the event. Der Zwaag.
ers for raw products and marketloween party Friday night at the surprise miscellaneous shower convention of the society held last men of the church are invited.
Mr. and Mrs. Myron Veldheor
ing cpsts together
Mountain Gran Grow
home of Mrs. J. K. Hoffmaster.A given Wednesday night in the week in the Waldorf Astoria in Mrs. W. M. Tappan is social chairand family enjoyed a four-day trip
Witt points out that in 1947
Western cattlemenare making meeting precededthe party. De- home of Miss Barbara Streui. New York City. District 9 includes nTan.
to Kentucky last week.
the farmer got 55 per cent of all more grass grow up on the mounMiss Isla Stegink, daughter of
votions were led by Miss Henriet- Maple Ave. Mrs. Norma Bekker Michigan and Wisconsin. Mrs.
Mrs. ClarenceRouwhorst spent
the money spent by consumers tains by seeding down in the, val(From Saturday's Sentinel)
ta Boschker and Miss Evelyn was the assisting hostess. Prizes Van Tongeren has been active In Mr. and Mrs B. G. Stegink, 235
last Tuesday wi^h her parents in
for food products. It is estimated ley, it is reported. More valley and
Several ot the local people atQeorge played accordion solos.
in games were won by Mrs. Stan the society since its organiza- West 17th St., was admitted to
East Saugatuck.
that the farmer’s share will drop foothill forage, an article in a
Blodgett hospital,Grand Rapids, tended the Reformation meeting Kennetji Lemmen has been conMrs. Edward Donivan presented Mulder, Miss Anna Slenk and tion.
’ to 52 per cent of the food dollar farm magazine points out, means
several poems by Paul Laurence Mrs. Leroy Sybesma. A lunch was
Mrs. Victor Watkins of the on Sunday where she will undergo of ChristianReformed churches fined to his home for the last
in 1948. Although retail prices that livestockcan lx? taken off. the
Dunbar, using the Negro dialect. served by the hostesses.
Warm
Friend Tavern was elected plastic $urgery. She will remain Friday in the Civic auditorium in week due to a throat Infection.
have increased,in many cases the mountain earlier in the fall, givGrand Rapids. The Rev. Peter
Refreshments,in keeping with
Miss
Brower
will be the bride second vice-president Other of- in Grand Rapids two weeks.
The Rev S. Kramer has. declinfarmers are getting less for raw ing the highland grass a better
Mr. and Mrs. George Botsis, Eldersveld was the main speaker. ed the call extendedto him from
Halloween, were served by a. com- of Robert Wiersma on Nov 24.
ficers elected were Mrs. J. J. Nicproducts than a year ago, Witt chance to store up root reserves
Mrs. George Boerman of Oak- the Walker Christian Reformed
mittee composed, of the Mesdames
Guests were the Mesdames Stan olson of Atlanta. Ga., president; Miss Joyce Borr and Ralph Marcontends
for the winter. In the spring, if Carl Myrick, James Flint. Jack Mulder, Leroy Sybesma, L. Ash, L. R. Hubbard of Westfield,N. J„ tinus attended the Michigan-Illi- land who underwent an operation
church of Grand* Rapids.
The A1SC economist warped stock is held on the lowlands un- Brookhou.se,John Shashaguay and
Norma Bekken, and the Misses vice-president, and Felix R. Ty- nois game at Ann Arbor on Satur- at Holland hospital,is recuperat- Mr. and Mrs. John Boers and
that prices paid to farmers al- til the snow goes off the mounSimon Wybenga.
Joyce Brower, Anna Slenk, Elaine roler of Bronxville.N. Y., execu- day. On their return they stopped ing at heriiome here. She is able children were Sunday evening visways have dropped more rapidly tains, the forage on the heights
De Witt, Cereta Kane and De- tive secretary-treasurer.
in Jackson where they saw the to be up part of the time.
itors at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
than have 'retail prices. Mar- gets a better start.
PLAN FARMERS' WEEK
lores Vai Zanten.
An honorary membership was game between the Holland Hur- Hie Senior Ladies Aid mer Gerrit Driesenga.
. ketiag changes drop more slowly.
farmers'Week, Michigan’s best
conferred on • Margaret Herhst, ricanes and the Jackson All-Stars. Tuesday Afternoon at . the OakSAVE ALL PIGS
known agriculturalevent, will be GO AFTER PROFITS
public relations director of the Botsis is a member of the Hurri- land Christian Reformed chapel.
New York— Average net income
. PRODUCTION SLUMPS
Saving all pigs farrowed . Is held at Michigan State college
Michigan farme/s arc being en- Associated Bulb Growers of Hol- canes team.
Mrs. Steven Walters, the presi- of private physicians in the U.S.
Poultry productionis often cut importantwith the high prices for
next year from Jan. 24 to 28. couraged to go after the extra land, for her "Invaluable effort in
dent of th« society, presided.
Hospital Notes
is $9,884 a year. Gross incomes
when birds are in poor condition. feeds and grains. Saving an extra
Exhibits,demonstrations, contests, profts to be had by growing certi- connection with the organization
Admitted to Holland hospital Student Van Hulsemi of Calvin average $17,476.
Disease and improper feeding can pig or two per litter can often
and educational programs are ex- fied seed. ‘Details can be ob- of the National Tulip society and Friday were Bert De Haan, route college in Grand Rapids will conoften account for a slump, in pro- spell the difference between propected to draw in excess of 30,* tained from the Michigan Crop In consideration of her tremend- 2; Mrs. Herman Goody ke, route duct all the services of the OakA pair of women'* silk stocking*
when the birds are really fit and loss on the hog enter*
000 rural people to the Eatf Lan- Improvement association, MichD ous interest in the tulip through- L
land Christian Reformed church contains almost four miles af silk
of doing better.
sing campus.
ran State college,East Lansipg. out the years.”
Discharged Friday were Mm.
thread.
plant nutrient content ol the «oil
will point the way to sound sou
management,the socialistbelieves. Many organization? including the county extension services,
the Farm Bureau, soil conservation districts,and civic groups,
feel that soil testing Is an action
program that fits well into good

Dean Anthony maintained and
added: 'The farmers certainly
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